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ABSTRACT  
This dissertation is based upon the work within a number of research 
projects, five of which are presented in detail. The work follows the 
direction of research laid out by the Ubiquitous Computing and 
Augmented Reality research programs and concerns the broad question of 
where to go as we seek to take digital technology, and human interactions 
with this technology, beyond the traditional desktop computer. The work 
presented takes a design-oriented approach to Human Computer 
Interaction research.  
 
Five prototype systems are presented: Ambient displays for remote 
awareness, a navigation device providing guidance through  tactile cues, a 
personal device for wastewater plant operators, paper cards enabling 
control of video playback, and cell phones that enable you to ‘talk silent’. 
It is discussed how these prototypes, despite obvious differences, all 
reflect the same overall attitude towards the role of digital technology. It is 
an attitude emphasizing that integration of digital technology with 
everyday human activities means making computational power manifest as 
part of a larger patchwork of resources. Furthermore, it is an attitude 
promoting the design of digital technology that leaves the control and 
initiative with people and their earned ability to take appropriate action 
when faced with the particularities of the social and physical settings 
encountered in everyday life beyond the computer screen. 
 
In other words, this dissertation brings forward, by using five prototypes 
as examples, an attitude that encourages us to recognize, embrace, and 
take advantage of the fact that human interaction with digital technology 
takes place, not in a vacuum, but in a rich and diverse world full of many 
resources for human action other than the digital technology we bring 
about. 
 
Keywords 
Human Computer Interaction, Interaction Design, Interface Design, 
Ubiquitous Computing, Augmented Reality. 
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1  
 

INTRODUCTION 
‘The (ubiquitous computing) program was at first envisioned only as a radical answer to 
what was wrong with the personal computer: too complex and hard to use; too 
demanding of attention; too isolated from other people and activities; and too 
dominating as it colonized our desktops and lives. We wanted to put computing back in 
its place, to reposition it into the environmental background, to concentrate on human-
to-human interfaces and less on human-to-computer ones. By 1992, when our first 
experimental “ubi-comp” system was being implemented, we came to realize that we 
were, in fact, actually redefining the entire relationship of humans, work, and technology 
for the post-PC era.’ [61]. (Mark Weiser, looking back at the ubiquitous 
computing research program that he and his colleagues initiated at Xerox 
Parc in the late 80’s). 
 
‘From the isolation of our workstations we try to interact with our surrounding 
environment, but the worlds have little in common. How can we escape from the 
computer screen and bring these two worlds together?’ [64].(Pierre Wellner and 
Wendy Mackay, two pioneers within Augmented Reality research 
expressing the overall quest to bring human interaction with digital 
technology out of isolation). 
 
This dissertation consists of five papers published in the years 1997-2002 
as part of conference proceedings within the research area of Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI). More specifically, the five papers report on 
experimental work within the areas of Ubiquitous Computing, 
Augmented Reality, Tangible User Interfaces, Information Appliances, 
and Context-Aware computing. The papers describe the work conducted 
in five individual research projects carried out at university and industrial 
research laboratories in Scandinavia and the USA. The particular 
challenges and research questions related to each project, the specifics of 
the prototyping tasks involved, and the outcome of our efforts are 
described in detail in the original papers:   
 

 [P1] Pedersen, E.R. and T. Sokoler. Aroma: Abstract 
Representations of presence supporting mutual awareness, in 
proceedings of CHI'97 (Atlanta, GA, USA, 1997), ACM 
Press, 51-58. 
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 [P2] Sokoler, T., L. Nelson, and E.R. Pedersen. Low-Resolution 

Supplementary Tactile Cues for Navigational Assistance, in 
proceedings of Mobile HCI 2002. (Pisa, Italy, 2002), Springer 
Verlag, Lecture notes in computer science #2411,369-372. 

 
 [P3] Nilsson, J., T. Sokoler., T. Binder., N. Wetcke. Beyond the 

control room: Mobile devices for spatially distributed interaction on 
industrial process plants, in proceedings of HUC2000 (Bristol, 
UK, 2000), Springer Verlag, 30-45. 

 
 [P4] Nelson, L., S. Bly, and T. Sokoler. Quiet Calls: Talking 

Silently on Mobile Phones, in proceedings of CHI'01 (Seattle, Wa, 
USA, 2001), ACM Press, 174-181. 

 
  [P5] Sokoler, T., H. Edeholt. Physically Embodied Video Snippets 

Supporting Collaborative Exploration of Video Material During 
Design Sessions, in proceedings of NordiChi 2002 (Århus, 
Denmark, 2002), ACM Press,139-155. 

 
Reprints of the five papers, referred to as [P1]-[P5] from hereon, are 
included in this dissertation (pp.73-168) as they originally appeared, 
without any editing apart from a change of layout to fit the format of this 
text.  
 
The work presented in this dissertation takes a pro-active explorative 
approach to HCI research. Hence, the design and implementation of 
concrete prototypes and experiments with use of these prototypes, plays a 
key role in the five projects discussed in this text. The 5 prototypes in 
question: Ambient displays for remote awareness (AROMA), a handheld 
navigation device displaying navigational cues by the means of a dynamic 
tactile representation (TactGuide), a personal mobile device supporting 
the work of wastewater plant operators (Pucketizer), cell phones that 
enables you to ‘talk silent’ when responding to incoming calls while in 
situations where talking aloud is inappropriate (QuietCalls), and paper 
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cards that enables control of video playback when placed on top of an 
electronically augmented conference room table (VideoTable).   
 
This introductory text, accompanying the five papers, will discuss how the 
specific and apparently different prototyping efforts, in each their way all 
are part of the same efforts to explore new types of human interaction 
with digital technology. In particular, this text will bring forward how the 
five prototypes all reflect the same overall attitude towards the role of 
digital computational power as we seek to ‘go beyond the desktop 
computer’. It is an attitude emphasizing that integration of digital 
technology with the everyday world means making digital computational 
power manifest as technology designed to be part of a larger patchwork of 
resources. Hence, we try not to think of digital technology as a standalone 
resource, but instead, and at the very core of our design efforts, we 
deliberately look for ways to make possible a constructive rather than 
competitive relationship between digital technology, human skills, and the 
many other resources present. Furthermore, it is an attitude that distances 
itself from the vision of a ‘thinking machine’ and the design of  ‘smart’ 
devices that aims to infer human intention and take action on behalf of 
people without any explicit human action directed towards the 
technology. As it will be discussed throughout this dissertation, it is an 
attitude that encourages us to see the many other resources present in the 
setting of use that we design for as opportunities we can take advantage of 
rather than obstacles that we need to somehow overcome. In other 
words, it is an attitude embracing the fact that human interaction with 
digital technology takes place, not in a vacuum, but in social and physical 
settings full of other resources for human action.  
 
Considering the title of this dissertation one question immediately comes 
to mind: In the year 2004, didn’t we already move beyond the desktop 
computer? 
 
The world of computers and digital technology has clearly changed since 
the ideas on Ubiquitous Computing (Ubicomp) and Augmented Reality 
(AR) were set forward in the late 80’s and early 90’s. During the last 
decade, the power of digital computation has made a definitive step into 
the arena of everyday human life. Digital technologies are nowadays 
mundane commodities, and we do no longer only think of computers as 
advanced calculators or advanced text editors reserved for a small group 
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of expert users going about their business at their office desks. With the 
proliferation of digital technology, human interaction with manifestations 
of digital computational power now takes place within a whole range of 
social and physical settings profoundly different from the traditional office 
desktop work environment.  Walking down the street or riding the train, 
we immediately notice the many people talking or text messaging through 
their cell phones, browsing or entering information on various personal 
digital assistants, or editing multimedia documents on their laptop 
computers. Even a trip to the local supermarket reminds us of the 
widespread use of digital technology  when we see how barcodes on 
goods are laser scanned at the counter and used as input to an electronic 
cash register with network access to a central database  for inventory 
tracking. We may further add, to this picture, our less immediate 
observable encounters, with the many embedded microprocessors that 
hide beneath the surface of microwave ovens, vacuum cleaners, home 
theater systems, climate control systems, fuel injection systems, etc. 
Hence, the question is no longer if we, in some distant future, will be able 
to make the power of digital computation manifest as digital technology 
with characteristics very different from the desktop computer – we have  
been traveling that path for a while, and the notion of a need to ‘go 
beyond the desktop computer’ may therefore, when proclaimed today, at 
first seem as a rather anachronistic mission statement. This would 
however, be a much too hasty conclusion. As an ‘exercise’ we may, 
inspired by the late Mark Weiser, ask how well the many new off-the-
desktop digital technologies that we encounter today stand up to the 
critique of their technological ancestors: 
 
Is their presence in our everyday world less obtrusive? 
 
Do they reflect a move away from the design of digital technology that interrupt us in 
our doings and takes our undivided attention for granted? 
 
Do they reflect a move towards the design of digital technology that allows people to focus 
on their activities rather than on the technology?  
 
Can we say that human interactions with these technologies easily blend into the social 
and physical settings that embed these interactions? 
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Now, unless for polemic purposes, any simple answers to questions like 
these make little sense, given that such answers would have to be based 
upon a clearly unfair generalization across the diversity of digital 
technologies that we encounter today. But the questions help remind us 
that ‘going beyond the desktop computer’ is about more than the 
construction of smaller, faster, more mobile, better networked, less power 
consuming, digital technologies that can be moved off the desktop. The 
questions remind us that not all the new PDAs, cell phones, or in-car 
navigation systems introduced, take us towards a more balanced 
relationship between, digital technology, human skills, human activities, 
and the many non-computerized resources for human action also present 
in the settings that embed human interaction with digital technology. 
Being aware that we should be careful not to generalize, I will posit that 
even though much off-the-desktop digital technology has been introduced 
over the last decade, the mission of ‘going beyond the desktop computer’ 
is as relevant today as ever. In fact, when we consider the many diverse 
human activities we are designing for today, it may very well be argued 
that the notion of ‘going beyond the desktop computer’ with its general 
critique of techno centricity and its strive to make human interaction 
better fit for human activities beyond the computer screen is even more 
relevant today than it was a decade ago.   
 
It will be understood, throughout this dissertation that the notion of 
‘going beyond the desktop computer’ (GBDC) despite its direct reference 
to the desktop computer, goes beyond the critique of any one particular 
piece of digital technology. Thus, GBDC means more than simply 
bringing digital computational power out of the grey boxes and off the 
desktop. The notion of GBDC is not a well-defined set of guidelines nor a 
fully developed framework for the design of digital technology. Rather the 
notion of GBDC  is constituted  by a much looser collection of evocative 
scenarios, terms , and prototype implementations suggesting an overall 
heading as we aim to better integrate human interaction with digital 
technology into the rich social and physical settings for human activities 
that makes up the world beyond the computer screen. Originating in the 
visions of Ubiquitous Computing (Ubicomp) and Augmented Reality 
(AR) set forward in the late 80’s and early 90’s, GBDC revolves around  a  
general critique of the techno centricity we see echoed in the way the 
desktop computer makes the power of digital computation manifest in the 
world: too complex, too attention demanding,  too dominating, and too 
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isolated. It is the critique of a model of use where digital technology is 
assumed to be at the forefront of the activities in which it is part; an 
exclusive model of use leaving little room for the kind of cross-
fertilization between multiple resources for human action that we are so 
accustomed to in our dealings with the everyday world. While this model 
of use may be epitomized by our design of applications for the desktop 
computer, the critique bears relevance for the design for human 
interaction with digital technology in general. Taking offset in this critique 
of techno centricity, I will condense the overall challenges brought 
forward by the notion of GBDC into the following questions:  
 
How do we enable human interactions with digital technology to better fit the rich social 
and physical settings that constitute the context for human activities, in which these 
interactions are embedded? 
 
How can we make possible a more balanced and constructive relationship between 
digital technology, human skills, and the many non-computerized resources for human 
action also present in the world beyond the computer screen? 
 
Again, the nature of these questions is very broad and we should not start 
seeking any simple meaningful answers. The questions do however, 
capture what I will take to be the essence of GBDC as they point out the 
quest for a more open and compliant type of digital technology explicitly 
aimed at accommodating the situated nature of the interaction between 
humans and the digital technology we bring about. The overall challenges 
brought forward by the questions has guided and motivated the work 
presented in this dissertation. Hence, the questions may serve as the 
general backdrop on which the specifics of the design-oriented 
explorations presented in this dissertation should be viewed.  
 
As the above questions indicate, there is within  GBDC a built-in strive to 
move human interaction with digital technology ‘out of isolation’, to bring 
it closer to the interaction between people, and closer to the interaction 
between people and non-computerized artifacts already taking place in the 
world beyond the computer screen. Along the same lines of reasoning, 
GBDC implies that we aim for the technology itself to ‘get out of the way’ 
and be as unnoticeable as possible while leaving room for what really 
matters to the people taking advantage of digital computational power 
namely the activities they pursue. That is, we aim for a type of digital 
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technology that can be readily available without taking center stage and 
used without having the task of operating the technology force people to 
turn their backs on the physical and social settings that embeds their 
interaction with this technology. Thus, pursuing GBDC implies that we 
try to make the boundaries between human interaction with digital 
technology and human interaction with other artifacts and other people 
less obtrusive. Moving digital technology ‘out of isolation’ while at the 
same time have this technology ‘get out of the way’ points to a key 
challenge facing the design for human interaction with digital technology 
that goes beyond the desktop computer. As it will be discussed 
throughout this text, this challenge in turn revolves around a tension, and 
an important distinction, between perceived transparency and true 
invisibility, between ‘the disappearing computer’ and ‘the disappearing 
interface’.  
 
The remaining two chapters of this introductory text are: 
 
Chapter 2, the main chapter of text, will present the work within the five 
individual projects that constitute the core of this dissertation and bring 
forward the attitude towards the role of computational power they share 
and  reflect. Furthermore, the areas of research most directly related to the 
work presented in this dissertation will be introduced. Chapter 2 
concludes with a section on method and work process. 
 
Chapter 3, the final chapter of this text, holds my concluding remarks. 
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GOING BEYOND THE DESKTOP 
COMPUTER WITH AN ATTITUDE 

 
 ‘Recent work has been called names such as ubiquitous computing and augmented 
reality. Although the technologies differ, they are united in a common philosophy: The 
primacy of the physical world and the construction of appropriate tools that enhance our 
daily activities.’ [64]. 
 
The work presented in this dissertation is part of an ongoing research 
community discourse that seeks to bring forward and explore a variety of 
different suggestions on new ways for humans to interact with digital 
technology in our quest to ‘go beyond the desktop computer’. While these 
suggestions, often propelled primarily by examples of prototype systems, 
express the same overall ambitions, they often differ in their way of 
pursuing these ambitions. In particular, the suggestions may reflect very 
different attitudes towards the role of digital computational power as it 
plays out in the relationship between digital technology and human skills, 
and in the relationship between digital technology and the many other 
resources for human action also present in the world beyond the 
computer screen.  
 
This main chapter will present the five projects that constitute the core 
work of this dissertation. The main purpose is to bring forward how the 
projects in each their way contribute to the evolvement of a particular 
attitude towards the role of digital computational power, and to make 
explicit how this attitude is reflected in the design and implementation of 
five concrete prototypes. Following the presentation of the five individual 
projects, and a presentation of the attitude towards the role of digital 
technology they reflect and share, this chapter concludes with a section on 
method and work process.   
 
As a prelude, before discussing the five individual projects, I would like to 
take a journey back in time to 1993 and my first meeting with Ubiquitous 
Computing (UbiComp), Augmented Reality (AR) and the general idea of 
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digital technology designed to ‘go beyond the desktop computer’. It 
became my first encounter with the ghost of an ancient Greek royalty, and 
my first meeting with the general challenge of making the technology ‘get 
out of the way’ while at the same time make intelligible means for human 
control available. This same challenge would resurface in various ways 
throughout the many projects that followed, and serve as a constant 
reminder of the difference between aiming for ‘the disappearing 
computer’ versus aiming for ‘the disappearing interface’. 
 
In 1993, there were still not that many examples illustrating what it could 
mean to go beyond the desktop computer. It seemed clear though, that 
new modalities in the interaction between humans and computational 
power were implied. We needed to come up with, and explore, a whole 
range of new Input/Output technologies in order to take the interaction 
between humans and digital technology beyond the use of mouse, 
keyboard, and graphical display units as we knew them from our 
interaction with the standard desktop PC. It was the general idea that 
these new I/O technologies would help us unstrap the human from the 
computer, and turn interaction with digital technology into a more fluent 
and full body experience taking advantage of a wider repertoire of the 
ways humans already know how to communicate and interact with people 
and artifacts in their nearby surroundings. 
 
What would it be like to gesture with our bare hands as a way to interact 
with a computer?   
No mouse, pens, or gloves with cables attached - just our bare hands.  
 

2.1 Hand Waving 
1993-1995 Roskilde University and Interval Research in collaboration with Elin R. 
Pedersen and Cary Kornfeld. 
 
We soon came up with use scenarios and cardboard mockups, illustrating 
how hand gesturing could be used to navigate electronic multimedia 
books. Scenarios where the pages of an electronic book were projected on 
a passive surface, and you could use your hands to activate page turning 
and playback of the multimedia content presented on the pages. These 
scenarios, and a number of paper mockups demonstrating the concept, 
helped us focus our efforts. But what would it take, to make it possible 
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for us to explore this kind of untethered interaction? Was it at all 
technically feasible to enable this kind of interaction using the hardware 
components available in 1993? What would it feel like to control a 
computer using your bare hands?  
 
It was with these questions in mind that I set out to design and implement 
a real-time video-based hand gesture recognition system [OP1]. Little was 
I to know that the work with this project would take me straight into the 
territory of the disappearing computer, and face head-on, the challenge of 
‘getting digital technology out of the way’ without compromising human 
control.  

The Hand Gesture Recognition Prototypes  
The prototype we designed allowed people to use their hands in a limited 
repertoire of hand gestures as a way to interact with a traditional PC. By 
gesturing with your hands, within a black square area on top of your 
regular desk, you were able to control a simple application displaying its 
feedback on a standard monitor sitting next to the square area. The hand 
gestures in the repertoire were chosen in order to support the book-
reading scenario, but in this first system we did not have the opportunity 
to experiment with the actual projection of images on passive surfaces. 
Hence, the book-reading scenario had inspired and guided our efforts but 
the prototype only demonstrated the technical feasibility of actually being 
able to capture and interpret hand gestures in real time. While this was a 
major step forward, we were still only getting ready to explore and 
demonstrate the use of hand gestures in an actual application. These 
rather long periods of ‘just getting ready’ was characteristic for much of 
the design oriented HCI research that took place within the UbiComp and 
augmented reality  fields in the early 90’s.  There was a huge gap between 
the vision that we wanted to explore, and the base technology available 
for our explorations.  
 
During my first 6-month visit with Interval Research in 1994, the hand 
gesture system was developed further to enable the directness in the 
interaction that we had originally aimed for as part of the book-reading 
scenario. Having far more resources at our disposal we replaced the PC 
monitor with a horizontal officedesk sized semi-transparent work surface 
and used back projection to display the GUI applications running in a 
windows3.1 operating system environment. The area for gesture 
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recognition was aligned with the semi-transparent work surface and the 
gesture recognition system was integrated as an input device hooked into 
the operating system ‘disguised’ as a mouse compatible device. Hence, we 
had moved from a specific design accommodating the book-reading 
scenario and back to our broader original interest in the design of a more 
generic type of input device.  
 
Moving from input device to application, this later prototype was part of a 
larger system that allowed for remote collaboration in a shared mixed 
media workspace. In this system, similar to Ishii’s Clearboard, [20], [21], 
and also related to the work of Tang&Minneman’s VideoDraw  [47], 
people belonging to geographically dispersed organizations could establish 
a shared virtual desktop environment where the display and sharing of 
standard computer applications like spreadsheets applications was 
combined with real time audio and video transmission. The audio channel 
was used very much like a hands-free phone enabling people to engage in 
a verbal dialogue about the content displayed on the shared desktop. The 
video connection on the other hand, was used to overlay live images of 
hand gestures on the shared desktop. This allowed people to include hand 
gestures as part of the human-human communication by allowing them to 
point with their fingers to physical objects, as well as representations of 
digitized objects, present on the virtually shared mixed media work 
surface. We thereby aimed at strengthening the sense of presence and 
coordination during remote collaboration. Furthermore, during the 
collaborative sessions, the hand gesture recognition system would be 
active and by gesturing on top of the work surface, you would not only 
communicate with the person on the other end but also manipulate the 
visual representations of digital entities displayed on the shared desktop.  
 
In the prototypes discussed above, the overall vision was that of digital 
technology designed to be present and readily available as part of the 
background for human activities. Seamless integration of computational 
power with our physical work environment was a high priority item on 
our research agenda. There was an underlying notion of more fluid 
boundaries between interaction with physical artifacts, interaction 
between people, and interaction with digital technology. The overall goal 
was to somehow make digital technology less prominent and less 
obtrusive to the activities taking place in the social and physical setting of 
use – to get the technology out of the way. 
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A Greek king with ambiguous intentions 
Returning to the interpretation of hand gestures the prototypes worked 
fairly well from a technical point of view. However, from an interaction 
perspective we encountered a phenomenon also reported by other 
researchers at that time working on a glove based gesture recognition 
system [3]. The phenomenon we observed was coined the ‘King Midas 
Effect’ referring to the old Greek king who came close to a horrible death 
of starvation since on his own greedy wish everything he touched turned 
into solid gold [18].  
 
We would observe that our system tried to interpret all hand movements 
within the area captured by the video camera as gestures directed towards 
the system. While this was in full accordance with the way the system was 
set up it brought forward an unfortunate side effect. Interacting with our 
system was experienced as dealing with a ‘sticky mouse’. Now, with a 
regular mouse you can simply let go of the device and thereby disengage 
from interaction but your hand is not easily disconnected and hence, our 
system was always on, listening in on all hand movements visible above 
the work surface. There was no clutch mechanism or explicit way, other 
than not moving your hands above the work surface that would allow you 
to temporarily disengage the system’s attempt to interpret your hand 
movements as gestures. Consequently, you would sometimes unwillingly 
initiate a system action that you had no intention of initiating. This was 
not simply a problem with noise or lack of robustness of the image 
processing algorithms but a more fundamental problem with the type of 
interface we aimed for. 
 
Enabling the untethered use of hand gestures for direct manipulation had 
moved us towards new types of more invisible, less directly perceivable 
input technologies and interfaces. However, the experience gained 
through the experiments with our prototypes made a general problem 
with the integration and use of these kinds of input technologies highly 
visible. In our quest for a more direct and seamless interaction we had 
overloaded the meaning of hand movements and there was no longer a 
clear way for a person using the system to indicate when a hand 
movement was a gesture intended to initiate an action by our system. We 
speculated that the implementation of more clever algorithms making use 
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of additional sensor data would allow the system to better discriminate 
hand movements and thereby better infer human intention. The 
additional sensors would provide the system with context information for 
the interpretation of the hand movements and enable us to retain the 
directness and fluidness without having all hand movements interpreted 
as gestures directed towards the system. But it was very unclear what kind 
of context information would be needed and whether it was reasonable at 
all to assume that one could construct a machine ‘smart’ enough to listen 
in on human activities and disambiguate human intentions without any 
human intelligible mechanisms providing means for explicit human 
control.  
 
Our prototypes provided closely coupled feedback as visual changes in 
the projected images on the work surface. In addition, the work surface 
itself marked out distinct spatial boundaries for interaction by its physical 
dimensions. Thus, our prototypes were relatively simple examples of 
interactive computer-vision based systems when compared to the much 
more ambitious and far-reaching visions of building-sized ambient 
intelligent environments and omnipresent context-aware computing 
systems. Work guided by these visions, often presents us with suggestions 
for systems where video cameras and image processing units will analyze 
human activities and actively support these activities without requiring any 
human action explicitly directed towards the technology. One can only 
imagine, and fear I might add, how the problems with ‘stickiness’ and 
ambiguity that we experienced in our small scale relatively simple 
prototypes will play out in these much less constrained and much more 
complex physical and social settings - how the ghost of king Midas will 
drop by in many different disguises throughout the environments that we 
inhabit. 
 
Though I did not recognize it at that time, this meeting became my first 
encounter with the general challenge of making the computer disappear 
and have the power of computation be readily available as a subtle part of 
the background for human activity while at the same time leave room for 
explicit human control and human intentions. The meeting with king 
Midas would stay with me and pop up on several occasions throughout 
the projects that followed. It would keep reminding me not to think of 
seamlessness and seamless interaction as something that as per default has 
to do with the dematerialization of boundaries. And, it would make me 
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see and think about seamlessness not as an intrinsic property ‘built into’ 
the interface but as a quality perceived by humans dealing with an 
interface in a physical and social setting also embedding many other 
resources for human action. King Midas would remind me to be careful 
not to assume and imply the feasibility of  ‘thinking machines’ and 
automated processes capable of disambiguating human intentions without 
any explicit means for human control. In other words the experience 
gained through our work with the hand gesture projects would serve, as a 
general reminder not to confuse ‘the disappearing computer’ with ‘the 
disappearing interface’ – not to confuse perceived transparency with true 
invisibility. 
 
As discussed above, experimenting with the hand gesture prototypes 
provided us with insights reaching far beyond the particular prototypes, 
and the experience still serves me as an example of the importance of 
actually implementing your ideas rather than being satisfied with a so-
called conceptual design. I sincerely doubt that a conceptual design or 
anything less than a functional prototype could have provided us with the 
close encounter with king Midas that we experienced. In general, my work 
has always involved actual implementations of the concepts we were 
exploring. I will return to the role of prototype design and 
implementations in the research I have been part of later in this text 
(section 2.4 on method). 
 

2.2 The Five Projects 
The next five sections will present and discuss the five individual projects 
that constitute the core work of this dissertation. I choose to present the 
projects in the order the work was conducted. An order not always 
corresponding with the order in which the papers reporting on the 
projects were published. I do so, to make it easier to point out any direct 
links between consecutive projects. I would however, like to emphasize 
the individual nature of the five projects. The five projects are not linked 
together by a straightforward process where specific issues raised by one 
project automatically defines the point of departure for the next. Rather 
points of departure and the links between projects are established by the 
means of a much less formal web of people with shared ideas and 
experiences, concrete experiments with prototypes, observations, 
reflections, and general discussions. Hence, the following presentation will 
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not demonstrate a simple progressive journey with a predefined singular 
goal but a much more open process of exploration guided by a dialogue 
between general ideas on, and ideals of,  the interaction between humans 
and digital technology on one side, and on the other side, the specifics of 
the design, implementation, and experimentation with five prototypes. 
The presentation will bring forward how the five projects all are part of a 
move away from the design of ‘smart’ devices and all-encompassing 
monolithic systems towards a more humble and subdued type of digital 
technology designed to make room for human skills, and support rather 
than attempt to automate and replace the human ability to establish 
coherence between technology, setting of use, and course of action. As 
demonstrated by the specific prototypes it is a move towards digital 
technology designed to provide opportunities for human action in concert 
with the many other resources already present in the complex social and 
physical setting that embeds the interaction with the technology designed. 
  

Frame #0: About the frames  
The work presented in this thesis is part of the research taking place 
within the areas of Ubiquitous Computing, Calm technology, Augmented 
Reality, Tangible User Interfaces, Information Appliances, and Context-
Aware computing. To help position my work within this research the 
discussions on the individual projects will be accompanied by six ‘frames’ 
serving as introductions to the above mentioned research. These frames 
do by no means represent a complete survey of the areas of research. 
Rather the presentation is limited to include only the research that is most 
directly related to the work and discussions brought forward in this 
dissertation. I choose to present the areas as being distinct even though 
the boundaries in many cases are fuzzy and blurred by extensive 
overlaps. These overlaps are partly due to the fact that many of the 
research areas still are in a relatively early stage of their development. 
The blurriness and the overlaps may however, also be attributed to the 
fact that research within the areas presented here predominantly is 
advanced through prototypical examples and applications rather than 
theoretical work. It is not uncommon for scientific papers within these 
areas to develop their own terminology in order to embrace the qualities 
demonstrated by a prototypical example. Finally, and most obvious, the 
overlaps simply reflect that the areas of research share the same overall 
ambitions. While the blurriness may lead to somewhat of confusion when 
trying to position a particular piece of work and prototype system within 
these areas of research it at the same time reminds us of the 
spaciousness and the ample opportunities for us to contribute.  
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As a general note on the next sections, a more comprehensive 
presentation of the five projects including more technical details 
pertaining to the five prototypes, can be found in the papers [P1]-[P5] 
(pp.73-168). 
 

Aroma – media remapping and ambient displays 
1996-1997, Roskilde University with Elin R. Pedersen. 
AROMA is short for abstract representation of presence supporting mutual awareness. 
AROMA explored the design of ambient information displays rendering cues for 
remote awareness between groups of geographically dispersed friends and colleagues. The 
AROMA prototype consisted of a general architecture for the capture and mediation of 
awareness cues  plus a series of specific examples demonstrating the idea of ambient 
displays and abstract representations.  AROMA is presented in [P1] and in [OP2], 
[37]. 
 
In the early 90’s a number of projects had experimented with high 
bandwidth video&audio connections between the work locales inhabited 
by geographically distributed project teams [14]. Different from other 
channels for telecommunication the video&audio links were always-on 
and hence, did not revolve around event notification schemes and alarm 
signals intended to attract explicit attention at particular instances in time.  
The reports coming out from these projects had emphasized how the use 
of these video&audio links brought about an increase in the team 
members group awareness and sense of belonging to the same team 
despite geographical distance. The Aroma project set out to explore how 
this kind of awareness could be supported without the drawbacks of 
having intrusive and attention grabbing continuous video&audio 
connections running between sites. We did not aim at the creation of 
virtual places for the engagement in task oriented communication but 
rather at a new breed of communication technology  that would allow 
people to ‘stay in touch’ without enforcing the explicit deliberations, the 
abruptness, and the commitment involved when initiating for example a 
phone call. In this way, AROMA pointed us towards an unexplored area 
of telecommunication and telepresence beyond the task oriented use of 
digital technology in remote collaboration that we had explored in the 
later versions of the gesture recognition system. Furthermore, AROMA 
extended the domain for electronically mediated telepresence beyond 
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work environments to encompass home settings as well. That is, we did 
not only aim to support remote awareness between work colleagues in 
office environments but also wanted to support remote awareness 
between family members and close friends in their home environments. 

Fig.1. Sketch of the AROMA architecture. 
 
Our work with AROMA was inspired by the general vision of Ubiquitous 
Computing  and in particular by the notion of Calm Technology 
emphasizing the design of less attention demanding digital technology that 
could engage the periphery of human attention and be part of  the 
background for human activities. The basic idea in AROMA was to 
somehow detect and extract data on human activity at one location, 
package and ship the detected data as a compact data set to a second 
location, and then unpack and display these data as synthesized renderings 
of remote activity. As we left the notion of naturalistic renderings of 
remote activities behind AROMA opened up a wide field of opportunities 
for the design of abstract representations of cues for remote awareness. 
Hence, through our work with the design and implementation of the 
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AROMA prototype we readily came up with the general idea of media 
remapping. Media remapping meaning the process of rendering what was 
detected as for example movement at one site as sound changes at the 
other site. Furthermore, we no longer considered the use of visual 
changes on a graphical monitor a more natural choice than the use of 
other means for the display of remote activity. With this broadened 
meaning of ‘display’, temperature changes of physical surfaces, changes in 
the rotation speed of mechanical sculptures, or changes of the sounds 
present in immersive soundscapes were just as valid starting points, as that 
of visual changes on a graphical monitor, when exploring possible ways to 
display remote activity. In thread with the notion of calmness, AROMA 
explored the design of displays that would render remote activity as 
noticeable but at the same easily ignored cues. We were aiming for a 
persistent but subtle presence that mimicked the way other sources of 
information can be present in our nearby environment without a constant 
demand for our explicit attention. In particularly, we explored the idea of 
persistent representations through a one-to-one mapping between a 
source of information and a display dedicated to the rendering of 
information from that one source. Hence, a display would always render 
remote activity captured at the same remote site and thereby act as a 
permanent window to that site. Furthermore, the displays were designed 
to be dispersed throughout the environment as ‘standalone’ resources of 
information that could take their own permanent place in the physical 
environment.  
 
AROMA served as a general eye-opener. While the AROMA project 
specifically dealt with the design of displays for peripheral awareness the 
design of these displays at the same time represents a more general move 
towards the design of a particular type of digital technology when going 
beyond the desktop computer. With AROMA we would start thinking 
about  the digital technology we were designing  as resources just as 
peripheral, or just as important, as any of the other resources that is drawn 
upon or needs to be attended to as part of human activities in the 
everyday world. This in turn meant that AROMA became my first 
meeting with the design for serendipitous discovery and opportunistic use 
of digital technology; a design challenge very different from the traditional 
design of applications for the standard PC. Opportunistic use not only 
understood as the re-appropriation and use of digital technology in 
manners not intended or foreseen by the designer.  But opportunistic use 
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also understood as the use of digital technology in activities where this 
technology, albeit used as intended by the designer, is encountered and 
brought into use by serendipitous discovery [33],[31].This kind of 
discovery and use is already a familiar part of our interaction with artifacts 
and people in our nearby environment. It simply denotes the many 
instances where the coincidental encounter with artifacts or people 
reminds us of, or in other ways trigger, our awareness of an opportunity 
to include these artifacts or people in our activities. 
 
We focused on the display side and explored only a rather basic 
implementation of the activity capture and extraction side of the AROMA 
system. We envisioned that a more multifaceted network of sensors could 
gather richer data sets and that a computational process of ‘sensor fusion’ 
would be capable of extracting more sophisticated measures of human 
activity by a higher level interpretation of the sensor data. Looking back, I 
believe we might have been a bit to optimistic and I would today be much 
more skeptical. In fact, I believe that we would have set up yet another 
rendezvous with king Midas had we explored the capture side further. 
However, as noted, we had our focus on the display side in the design of 
the AROMA prototypes and as such, the AROMA project provided us 
with valuable experiences in the design for the calm presence of digital 
technology. Finally, we did not in AROMA consider how people would 
move from being aware of a remote person’s activities into a mode of 
direct communication with that person. How to accommodate this 
transition was explored in a much later project dealing with the challenge 
of reactivating people’s social skills when choosing appropriate means for 
telecommunication with a person by providing information about that 
person’s current situation [38]. 
 
With AROMA we took the first steps towards the notion of a more 
subdued type of digital technology that leaves room for and aims to co-
exist, rather than compete, with other resources for human action also 
present in the physical and social setting embedding the technology. 
Furthermore, by aiming for a continual subtle presence and avoid the use 
of notification schemes and alarms AROMA, in accordance with the 
general notion of calmness, exemplified a type of digital technology that 
was interruptable rather than interruptive.  
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Frame #1: Ubiquitous Computing  
 
‘The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave 
themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable 
from it.’ [57] 
 
In his paper ‘The Computer for the 21’st century’ Mark Weiser in 1991 
introduced the term ubiquitous computing in public and brought forward a 
vision of digital technology seamlessly woven into the fabric of the 
everyday world and the everyday life of people [57]. Even though concrete 
examples of ubiquitous computing systems were scarce at that time, the 
vision of bringing digital technology out of isolation to make it a more 
integral part of human life beyond the computer screen was an appealing 
and refreshingly new perspective on the role of digital technology. Inspired 
by Weiser and his colleagues, an ever-growing research community has 
over the last decade explored the design of digital technology that seeks 
to materialize the ubiquitous computing vision. This research community 
is by now so strong and vivid that we today have journals and 
conferences dedicated to the dissemination of ongoing ubiquitous 
computing research. Furthermore, research directions such as augmented 
reality, tangible interfaces, information appliances , ambient intelligent 
environments, and context-aware computing can all be seen as attempts 
to pursue the same overall vision originally set forward in the late 80’s and 
early 90’s. Ubiquitous computing (Ubicomp) was first and foremost set 
forward as a vision rather than a theoretical framework for the design of 
future digital technology. It is a broad vision based upon a number of 
evocative terms, scenarios and prototypical examples demonstrating the 
practical implications of aiming for digital technology that moves beyond 
the constraining and isolated use of the personal desktop computer.  
 
Ubicomp take as its starting point that the everyday world as Mark Weiser 
puts it, is the arena for human activities that we should design for. 
Ubicomp thereby challenged the Virtual Reality paradigm and positioned 
itself as an alternative. In brief, while Virtual Reality was trying to immerse 
people in a computer-generated world thereby leaving the everyday 
physical world behind [58]. Ubicomp took a very different approach and 
aimed for digital technology to become an integral part of human activities 
as they occur our in our everyday physical environment. Early examples 
of Ubicomp technology had a particular focus on display technologies and 
aimed to make electronically mediated information accessible throughout 
the physical environment in sizes ranging from inch size handheld devices 
to yard size wall mounted interactive surfaces [56, 58, 61]. As argued by 
Abowd [1], this way of experimenting with scale can be seen as a general 
and inherent part of Ubicomp research  not only guiding experiments on 
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different physical form factors as exemplified by the early prototypes, but 
also guiding experiments with other aspects of scale: 
 
• Moving from singular points for interaction to multiple spatially 
distributed and networked points for interaction between humans and 
digital technology.  
 
• Moving from a single person interacting with a single device towards a 
single person interacting with multiple devices, multiple people interacting 
with a single device, or multiple people interacting with multiple devices. 
 
• Moving from temporally isolated encounters between humans and 
digital technology towards digital technology that is continually present 
and ‘always-on’.  
                                                                                                           
At the very center of the Ubicomp vision is the notion of digital technology 
that despite its omnipresence, supported by a dense communication 
network infrastructure, is designed to get out of the way of what really 
matters namely the activities that the technology is designed to be part of. 
A notion of disappearance or invisibility-in-use emphasizing that the 
technology itself should be unnoticeable and withdraw into the 
environmental background that embeds human activities. That digital 
technology should be made available in ways that allow people to use 
these  technologies without enforcing a shift of attention from the physical 
and social setting to the task of operating the technology. The challenge 
of having the technology itself disappear while at the same time have it 
always available to support the ongoing activities points to an inherent 
tension within the  Ubicomp vision. A tension that Weiser himself brought 
forward when looking back at the Ubicomp program in 1999:  
 
‘If the computational system is invisible as well as extensive, it becomes 
hard to know what is controlling what, what is connected to what, where 
information is flowing, how it is being used, what is broken (vs what is 
working correctly, but not helpfully), and what are the consequences of 
any given action (including simply walking into a room). Maintaining 
simplicity and control simultaneously is still one of the major open 
questions facing ubiquitous computing research. ……… 
 
Just as a good, well-balanced hammer “disappears” in the hands of a 
carpenter and allows him or her  to concentrate on the big picture, we 
hope that computers can participate in a similar magic disappearing act. 
But it is not so simple. Besided the daunting computational and 
infrastructural, we must also find the balance between control and 
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simplicity, between unlimited power and understandable 
straightforwardness ….’ [61] 
 
The work presented in this dissertation can be viewed as a series of 
concrete encounters with the practical implications of this tension between 
disappearance and simplicity on one hand and intelligibility and control on 
the other hand – a tension that brings forward an important distinction 
between aiming for  ‘the disappearing computer’ versus  aiming for  ‘the 
disappearing interface’.  

 
 

Frame #2: Calm Technology  
 
‘The most potentially interesting, challenging, and profound change 
implied by the ubiquitous computing era is a focus on calm. If computers 
are everywhere, they had better stay out of the way………….’ [60] 
 
In direct continuation, and as a straight forward consequence of, the work 
with Ubiquitous Computing Mark Weiser and John Seely Brown in a 
number of papers  argue that digital technology needs to be designed in 
ways that not only allows for a mode of explicit foreground interaction, 
[60],[7]. Taking as their premise that human attention is a scarce resource 
Weiser and Brown argue that we need to look at the design of technology 
that can be present in the everyday world without overwhelming us with 
demands for explicit attention. This seems to be a necessary condition if 
we aim for a world where digital technology is dispersed throughout the 
environments we inhabit. Weiser and Brown phrase their approach as 
calm technology, a technology that ‘…engages both the center and the 
periphery of our attention and in fact moves back and forth between the 
two.’ [60]. 
 
The idea of calm technology suggests that we aim for the design of digital 
technology that we can attune as well as attend to. According to Weiser 
and Brown being attuned to something is a way of being aware of, and 
take in at a glance, pieces or clues of information in a near to unconscious 
manner; a way of reading the environment without paying explicit attention 
to the process of reading and without paying explicit attention to the 
individual pieces of information but still grasp the wholeness of a situation. 
Finding appropriate representations and mechanisms that allow for the 
persistent and continual but at the same time subtle presence of 
information displays was at the core of early research within the area of 
calm technology. Hence, research projects exploring the design of 
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ambient awareness displays such as, [22, 45, 65, 66], and the AROMA 
project [P1] part of this dissertation ,can all be seen as early and direct 
attempts to explore such representations and mechanisms. Finally, as a 
general comment, one may very well argue that the notion of calmness is 
imbedded so deeply within ubiquitous computing that it is to be 
considered an aspect of ubiquitous computing rather than a separate 
area.   

 

TactGuide – supplementary cues for real world navigation 
1998, Fxpal with Les Nelson and Elin R. Pedersen. 
 TactGuide is short for’ tactful tactile navigational guidance’. The TactGuide project 
explored the design of a handheld device providing navigational assistance by the means 
of a dynamic tactile display. The TactGuide prototype displayed navigational cues by 
means of a tactile representation that could be detected by moving your thumb over the 
device surface. By displaying navigational cues as tactile representations, the TactGuide 
prototype aimed to avoid a competition for our attention and senses, between the 
navigational cues presented by our device and the navigational cues present in the 
environment traversed. TactGuide is presented in [P2]. Also, a more comprehensive 
and more technical description of the TactGuide can be found in [PA1]. 

Fig.2. The TactGuide tactile ‘display’. 
 
Inspired by AROMA, we wanted to explore further the design of digital 
technology that could be present and brought into use without taking 
center stage. We had seen how the idea of a persistent but at the same 
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time subtle display of information could accommodate a model of 
ambient presence and opportunistic use and we were curious to see how 
this idea would play out in the design for the support of a task more 
critical than ‘staying in touch’. The task in question was way finding in 
complex indoor environments such as office buildings, shopping malls, 
airports, parking garages, etc. 
 
As a prelude to the TactGuide project, we had been discussing the idea of 
‘real world bookmarks’ and a general move from static predefined 
‘augmented reality’ environments towards more flexible and dynamical 
‘augmentable reality’ environments. We had discussed an analogy to web 
browsing and the way people created bookmarks to interesting web sites 
thereby accumulating personal collections of links to their preferred sites. 
We envisioned a similar process of bookmarking physical sites. The idea 
being that people while walking could create and hold on to links to a set 
of physical locales they for some reason wanted to bookmark for later 
reference. That people ‘on-the-fly’ and guided by their personal 
preferences could choose the physical sites that they wanted to include in 
their personal augmentable reality environment. Now, one of the virtues 
of web bookmarks is obviously that a single mouse click effortlessly takes 
you to the web site pointed to by the bookmark. This would of course 
have to be different when using ‘real world bookmarks’ given that 
teleportation this far still belongs to the world of science fiction. Hence, 
being able to bookmark physical sites and share these bookmarks within a 
group of people was only one side of a real world bookmark system. 
There would also have to be some kind of navigational support helping 
you find your way to the physical location referenced by a bookmark. The 
TactGuide project set out to explore this part of a real world bookmark 
system; the part that dealt the design of an interface that would allow 
people to interact with a handheld device while trying to traverse and 
navigate complex physical environments. The general idea of real world 
bookmarks and augmentable reality environments took on the role as a 
conceptual backdrop while we devoted our efforts to the design and 
implementation of a tactile display capable of rendering  navigational 
information through a subtle but persistent representation.  
 
At the time of the project work a number of companies were releasing 
handheld navigation devices for the consumer market. These devices, 
intended for outdoor use, made use of the Global Positioning System as 
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the source of position data and displayed these data as graphical 
renderings on devices with relatively small standard displays. There 
seemed, to us, to be a conflict between helping people find their way in a 
complex physical setting and at the same time require that they should 
devote a considerable amount of their attention to the visual display of 
information on a small device.  
 
With AROMA in mind we started to look for alternative ways to render 
information for navigation. We wanted to display navigational 
information in a way that would not compromise people’s use of their 
visual, auditory and kinesthetic senses for ‘reading’ the environment. 
Furthermore, we wanted to recognize and exploit the fact that there is a 
difference between the support of obstacle avoidance for the blind and 
the support of way finding for the non-disabled. We were not aiming for a 
device that would support obstacle avoidance but rather for a device that 
could provide people with that extra little nudge that would help them get 
a sense of the overall direction that would take them towards their 
destination. Hence, we would use the term navigational cues and aim for a 
device with a relatively low-resolution display, feeling confident that 
people themselves would adjust for obstacles. After all, the navigation 
device was not meant to operate in a vacuum but in a setting full of other 
resources for navigation and, important, in the hands of people who as an 
inherent part of growing up in this world already had highly developed 
skills for real world navigation.  
 
The TactGuide prototype exemplified digital technology designed to be 
used along with other resources for human action without having the 
interaction with the technology force people to turn their backs on the 
social and physical setting of use. We were pursuing the general idea of 
digital technology as a supplementary resource that co-exists with rather 
than replaces, gets in the way of, or competes with other resources 
present. By this line of reasoning, we were implicitly giving up the notion 
that the design of digital technology per default has to bring forward self-
reliant ‘complete’ systems. In fact, TactGuide would only make sense if 
used along with the other resources for navigational cues also present in 
the environment. Hence, TactGuide encouraged us to think about digital 
technology not in terms of standalone monolithic systems but as 
resources that can bring forward opportunities for human action in 
concert with the many other resources present in the social and physical 
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setting that embeds the use of digital technology. This in turns implies an 
inclusive rather exclusive model of use accommodating the situated use of 
digital technology. It implies the design of digital technology that fits in 
with, contributes to, relies on, and in general faces rather than isolates 
itself from the many other resources present in the setting of use.  
 
The TactGuide prototype was a context-aware device, in the primitive 
sense of context-awareness, given that it made use of data on its current 
position, the device orientation, the topography of the environment, and 
the position of the place you were looking for. However, the TactGuide 
device would not attempt to infer whether you based on your reading of 
the environment made a right or wrong choice of path. Even if you 
decided to take a direction that was different from the direction suggested 
the TactGuide device would not bring up an alarm but simply display an 
updated cue that could help you get from your current position and path 
to the bookmarked place that you were trying reach. The underlying 
rationale being that while computing and displaying navigational cues 
could be handled by digital technology, figuring out how to actually 
traverse the environment was better left with people. The TactGuide 
prototype in this way embodied our growing affinity towards the design of 
digital technology that explicitly leaves people in charge of the course of 
action. Hence, throughout the TactGuide design we would emphasize that 
digital technology should be informing and suggestive rather than 
commanding, and that we should take advantage of rather than attempt to 
overrule the human ability to take action when faced with the 
complexities of the world beyond the computer screen. That we, in 
general, should pay more attention to the division of responsibilities 
between people and technology and take a more skeptical stance towards 
the notion of ‘smart’ technology and the attempts to imbue properties of 
human inference and decision making in digital technology.  
 
Finally, on a much more concrete level, the idea of real world bookmarks 
and the move towards augmentable rather than augmented reality 
environments had direct implications for the Pucketizer project 
immediately following the TactGuide. 
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Frame #3: Augmented & Augmentable Reality  
 
 ‘Instead of replacing physical objects with a computer, we create systems 
that allow people to interact with the real world in natural ways and at the 
same time, benefit from enhanced capabilities from the computer. The 
future we envision is not a strange world in which we are immersed in 
“virtual reality”. Instead, we see our familiar world, enhanced in numerous, 
often invisible, ways.’ [24]. 
 
Augmented reality emerged at about the same time as Ubicomp and 
thrives on the same ambition of making  computational power a more 
integral part of our everyday world. The term Augmented Reality is often 
made synonymous with the use of head mounted displays that overlays a 
visual display of information on top of physical artifacts in the 
environment. But this is a much to narrow view of Augmented Reality 
violating its original scope. While Augmented Reality systems may involve 
the use of head mounted displays this technology is by no means the only 
way to realize Augmented Reality systems. Augmented Reality addresses 
a much broader challenge not contingent upon the successful 
development of any one particular technology. The key problem 
addressed by Augmented Reality research is phrased by 
Wellner&MacKay, two pioneers within the field of augmented reality, as 
the problem of overcoming the distinct and abrupt boundaries 
experienced when trying to combine the use of digital technology (e.g. our 
desktop workstation) with activities in the everyday world: 
 
‘From the isolation of our workstations we try to interact with our 
surrounding environment, but the worlds have little in common. How can 
we escape from the computer screen and bring these two worlds 
together?’ [64]. 
 
Augmented reality investigates how our interaction with digital technology 
can be made to work in concert with our interaction with other non-
computational resources present in the environment. How digital 
technology can be made manifest in ways that enriches interaction with 
familiar physical artifacts and embrace the already existing practices 
around the use of these artifacts [26]. It is the general suggestion that we 
in our design of digital technology can take advantage of an already 
established familiarity with interaction with physical artifacts in our 
environment and at the same time enhance the use of these artifacts. 
Augmented Reality is often phrased as a matter of ‘bridging a gap’ and 
establish a more seamless boundary between our interaction with 
physical artifacts and our interaction with representations of computational 
power (e.g.[53]).  
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Early examples of Augmented Reality systems was in particular set 
forward as an alternative to the rather unsuccessful pursue of the 
‘paperless office’ and argued that it would be more fruitful to enhance 
rather than attempt to substitute the use of paper documents. Pierre 
Wellner showed how the use of printed office documents could be 
enhanced on his DigitalDesk, [32, 62, 63]. In this way, Wellner argued by 
demonstration that we should turn our physical office desktop into a 
computational enriched work area rather than turn our desktop computer 
into an impoverished virtual model of our physical desktop. Wellner 
argued that we thereby could benefit from the virtues of tangible paper 
documents while also take advantage of the power of digital computation. 
In general the notion of ‘combining the best of both worlds’ is reflected 
throughout Augmented Reality research. Furthermore, the idea of 
upholding and take advantage of the affordances of paper while 
enhancing the use of paper objects by linking them to computational 
power spawned a distinct area of research dealing with the exploration of 
paper interfaces (e.g. [25, 27, 30]). In terms of research areas, the early 
examples of augmented reality systems enabling human interaction with 
computational power through manipulation of physical artifacts can be 
seen as precursors to the notion of Tangible User Interfaces. Hence, the 
VideoTable [P3] can equally well be regarded as an example of an 
augmented reality system or as an example of a Tangible User Interface.   
 
Augmented reality research contains a large body of work that 
demonstrate how activities in physical environments for work and leisure 
can be enhanced by making computational power linked to physical 
artifacts accessible throughout the environment.  Most of these systems 
make use of pre-configured links between places or artifacts and 
computational power. There is however, a subset of example systems, of 
particular relevance to the Pucketizer projected [P3], that investigates the 
notion of Augmentable rather than Augmented reality [39].That is, 
systems that allow the human inhabitants of a physical environment to 
dynamically create and manipulate links between computational power 
and locales or artifacts. Hence, enabling the inhabitants to influence and 
leave traces of their activities not only as reconfigurations of physical 
space but also as reconfigurations of the digital entities that these locales 
or artifacts are linked to.  
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Finally, many Augmented Reality systems rely on a capability to sense 
their position in a given environment in order to present the information 
linked to a particular place or particular artifact. Thus, in many cases there 
is no clear boundary between Augmented Reality systems and the 
simplest form of context-aware technology also known as location-aware 
technology. Consequently, the TactGuide [P4] can equally well be viewed 
as an example of an Augmented Reality device or as an example of a 
location-aware device. 

 
 

Frame #4: Information Appliances 
 
To me, the primary motivation behind the information appliance is clear: 
simplicity. Design the tool to fit the task so well that the tool becomes a 
part of the task, feeling like a natural extension of the work, a natural 
extension of the person.’  [35] (p.52). 
 
In thread with the general concerns of Ubiquitous Computing, Norman 
argues that many of the problems regarding ease of use of personal 
computers stems from the general-purpose nature of these systems [35]. 
With information appliances, we leave the notion of a universal general-
purpose machine, as we know it from the desktop PC, behind. Information 
appliances concerns the design of devices with specialized functionality, 
dedicated to the support of each their specific activity and capable of 
exchanging information. In general information appliances addresses the 
notion of ‘making the computer disappear’ by aiming for a close match 
between a device and a single activity making the use of the device 
seamlessly blend in with the activity [6](p14.). Hence, it is ‘disappearance’ 
understood as perceived transparency in use.  
 
Norman, one of the main proponents for information appliance bring 
forward the following definition:  
 
 “An appliance specializing in information: knowledge, facts, graphics, 
images, video, or sound. An information appliance is designed to perform 
a specific activity, such as music, photography, or writing. A distinguishing 
feature of information appliances is the ability to share information among 
themselves.” [35]( p.53). 
 
Along with Norman, Bill Sharpe argues that information appliances should 
be designed to be specialized in function but open in purpose where 
purpose is understood as ‘the use to which the function is being 
employed.’[44]. Sharpe further exemplifies this distinction between 
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function and purpose emphasizing that while an information appliance can 
be designed to offer functionality the purpose is constructed by situated 
use that cannot be fully anticipated at the time of design:  
 
‘When a knife is used to cut the peel of an apple the purpose is to peel the 
apple. The knife’s function is to cut. If the knife is used to cut a hole in a 
sack the purpose may be to access the sack’s contents. The function is 
still to cut. Purpose is constructed by a human interacting with the 
appliance in a specific context.’ [44]. 
 
This kind of openness in the appropriation and re-appropriation of an 
information appliance is clearly not unbound but limited as a result of the 
tradeoff between generality and specificity. A tradeoff inherent to the 
pursue of UbiComp and discussed by Buxton as UbiComp’s encounter 
with the inverse law of strength vs. generality [8],[9]. While the immediate 
strength of an individual information appliance is achieved by its 
dedication to the support of a particular activity this dedication at the same 
time limits the possibilities of its use. It is argued that interconnectivity, 
understood as the capability to share electronically mediated information 
across individual information appliances, can help overcome these 
limitations while holding on to the strength of having specialized dedicated 
devices.  
 
Buxton, who often brings forward his ideas by using play of words, 
expresses the value of interconnectivity as the ‘net benefit’ [9]. Along the 
same line of thinking Norman argues that ‘The power of serendipitous 
flexibility’ [35](P.65) can be achieved by looking beyond the use of an 
individual information appliance to the combined use of a collection of 
information appliances. This in general implies a particular perspective on 
the relation between individual devices and an overall system. In the 
design of information appliances a system is no longer seen as a pre-
configured static monolith, but rather as a dynamic and flexible ad hoc 
structure that arises from the combined and situated use of a collection of 
individual information appliances. Hence, a system is thought of as a user 
configured combination of information appliances emerging in response to 
the particular needs of a given situation.  
 
Aiming for the combined the use of several information appliances points 
to the need for a convergence towards a common understanding of 
information appliances and, on a very concrete level, the need for 
industrial standards ensuring device interoperability.  The Bluetooth 
specification for the short-range wireless exchange of information 
between individual information appliances may be viewed as one attempt 
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to establish such a standard [28]. However, there is in general as yet no 
strong indication of a move towards convergence. Rather the state of the 
area is being characterized as ‘an explosion of different forms of 
information appliances.’[52]. The Pucketizer prototype [P5] with its scratch 
pad like functionality can be regarded as an example of an information 
appliance. 

 

Pucketizer – creating links to physical objects 
1998-1999, The Interactive Institute’s Space&Virtuality Studio with Jörn Nilsson, 
Thomas Binder and Nina Wetcke.  
Pucketizer is short for personal bucket organizer. The Pucketizer project explored the 
design of a personal handheld device supporting the work of wastewater plant operators. 
In particular, the Pucketizer device was designed to enable the operators to create and 
hold on to links to physical objects on the plant as part of the process of collecting and 
managing observations of the plant’s state during the operators  daily tour of inspection. 
Furthermore, the Pucketizer prototype demonstrated how to enable the operators to 
leave voice annotations on physical objects of their choice throughout the plant. The 
Pucketizer concept was developed with the active participation of the operators at a local 
wastewater plant. The Pucketizer is presented in [P3].  

Fig.3. The Pucketizer concept (top). Rolf a wastewater plant operator 
using a Styrofoam mock-up to show how he would leave a voice 
annotation on a physical component (bottom). 
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The Pucketizer project was one of the first projects taking place within 
the Swedish Interactive Institute’s new Space&Virtuality studio in Malmö. 
It was a change of scene for me and involved the meeting with a number 
of new colleagues in a new research organization. In particular, this meant 
my first engagement in a research project where not only new types of 
human interaction with digital technology but also the design process 
itself was an object of research. The Pucketizer project team represented a 
diverse set of competencies and we brought with us very different 
experiences. We all shared an interest in the overall idea of having digital 
technology become a more integral part of human activities in the world 
beyond the computer screen. However, many of the project team 
members also had a profound interest in conducting research on design 
processes in general and participatory design processes in particular. 
Hence, the Pucketizer project was from the outset laid out as a project 
that involved the continual and active participation of a group of 
operators and technicians at a local wastewater plant. I believe it is fair to 
say, that there were, and still are, different views amongst the researchers 
that participated in the project when discussing to what extend the design 
ideas were created in the meeting with operators versus to what extend we 
even before visiting the plant had strong preconceived notions of the kind 
of digital technology we wanted to bring about and explore in a 
wastewater plant setting. To me, the Pucketizer project was a clear 
continuation of my prior work exploring the design of digital technology 
that aims to supplement rather than substitute other resources for human 
action, and allow people to engage in interaction with digital technology 
while facing the physical and social setting that embeds the use of this 
technology. Furthermore, the notion of ‘real world bookmarks’ played a 
central role in the Pucketizer project. 
 
Based on very early observations of work on the plant we focused on the 
importance of the operator’s daily tour of inspection in particular, and on 
the operators direct physical interaction with the plant in general. While 
walking through the plant the operator would make observations about 
the overall process as well as specific physical components that for some 
reason caught his attention. These observations, along with the reports 
and alarms generated by the computerized central monitoring system, 
would then guide the planning of work activities. We identified a strong 
element of serendipitous discovery in the way the operators, using a 
variety of the human senses, would take in impressions of the plant while 
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simply walking through the physical environment. We talked about this 
process of physical inspection as ‘browsing by walking’ as opposed to 
‘browsing by clicking’ when inspecting the plant by navigating trough the 
interface of the computerized monitoring system. There had already been 
efforts on the plant to move away from a strictly centralized computer 
system located in the control room, towards a more distributed model of 
computer use where the central system was made accessible at several 
locations on the plant including the operators’ personal offices. This was 
referred to as the first step in bringing the computer system closer to 
points of work activities on the plant. However, the functionality offered 
by this new and revised system did not reflect any specifics stemming 
from the location of terminals but simply provided access to the same 
general system on all terminals. Regardless of location, you would get the 
same overview picture on the monitor and you would have to browse 
through several layers of hierarchical graphical representations in order to 
get information on the physical components located near by. By always 
presenting the operator with the same overview screen, the functionality 
brought forward by the system did not reflect the dynamics of the 
operator’s personal observations and the ongoing changes in his points of 
interest on the plant. Looking for better integration of digital technology 
with the operators’ daily routines the notion of supporting a dynamic 
operator centered view on the plant became the pivot point for our design 
efforts. How could digital technology enable the operators to better hold 
on to observations made during the daily tour of physical inspection? 
How could digital technology accommodate the transition between 
immediate local ‘point-of-activity’ interaction with physical artifacts on the 
plant during the tour of inspection and the remote interaction taking place 
at the operators offices or in the lunchroom during informal meetings 
with colleague operators? 
 
Both these questions took us in the direction of augmentable reality and 
the TactGuide  idea of ‘real world bookmarks’. There was the same 
general notion of having people create links to physical artifacts or places 
of interest ‘on-the-fly’ and make it possible to hold on to these links for 
future use by saving them in personal collections of bookmarks. But 
contrary to the TactGuide there was no immediate need for navigational 
aid - the operators in general already new where things were located on 
the plant and how to get there. Hence, introducing  ‘real world 
bookmarks’ on the plant was not a matter of helping the operators locate 
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things but a matter of helping the operators hold on to things and 
observations made while browsing-by-walking the plant. It was clear from 
the outset that the design we aimed for should be more like a loosely 
formatted operator’s personal scratchpad and less like a pocketsize 
wastewater plant control room. The Pucketizer design aimed at enhancing 
the operators’ ability to manage observations made on the plant and we 
deliberately avoided the notion of a ‘smart’ device that would attempt to 
make sense of the plants state and infer the ‘appropriate actions needed’. 
Hence, we aimed for a device that would supplement, and rely on, the 
skills already earned by the operators. Also, along the lines of augmentable 
reality and the process of bookmarking, we introduced the idea of leaving 
voice messages on artifacts in the same way that you would leave paper 
postit notes as part of the communication with other people or as tangible 
reminders to yourself. Hence,  not only would the ‘real-world-bookmarks’ 
enable the operators to hold on to links to physical components but the 
components would now hold, and make accessible, information left 
behind by the operators. This meant that we no longer looked at physical 
artifacts on the plant as being just tools or components part of the 
physical process of water cleansing. Ultimately, each physical component 
could be used to mediate asynchronous voice communication between 
operators sharing an interest in, and seeking to coordinate work activities 
around, that component. It was the vision of a communication system 
were objects of interest rather than communication devices were at the 
center of the communication activity between members of ad hoc 
communities. The general idea of supporting the communication within 
ad hoc communities by enabling artifact-centered and artifact-driven 
communication was explored further in a later project (the TackTales 
project [PA4]) the results of which remain to be published.  
 
In general, the Pucketizer projects served as a reality check providing an 
opportunity to see how well the ideas of augmentable reality and the 
notion of a more humble role played by digital technology would resonate 
with a group of professionals in a technology rich industrial work 
environment; it was a chance to see if these ideas would resonate with the 
operators’ expectations to, and ideas of, the kind of digital technology that 
would fit in with their work. The Pucketizer project thereby distinguished 
itself from many other ‘going beyond the desktop computer’ research 
projects by  actually moving out of the laboratory and away from the 
traditional office setting. It was encouraging to see the acceptance gained 
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by the ideas on digital technology that supplements and supports rather 
than attempts to take over acquired human skills. The operators fully 
embraced this perspective on the division of labor between technology 
and humans. The enthusiasm for the Pucketizer design expressed by the 
operators probably also had to do with the fact that they themselves had 
been part of the design process. But looking beyond this natural 
commitment and devotion to the resulting design one might speculate 
that the notion of a more  humble role played by digital technology in 
general is perceived as a less threatening and more inviting starting point 
for collaboration around the integration of digital technology in work 
places, as it clearly emphasizes a priority of human expertise and control. 
In our collaboration with the operators, it was clear from the outset that 
whatever concept we ended up with, digital technology would always be 
secondary to the operators’ skillful decision making when figuring out 
how to keep the water cleansing process up and running.  
 

Frame #5: Context-Aware Computing  
 
‘Context awareness is fine in theory. The research issue is figuring out 
how to get it to work in practice. The problems for human-computer 
interaction, in particular, are significant ones. Context-aware computing 
completely redefines the basic notions of interface and interaction. 
Research questions abound: What role does context play in our everyday 
experience? How can this be extended to a technological domain? What 
can computation really do for us? How can we interact with an invisible 
presence and yet maintain adequate control? How can we feel both 
served and safe?’[29] (p.89). 
 
Exploring the idea of context-aware technology has been intimately 
intertwined with the UbiComp research since the very outset as 
exemplified by the ActiveBadge system [54, 55], and the ParcTab system 
[41]. These early examples showed how information on location could be 
used to implicitly link human whereabouts in an office/lab environment 
with computational processes. The notion of context-aware technology is 
however, much broader than these early examples of location-aware 
technology. The vision of context-aware technology thrives on the idea 
that digital technology, without the need for any human action explicitly 
directed towards this technology, can be made capable of dynamically 
adapting to the physical and social setting embedding it [2].  
 
While the notion of context-aware technology has been part of Ubicomp 
research since the very outset the more recent proliferation of mobile 
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devices such as cell phones and PDAs has spawned an increased 
interest. Also, the emergence of a wide range of relatively inexpensive 
sensor technologies and advances in position tracking technology has 
opened up for practical experiments with mobile digital technology 
capturing data from the environment. While the capture of data poses a 
technical problem in itself this challenge is relatively small compared to 
the overall question of how the data when captured by the sensors can be 
turned into meaningful interpretations of human activities as played out 
within the particularities of a physical and social situation; the challenge of 
moving from sensing context to making sense of context. 
 
 In general, the design of context-aware technology revolves around an 
attempt to make it possible for a computational process to infer answers 
to the five key W-questions of Who, Where, When, What, and Why  [1]. It 
is argued, that digital technology capable doing so can take action in ways 
that complies with the social and physical setting. This in turn leads to the 
challenge of establishing a representation and an operational model of 
context that will enable a computational process to infer what the 
appropriate action in a given situation is . An inference not only based on 
the physical characteristics of the immediate environment but eventually 
also based on  ‘user interests, shared knowledge and social relationships 
between users in the environment, and user interruptability.’[12]. The word 
eventually is key, given that most examples of context-aware technology 
as yet still ‘only’ demonstrates rudimentary context-awareness very much 
like the early examples of location-aware technology. While these 
systems provide valuable experience and input to the discussion it is 
uncertain how the broader vision of context-aware technology should be 
pursued. An uncertainty that is reflected by the many different 
interpretations of the meaning of context and context-awareness, as they 
appear in a number of papers in a special issue of the human computer 
interaction journal on context-aware computing [29]. Of particular 
relevance to the work presented in this dissertation, Belloti&Edwards 
questions the general feasibility of the design of digital technology that 
attempts to infer human intention and take action on behalf of people 
without explicit human action directed towards the technology [4, 5]. 
Considering the inherent ambiguities present in any setting and the 
situated and improvisational nature of human decision-making 
Belloti&Edwards argue that we should aim to support and inform rather 
than attempt to take over the human role in the decision making process: 
 
‘Further, the very fact that some set of inputs can lead to multiple, 
plausible interpretations of a situation leads us to believe that complex 
systems for automatic reasoning are not appropriate. In fact, we would 
argue that systems that favor computation over representation – by using 
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simplistic representations of contextual information, while relying on overly 
intelligent machine interpretations of that information – are destined to fail. 
A better approach is to support rich, fluid representations of context that 
capture the vagaries and the multilayered states of a situation without 
imposing interpretation on it. Such an arrangement, although perhaps less 
amenable to machine interpretation, leaves the user better informed to 
make decisions for him or herself, armed with full disclosure of the 
contextual information at hand.’ [5]. 
 
Leaving the idea of overly intelligent digital technology behind to instead 
favor the design of digital technology that supports rather than attempts to 
take over the human ability to make decisions in context reflects a line of 
reasoning that resonates with overall idea and ambitions guiding the work 
presented in this dissertation. The QuietCalls project [P4] can be viewed 
as an attempt to make these ambitions manifest. 

 

QuietCalls – supporting context sensitive decisions 
2000, Fxpal with Les Nelson and Sara Bly. 
Quiet Calls explored the design of a cell phone interface enabling an ‘interactive hold’  
functionality that allows you to ‘talk silent’ and thereby respond to phone calls in 
situations where talking aloud is inappropriate. The QuietCalls prototype made use of 
a 3-button interface controlling the playback of pre-recorded messages enabling a 
rudimentary type of phone conversation with the person calling. QuietCalls thereby 
made it possible for the person being called to get information on the substance of the 
call before deciding whether to retract from the immediate nearby environment and 
engage in a regular phone conversation at a place less sensitive to talking aloud.  In this 
way, QuietCalls gave the callee a third option in between  not answering the phone or 
having a regular phone conversation. Quiet Calls is discussed in more detail in [P4]. 
 
The QuietCalls project was one of two projects, Calls.Calm [38] being the 
other, that came out of a series of discussions on the asymmetry between 
the caller and the callee (person being called) experienced in 
telecommunication in general and cell phone communication in particular.  
The caller has time to prepare for the call, she knows whom she is calling, 
when and where she wants to call, and what she wants to talk to the callee 
about. The callee on the other hand is unprepared for the call and only 
allowed a very short period, and very limited information, to decide 
whether to answer the call or not. It is a decision process where the callee 
tries to find a delicate balance between an obligation to respond to the call 
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and an obligation not to disturb other people and activities in the nearby 
environment. Furthermore, this decision has to be made without knowing 
much about the incoming call. Even if a CallerId will let you identify the 
caller, the subject matter, and hence in many cases, the urgency of the call, 
is not disclosed until you decide to answer the call and engage in a 
conversation. In general, existing technologies tend to prescribe an on/off 
decision forcing you to either ignore the call or ignore considerations for 
the nearby environment.  

Fig.4. QuietCalls prototype interface with three GUI buttons (left). A QuietCalls use 
scenario (right). 
 
The QuietCalls project explored the design and implementation of a 
technology that would introduce a third option allowing for a less abrupt 
and more informed process of transition when deciding how to respond 
to an incoming cell phone call. The QuietCalls prototypes allowed the 
callee to answer the phone and start listening and responding to the caller 
without talking aloud by using an earpiece and a three-button interface. 
This gave the callee a chance to be informed about the caller’s reason to 
call and thereby make the subject matter of the call part of the basis for 
the decision on whether to engage in a regular phone conversation. At the 
same time, the caller would be assured that a person and not a automated 
voice mail system had attended the call. If the callee decided that a regular 
phone conversation was needed she would continue to ‘talk silent’ with 
the caller while moving herself into a setting where talking aloud was 
appropriate.  
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In thread with the other projects presented in this dissertation we did not 
in QuietCalls aim for a device that would try to make decisions by 
automating the process of figuring out whether answering or not 
answering a particular phone call, from a particular person, on a particular 
subject matter, was appropriate in a particular social and physical setting. 
Rather, we deliberately left these decisions with the callee and  aimed for a 
much simpler device that would help bring forward information that 
could support the callee in making these decisions. Hence, we did not aim 
for a context-aware device but rather for a device that would help people 
take advantage of their ability to make context-sensitive decisions. As in 
the earlier projects, the overall rationale being that while digital technology 
may bring forward information and opportunities that can help the callee, 
the decision on how to balance the conflicting obligations and take action 
given the particularities of the physical and social setting  is better left with 
the callee. 
 

Frame #6: Tangible User Interfaces  
 
“Tangible user interfaces are broadly concerned with giving physical form 
to digital information. At the highest level, there are two basic facets of this 
approach. First, physical objects are used as representations of digital 
information and computational operations. Secondly, physical 
manipulations of these objects are used to interactively engage with 
computational systems. “ [48](p.16). 
 
While the dominant direction within the development of digital technology, 
from a historical perspective, can be characterized as a movement away 
from the physical realm by ‘turning atoms into bits’, Tangible User 
Interfaces (TUIs) try to instate, or in some cases re-instate, some of the 
qualities experienced when interacting with physical artifacts - qualities 
gone lost in the general trend towards digitization. Tangible User 
Interfaces (TUIs) aim to take advantage of physical properties and 
physical constraints in the interaction between humans and computational 
power. Despite many differences in the specifics of TUI examples, one 
key property explored in all TUIs is the persistent nature inherent to 
physical objects - a property heavily contrasted by the ephemeral nature 
of the screen based visual representations, as we know them from the 
Graphical User Interface (GUI).  
 
The basic idea of TUIs can be traced back to the notion of graspable 
interfaces as demonstrated in the bricks prototype[17].The bricks 
prototype demonstrated the use of 1 inch square blocks as physical 
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handles enabling multiple points (i.e. enabling two handed interaction) for 
tangible control of graphical objects displayed through back projection on 
a desktop sized work surface. Though more advanced in terms of tracking 
technology and more deliberate in the choice of physical representations 
many later projects took direct inspiration from the bricks system. Hence, 
a great number of prototype systems all demonstrate the concept of 
graspable physical objects enabling direct manipulation of computational 
power on top of horizontal work surfaces, [36, 49-51], [40]. Another, by 
now almost legendary, early example of a TUI before the term TUI was 
used, is Bishop’s ‘marble answering machine’ [11]. The ‘marble answering 
machine’ made use of marbles to represent individual messages left on 
an answering machine thereby enabling people to hold on to, carry with 
them, and have direct non-sequential easy access to individual 
messages. The marble answering machine, in this way, demonstrated the 
use of simple physical embodiments as containers for digital information. 
Seeking to provide a persistent encapsulation or compartmentalization by 
the means of simple physical embodiments is general to the design of 
TUIs. Compartmentalization not only in the immediate sense that an 
interface is turned into a collection of distinct physical objects but also 
compartmentalization in the meaning of a perceived containment of digital 
computational power and functionality increasing the sense of directness 
and sense of being in control of this power. Taking advantage of the 
persistent nature of physical representations in the compartmentalization 
of the interface allows for in-situ user configuration and reconfiguration of 
spatial relationships between the physical representations of 
computational power. Hence, TUIs provides multiple spatially distributed 
points for interaction and thereby almost as per default supports the need 
for shared control of computational power in face-to-face collaborative 
settings. Furthermore, by a careful choice of physical representations the 
quality of persistence can bring forward a subtle continual presence 
allowing for serendipitous discovery and a model of opportunistic use of 
digital technology very different from the techno centric model of use 
guiding design for the personal desktop computer. The VideoTable [P5] 
can be viewed as an example of this. 
 
There is no clear boundary between TUIs and the examples of work within 
Augmented Reality that focus on the manipulation of familiar physical 
artifacts enhanced with computational power. In fact many of the early 
Augmented Reality systems and their strive to re-physicalize the 
interaction between humans and digital technology can be seen as TUIs 
ahead of their time. That is, they were presented before TUIs were 
considered and discussed as a distinct class of interfaces. Both the TUI 
and the Augmentable reality directions of research aim to bring our 
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interaction with digital technology out of isolation and combine the best of 
‘both worlds’ by establishing links between the power of digital 
computation and physical artifacts. There is however, a difference in the 
perspective on, and the starting point for, the exploration of links between 
physical artifacts and computational power. In brief, while Augmented 
Reality systems seeks to demonstrate how our use of physical artifacts 
can be enhanced by taking advantage of the powers of digital 
computation, TUIs look to demonstrate how our use of computational 
power can be enhanced by taking advantage of the physical affordances 
inscribed in the meeting between humans and physical objects. Hence, 
while TUIs introduced a radically new type of human computer interfaces 
it was not as radical and groundbreaking as Augmented Reality in terms 
of redefining the overall role of digital technology when making the power 
of digital computation manifest in the world beyond the computer screen. 

 

VideoTable – continual presence through physical 
embodiment 
2001, the Interactive Institute’s Space&Virtuality Studio  with Håkan Edeholt. 
The VideoTable explored the design of a tangible interface supporting the use of digital 
video snippets during collaborative design sessions. Our VideoTable prototype allowed a 
group of 4-5 people to gather around an electronically augmented meeting table to 
manipulate and spatially organize simple physical embodiments of digital video snippets 
(VideoCards) alongside other physical design artifacts present on the tabletop. Each 
paper VideoCard provided the participants with a tangible representation of a video 
snippet and enabled immediate access to playback of the associated snippet by the means 
of pushbutton located on the Video Card. The VideoTable is discussed in more detail 
in [P5] and [OP4]. 
 
The VideoTable project came about in the meeting between an interest in 
the collaborative use of digital video snippets and an interest in the design 
of paper interfaces providing direct and tangible control of computational 
power. To me the VideoTable project was a continuation of the work 
with tangible user interfaces (TUI) that took place in the PaperButton 
project [OP3]. The PaperButton project, in turn a continuation of the 
Palette project [30], had explored how paper cards embedding means for 
control of multimedia presentations allowed  the presenter to focus more 
on her communication with the audience and less on the task of operating 
the presentation technology (i.e. the conference multimedia computer).  
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The VideoTable project implemented the technology outlined by the 
PaperButton project and combined our interest in the idea of paper cards 
embedding means for control with our colleagues’ interest in exploring 
the use of video snippets as expressive and inspirational material during 
collaborative design sessions.  It was not the purpose of the VideoTable 
project to explore or question the appropriateness of this way of using 
video snippets during design sessions. On this question, we simply took 
our colleagues approach for granted. 

 
Fig5.VideoTable put to actual use in a workshop (left).  

Inside the VideoTable and VideoCards (right). 
 
Our work revolved around a critique of the standard video controls (i.e. 
VCR remote controls) and how these controls prescribed a mode of 
interaction that contrasted the collaborative and improvisational nature of 
the activities taking place at design sessions. How they enforced a ‘bus 
driver’ mode of operation, putting a single person in charge of video 
playback, and how they prevented direct access to individual snippets and 
swift transitions between interaction with the video snippets and 
interaction with the many other physical design artifacts also present. In 
general, these standard single-user controls, combined with the inherently 
ephemeral nature of video playback, made watching video stand out as an 
isolated activity that disrupted the overall flow of the collaborative design 
activities. The overall ambition of the VideoTable project was to explore 
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if, and how, a simple physical embodiment of video snippets would allow 
us to bring the use of digital video snippets out of isolation and make the 
snippets a better integrated and more constructive part of the shared 
space of opportunities for human action present during collaborate design 
sessions. To explore how the paper cards embedding means for the 
control of video snippet playback would enable the interaction with these 
snippets to better fit in with the collaborative activities taking place at 
design sessions.  
 
We did not aim for a monolithic ‘Collaborative design session package’ 
attempting to define and support all activities taking place at collaborative 
design sessions. As was the case in the other projects presented in this 
dissertation, our work with the design and implementation of the 
VideoTable prototype was guided by the notion of a much more humble 
role played by digital technology. Rather than aiming for an all-
encompassing system, we were trying to simply make the video snippets 
present and available as nothing more but yet another resource to be 
taken advantage of in concert with all the other design artifacts also 
present. In particular, we deliberately avoided the notion of an intelligent 
‘thinking system’ that would try to foresee, infer, or give the impression of 
‘knowing’ what the appropriate use of a video snippet and VideoCard 
would be as part of the design activities. The VideoTable thereby reflected 
the same kind of ‘division of labor’ between humans and digital 
technology that had guided my work with the earlier projects. The 
underlying rationale, as earlier, being that while digital technology may 
bring forward opportunities for action, decisions on the appropriate 
course of action are better left with the human ability to make sense of 
and act within the particularities of the social and physical settings 
embedding interaction with the digital technology. 
 
Early TUI projects had stirred up a great deal of interest, within the HCI 
community, by having pointed out, and demonstrated,  how ‘machine 
readable’ links between physical objects and digital entities could bridge 
the gap between the world of physical artifacts and the world of digital 
computation. However, moving forward in the exploration of TUI’s, 
simply demonstrating that these links and bridges could be established 
was no longer sufficient in order to proclaim success. In later TUI’s, as 
the VideoTable, the links and bridges had to make themselves available in 
ways that were agreeable with the situation of use. As a simple example: 
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Putting barcodes on a coffee mug and demonstrate how this would enable 
a link between the mug and a web based morning paper was no longer in 
itself an interesting concept. In design of later TUI’s we would look at the 
coffee mug, the situation of reading your morning paper and point out the 
rather awkward procedure of having to align a coffee mug full of steaming 
hot coffee with a barcode scanner in order to flip the pages of my 
morning paper. Hence, we would pay attention, not only to the 
construction of a bridge but emphasize the importance of how the 
crossing of that bridge would play out , fit in with , and be experienced , 
in relation to the physical and social setting embedding the interaction. In 
other words, the later TUI’s reflected a general move from interface 
design towards the broader concerns held by the discipline of interaction 
design.  
 
With the VideoTable project, we once again faced the challenge of ‘getting 
the technology out of the way’ while at the same time make intelligible 
means for human control available. We clearly aimed to make the 
multimedia computer disappear but we at the same time wanted to 
preserve human control and leave the design session participants in full 
and explicit control of video snippet playback. Explicit on/off button 
functionality may at first sound like something working against the overall 
goal of pushing the technology into the background and have the task of 
exercising control of video playback seamlessly blend in with the 
collaborative design activities. In fact, it is not easy to imagine control 
mechanisms more explicit than that of a pushbutton. However, the 
on/off functionality allowed for a straight forward mapping of the 
play/stop functionality needed to control the playback of video snippets. 
Furthermore, by making this functionality an inherent part of the paper 
cards the use of pushbuttons was not experienced as disturbing the flow 
of activities. Rather, the pushing of buttons was experienced as tangible 
points for control that allowed the participants to synchronize the group 
communication, and their manipulation of other design artifacts, with the 
display of digital video. Compared to the hand gesture recognition system 
and our encounter with king Midas seven years earlier, we had come a 
long way from a rather naïve idea of seamlessness aiming to make all 
tangible boundaries disappear. We had moved towards a more 
differentiated notion of seamlessness, more akin to the familiar notion of 
perceived transparency discussed in many textbooks on interaction 
between humans and technology (e.g. [34]). In general, the VideoTable 
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along with the many other examples of TUIs reminds us that we should 
be careful not to confuse seamless interaction with the dematerialization 
of all boundaries and not to confuse, ‘the disappearing computer’ with 
‘the disappearing interface’ when we seek to make human interaction with 
digital technology better fit for its integration with  human activities in the 
world beyond the computer screen. In fact, as the VideoTable 
demonstrates even something as explicit as a pushbutton with its distinct 
on/off functionality may have a place as we seek to go beyond the 
desktop computer. 
 

2.3 The Attitude 
Despite the many obvious differences with regard to the specifics, the five 
projects discussed in the sections above are united by demonstrating a 
growing affinity towards the notion of digital technology as a 
supplementary resource that can take its place next to, and co-exist with, 
the many other resources for human action also present in the world 
beyond the computer screen. I will talk about this growing affinity as an 
overall attitude towards the role of digital technology. It is an attitude that 
points to a more subdued and humble digital technology designed to 
accommodate, and bring leverage to, the situated nature of human 
interaction with digital technology. I will characterize the attitude in 
question as an attitude that encourages us to make three general ‘moves’ 
in our quest to go beyond the desktop computer: 
 

• A move away from the design of all encompassing monolithic 
systems towards the design of digital technology as resources for 
human action just as peripheral or just as important as any of the 
other resources that is drawn upon or needs to be attended to as 
part of human activities in the world beyond the computer screen. 

 
• A move away from the design of digital technology that aims to 

replace other resources for human action towards the design of 
digital technology that seeks to supplement and bring forward 
opportunities for action in concert with the many  other resources 
also present in the physical and social setting that embeds  
interaction with the technology designed. 
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• A move away from  the design of ‘thinking machines’  towards the 
design of digital technology that that brings advantage to, and rely 
on, rather than attempts to take over, the human ability to make 
decisions and take appropriate action in the physical and social 
setting that embeds interaction with the technology designed.  

 
The three ‘moves’ reflect an attitude that acknowledges and embraces the 
fact that digital technology only will represent a small part of the many 
opportunities for human action present in a given setting of use. That 
human interaction with digital technology takes place, not in a vacuum, 
but in a world full of other resources. Hence, we emphasize throughout 
our design efforts that integration of digital technology with the everyday 
world means making digital computational power manifest as technology 
designed to be part of a larger patchwork of resources. We try not to 
think of digital technology as a standalone resource but instead, and at the 
very core of our design efforts, we deliberately look for ways to make 
possible a constructive rather than competitive, relationship between 
digital technology, human skills, and the many other resources present. In 
general, we try to see the other resources present in the setting of use that 
we design for as opportunities we can take advantage of rather than 
obstacles that we need to somehow overcome.  
 
Furthermore, as echoed by the five projects, it is an attitude that directs 
our design efforts to the design of suggestive and informing, rather than 
commanding and controlling, digital technology. It is an attitude that 
distances itself from the vision of a ‘thinking machine’ and the design of  
‘smart’ devices trying to infer human intention and take action on behalf 
of people without any explicit human action directed towards the 
technology. We seek to leave the initiative and the control in the hands of 
people rather than attempt to offload this to automated decision 
mechanisms engraved in silicon or encoded in pieces of software. This in 
turn implies that we aim for digital technology to bring forward intelligible 
means for human control thus, leaving room for human reasoning and 
explicit ways for humans to express intentionality in the interaction with 
the technology we design. It is the design of digital technology that 
deliberately aims to leave the human in charge and take advantage of the 
human ability to establish coherence  between activities, digital 
technology, and setting of use. The underlying rationale being, that while 
digital technology may bring forward opportunities for action, actual 
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decisions on the appropriate course of action are better left with humans 
and their  earned ability to make sense of and act in complex social and 
physical settings. The overall  implication being, that we change our focus 
from trying to make technology become aware of context, to the design 
of digital technology that enables, and in fact thrives on, the tacit human 
skill of context-awareness - an approach that finds its support in the 
general critique of machine intelligence and the rather unsuccessful 
attempts to bring about formal representations of human decision making  
[16], [15], and further, in the notion of situated action, emphasizing the 
improvisational and situated nature of interaction between people and 
technology [46]. 
 
The general  idea  of digital technology as a supplementary resource 
designed to ‘fit in’ without controlling or monopolizing the situation of 
use is akin to the broad notion of ‘augmentation’ introduced in the  
original papers on Augmented Reality from the early 90’s (e.g. [64]). Also, 
the notion of a ‘division of labor’ between humans, digital technology, and 
other resources present in the setting of use is closely related to Norman’s 
discussion on ‘defending human attributes in the age of the machine’ 
promoting the point of view that we should concentrate on the design of 
digital technology that helps us being smart rather than ‘smart’ technology 
[34]. Furthermore, discussions within the areas of distributed cognition 
[19], and embodied cognition [10], and in particular, the discussions on 
the phenomenon of scaffolding resonate with the idea of digital 
technology designed to take on the role as one of many resources rather 
than a monolithic system. In brief, scaffolding is the term used to describe 
the way humans make opportunistic use of resources in the immediate 
physical environments, and how they constantly restructure or reconfigure 
this environment as part of their activities. Hence, the notion of 
scaffolding points towards the strong virtues of upholding a perceivable 
physical boundary/interface as opposed to pursuing the goal of true 
invisibility in our design of digital technology.   
 
Finally, Paul Dourish’s demonstration of how the notion of  ‘embodied 
interaction’ can be used to frame much of the research that has aimed to 
take human interaction with digital technology beyond the desktop 
computer throughout the 1990s also pertains to the work presented in this 
dissertation [13]. In particular, his critique of the seeming confusion 
between ‘the disappearing computer’ and ‘the disappearing interface’ is at 
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the very heart of the attitude that has evolved through the five projects 
discussed in this dissertation. In his presentation and discussion of 
‘embodied interaction’ and ‘tangible computing’, Dourish emphasizes that 
the powers of digital computation should be made manifest as intelligible 
and accountable resources that can take their place , and bring forward 
opportunities for human action, alongside the many other resources for 
action also present in the physical and social settings that embeds human 
interaction with digital technology. Hence, the work and attitude brought 
forward in this dissertation is very much in line with the way Dourish 
discuss and thinks of the role of digital technology when moving beyond 
the desktop computer. 
 

2.4 Method – The way I go about my work 
‘I weigh in as an engineer, someone whose primary interest is "what should I build 
next?" Ubicomp is an unusual project for an engineer, for two reasons. First, I took 
inspiration from anthropology; and second, I knew that whatever we did would be 
wrong. …………………… I saw that it would be so different from today's 
computer that I could not begin to understand or build it. So I set out, instead, to build 
some things that my colleagues and I could put in use, things as different as we could 
imagine from today's computers, yet using technology that could be made solid today. 
Using these things would then change us. From that new perspective, I would then again 
try to glimpse our new kind of computer and try again. ’ [59]. (Mark Weiser on his 
way of working). 
 
The work presented in this dissertation takes an explorative and design-
oriented approach to the field of Human Computer Interaction research. 
It is a pro-active approach, going beyond analysis and mere critique, to 
encompass the design and actual construction of new digital technology as 
a way to explore and demonstrate new ways for humans to interact with 
manifestations of computational power. The work is part of an ongoing 
research community discourse propelled by prototypes and interactive 
demonstrations, all set forward as part of a shared quest to resolve the 
overall question of where to go when we go beyond the desktop 
computer. As discussed in the presentation of the five individual projects, 
the practical work dealing with the specifics of prototype construction is 
intimately intertwined with reflections on the role of digital technology in 
general.  
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All the work presented here share the same overall commitment to 
construction of the technology we envision and to an evaluation that 
involves experiments with actual interaction between humans and the 
technology we bring about. There is, however, no simple uniform way of 
describing, or any single streamlined method characterizing, the work 
process underlying the work presented. Rather the work echoes a case-by-
case pragmatic combination of observation, construction, 
experimentation, dissemination of intermediary results, evaluation, and 
general reflections on the role of computational power, all intertwined as 
part of the life of a project. There is an element of setting up experiments 
and hence a reference to the legacy of physics and the natural sciences, 
but with the important difference, that we are experimenting with the 
human experience of manmade artifacts and their characteristics rather 
than trying to substantiate a thesis on the existence of constitutive 
properties and particular regularities of nature. There is an element of 
observation and inquiry into people and their practices but mainly via 
informal visits and interviews or in some cases simply by casual ‘people 
watching’ in public places, and not through the comprehensive studies 
that we know from ethnomethodology. There is a strong element of 
design and intentions to bring change to the world, but the main interest 
goes beyond the specific artifacts designed, to general issues as framed by 
the area of Human Computer Interaction research.  
 
Furthermore, a project may be initiated in a number of different ways. 
Points of departure may be established through observations of human 
activities, through the meeting with new technologies, or simply as a 
vague hunch of a new type of interface that looks promising, as we believe 
it will advance our overall quest to challenge techno centricity and move 
beyond the desktop computer. I have, throughout the work presented in 
this dissertation, tried to stay clear of a dogmatic and in my view too 
simplistic notion of any superior unidirectional push or pull mechanisms 
governing the relation between exploring possible new digital hardware, 
making inquiries into human practices, and pursuing ideas on new ways 
for humans to interact with digital technology. Hence, in my work the 
process of spawning for new digital hardware components and 
conducting small isolated laboratory experiments to get a feel for the 
capabilities of these components goes hand in hand with project 
brainstorms on interface and interaction design and with observations of 
people and existing technology in use. I see these elements as equally 
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important and inseparable if we are to be successful in our attempt to 
make computational power manifest in ways that fits everyday human 
activities in the everyday world. On one hand, bringing about new digital 
technology without a guiding vision and an understanding of how this 
technology will affect and fit in with human activities may easily lead to 
the development of technology for its own sake – ‘intriguing technical 
solutions in need of a practical problem!’ On the other hand, coming up 
with new concepts for the interaction between humans and digital 
technology easily becomes pure speculation if not accompanied by the 
appropriate technological embodiment. The work presented in this 
dissertation tries to balance the two recognizing that both concrete 
construction and more speculative concept designs are equally important 
as sources of inspiration when we aim to move beyond the desktop 
computer. New hardware components, as unmotivated as their 
development may look at first, can inspire our thinking about entirely new 
ways for humans to interact with digital technology. Likewise, general 
ideas and visions on what we think human interaction with digital 
technology should be like, however speculative they may be, can inspire us 
to modify existing hardware components or direct our efforts to the 
specification and construction of entirely new components.  
 
The work presented in this dissertation always includes demonstrating the 
existence of a feasible path between the overall ideas on human 
interaction with digital technology that we explore and a technological 
embodiment. This implies a multi stranded work process dealing with 
technical manuals, videotapes of people going about their activities, and 
general discussions on how to make the digital technology we design fit 
for the social and physical setting that will embed human interaction with 
this technology. It is a work process that includes bit manipulation, 
electronic circuit construction, high-level programming, observations of 
human activities, observations of existing technology in use, exchange of 
experiences with other researchers, construction of use scenarios, and 
general reflections on the relations between human skills, computational 
power, and the many other resources for human action also present in the 
setting of use we are designing for.  
 
I believe my way of working is best characterized as a matter of taking a 
design-oriented approach to the field of HCI research. In particular, this 
means that prototyping is at the core of the research activities within a 
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project. Hence, our research is advanced through a process of prototype 
design. It is an approach, where we seek to explore the general through a 
design for the particular. As discussed in general by Schön in his books on 
‘reflective practioners’[42, 43], and rephrased by Löwgren&Stolterman  
[23], with the specifics of interaction design in mind, a design process is 
not a simple linear process taking us from a pre/well-defined problem to 
a single solution just waiting to be discovered and made manifest. Rather 
our way of framing and understanding a problem is induced by our actual 
work with possible solutions. It is through our work with possible 
solutions that we discover, define, and name the concerns and constraints 
that we see as central to our project and our prototyping efforts.  We 
thereby, though we may not articulate it, define the design space in which 
our explorations will play out, and the space in which our prototype will 
be positioned. It is a fully dynamic process, where the prototype we are 
designing  at the same time works as a probe into the design space as well 
as a generative seed for the ‘layout’ of dimensions in this abstract space. 
To use Schön’s terminology,  this process takes place as a reflective 
conversation with the materials of the situation  where we confront our 
general ideas , earlier experience, and abstract design ideals with the 
particularities  and uniqueness of the situation at hand [43](p.31), 
[42](p.170). To the work presented here, and the process of prototyping 
in the context of HCI research, this conversation is instantiated by the 
constant bouncing back and forth between, our general ideas on and 

Ideas on Interaction

Enabling Technologies Domain of Use 

 
Prototyping

Fig.6. Prototyping as the core activity that binds together, ideas on and abstract  
ideals of interfaces and interaction, with the specifics of the enabling technologies and 
the specifics of the domain use.
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abstract ideals of interfaces and interaction, the specifics of enabling 
technologies, and the specifics of the domain of use. The ‘conversation’ is 
advanced by a series of inquiries that take the form of improvised 
experiments and ‘what if’ questions through which we revise our framing 
of the prototyping efforts, as we formulate new aspects and deepen our 
understanding of our ideals , the domain of use , and the enabling 
technologies. In this process our attitude towards, and abstract ideals of, 
human interaction with digital technology provide us with a guiding image 
pointing out the overall direction in which we would like to take our 
design efforts in our quest to move beyond the desktop computer.   
  
As implied by the above, the prototypes take on a number of different 
roles throughout the life of a project. They serve as rhetorical vehicles for 
communicating our ideas by providing us with ‘things to talk about’ and 
as tangible anchor points for collaboration by grounding otherwise 
abstract discussions on interfaces and interaction in concrete examples. 
Furthermore, despite the uniqueness inherent to a prototype, we posit 
that a prototype can embody and demonstrate concepts of human 
interaction with digital technology, which transcends the particularities of 
the individual prototype. Some examples of this from the work presented 
here are (in no particular order): Media-remapping and a broadened notion of 
‘display’, cross-modal telecommunication, supporting rather than automating context 
sensitive decision-making ,continuity through persistent representations, real world 
bookmarks, etc. 
 
Finally, and very important, by bringing forward working examples of 
digital technology, the prototypes make our ideas on human interaction 
with digital technology directly available for human experience, and hence, 
directly available for experimentation.  Let me briefly present some 
concrete examples of the roles that the prototypes discussed in this 
dissertation took on during our work with projects:   
 
In AROMA [P1] we implemented a baseline system where all the hardware and 
software components were present and functional even though some of the components 
were instantiated by rather basic implementations. We talked about these components 
as being example components that served as ‘placeholders’ for more elaborate and 
advanced future component implementations. In this way, we had created a working 
infrastructure that allowed us to experiment with the characteristics of individual 
components while at the same time demonstrate the effect of these characteristics within 
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the context of an overall working system. Furthermore, the placeholder system provided 
us with a relatively straightforward path from laboratory experiments and the 
development of individual components to the deployment of prototype systems set up in 
the networked homes and offices of a group of ‘friendly users’. Friendly users, meaning a 
group of people including ourselves that were wiling to live with and look beyond the 
quirks of our prototypes while reflecting upon the general effects that a system like ours, 
if further developed, could have on their daily life with colleagues, friends and relatives. 
Finally, the placeholder system served an important purpose as a rhetorical vehicle when 
communicating the overall idea behind the AROMA project to people outside our 
research group.  By bringing forward the exemplary components and the interplay 
between these components, the placeholder system helped ground the discussion of the 
overall idea in an actual and complete, though rudimentary system. Presenting the 
AROMA project via our placeholder system enabled discussions covering a wide 
spectrum of issues ranging from general issues of privacy and the role of digital 
technology in social relations to the more specific issues on technical feasibility and 
concrete system architectures. Hence, the role of our prototype system was manifold. The 
AROMA prototype system served as an embodiment of the overall idea, a platform for 
experiments within as well as outside the laboratory, and a facilitator in the discussions 
on the concrete technical as well as on the more general conceptual level.  
 
Actually implementing the TactGuide [P2] prototype showed us that there was a 
feasible technology path from the idea of rendering information through dynamic tactile 
representations to a functional handheld device capable of displaying navigational cues. 
That construction of the basic hardware and software components needed was doable. 
The TactGuide prototype was crucial in our evaluation of the overall idea and allowed 
us to invite a group of our colleagues to try it out. It is not easy to see how the experience 
of perceiving navigational cues through sensations felt by your thumb while walking 
around in a complex environment can be brought about without a working tactile 
display. It seems that you, in order to enable this experience, need a working tactile 
display capable of providing a close dynamic coupling between changes in your bodily 
movements and changes in the tactile representation. Finally, the TactGuide prototype 
provided us with an exemplary device that we could demonstrate and use as a tangible 
comment on the way commercially available navigation devices seemed to ignore the fact 
that the world already is full of navigational cues and that people at large already do 
pretty well when trying to find their way by means of these cues. The TactGuide 
demonstrated how a navigational device could take advantage of, rather than block the 
human ability to make use of these other cues, and hence, only needed to provide low 
resolution navigational cues. Hence, the TactGuide prototype along with the other 
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prototypes presented in this dissertation worked as a concrete embodiment promoting our 
general attitude towards the role of digital technology. 
 
With the wisdom provided by hindsight, one could say that the problems we experienced 
with King Midas in our gesture recognition systems [OP1] were doomed to occur. 
However, I sincerely doubt that one could have imagined these problems based on a 
conceptual design made manifest as paper mockups alone. Even in a ‘wizard of oz’ 
setup with a human taking on the role as a hand gesture recognizer it is very unlikely 
that any human wizard would have acted as  naive as the real system did in its 
interpretation of hand movements. Thus, it is very unlikely that the experience of 
‘stickiness’ and ambiguity would have surfaced. Problems like these in most cases do not 
show up until you experience the actual use of a reasonably well functioning prototype. 
How else would you have come across the unsettling experience of having a folder icon 
‘stick’ and chase your hand around on a desktop sized surface?  
 
In my work, I have always chosen to give priority to, and undertake the 
extra efforts needed for, the actual construction of functional prototypes 
when engaging in the exploration of new types of interfaces and new 
types of human interaction with digital technology. Experiments with 
physical form factor, screen based simulations, enactments using mock-
ups , and  ‘wizard of oz’ experiments can be informing and give you an 
overall feel for the appropriateness of a concept  but will only take you so 
far, and can not fully mediate the experience of actual interaction. In 
particular, it seems to me that only a working interface can help us explore 
how well the dynamic characteristics of this interface will match and 
respond to the intimate coupling between human perception and action as 
played out during actual interaction. In the context of HCI research and 
the work presented in this dissertation, a functional prototype is not to be 
confused with a fully operational system or anything resembling a 
product. As exemplified by the five prototypes presented, a functional 
prototype means a prototype with just enough functionality to make the 
critical and novel aspects explored in a research project available for 
experience and experiments. Hence, in the TactGuide we ‘only’ 
implemented the functionality required to demonstrate the idea of a 
dynamic handheld tactile display and not the supporting software needed 
for configuration, placing, and exchange of ‘real world bookmarks’ – 
functions that would be imperative if the TactGuide were to make it in 
the world outside the lab. With this meaning of a functional prototype in 
mind, we may as we did in the Pucketizer project, use Styrofoam mockups 
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and onsite enactment of scenarios to demonstrate the overall concept, 
while in parallel, conduct laboratory experiments with the concrete 
technology needed to demonstrate, how links between digital information 
and nearby physical artifacts can be established on-the-fly. Hence, 
functional prototypes may very well go hand in hand with the use of other 
means for exploring our ideas on human interaction with digital 
technology.  
 
Furthermore, on the virtues of functional prototypes, it seems to me that 
we in general need to be very careful in the way we describe or act out the 
use of a not yet existing piece of digital technology. It is my experience, 
going all the way back to our experiments with the real-time hand gesture 
recognition systems and AROMA that we often, through our choice of 
language, implicitly anthropomorphize the digital technology envisioned. 
We thereby risk the danger of overstepping the fine line that separates 
valid assumptions and forecasts about feasibility, from pure speculation 
and unsubstantiated claims and predictions on future technological 
capabilities. I believe these considerations are of particular relevance to 
the ongoing discussions on the design of context-aware computing and 
ambient intelligence systems where it is tempting  to use language such as 
“it knows that you are present”, “it knows what you are doing”, “  it will 
wait for an appropriate moment in time before  interrupting you” , and so 
forth. In this way describing system capabilities in terms that resemble 
what we otherwise would consider tacit human abilities, we may 
unwillingly end up with concepts the success of which implicitly rests on 
the assumption that the grand scheme of machine inference and artificial 
intelligence can become a reality - an assumption that lacks a proper 
foundation in reality, keeping in mind the so far rather unsuccessful 
attempts to bring about a ‘thinking machine’. In general, by pushing 
towards the construction of a functional prototype, we force ourselves to 
be more explicit and to demonstrate, or at the least provide a reasonable 
indication of, feasibility in terms of the enabling technologies needed for 
actual construction. Thus, the design of a functional prototype forces us 
to express our ideas in ways that can be mapped to the building blocks of 
digital technology and thereby helps us not violate fundamental 
constraints and properties of this technology.  
 
Finally, as exemplified by the work presented in this dissertation, the way 
of working discussed here, with its emphasize on the actual construction 
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of functional prototypes, leads to inventions as well as scientific 
contributions, to patent documents [PA1]-[PA4] as well as conference 
papers [P1]-[P5],[OP1]-[OP4]. This of course, simply reflects the fact that 
we are engaged in a pro-active line of research where the design of new 
artifacts is central to the way in which we seek to demonstrate and explore 
new interfaces and new ways for humans to interact with digital 
technology.  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
‘For a long time I have described myself as a skeptomist: half skeptic and half optimist. 
What I have seen of the evolution of technology over the past 30 years has been most 
discouraging in terms of meeting the social and human benefits that might have been 
achieved. On the other hand, I cannot help but marvel at the technological advances that 
have been made.’ [9]. (Bill Buxton a central figure in the move to go beyond 
the desktop computer.) 
 
This introductory text, accompanying five already published papers, has 
brought forward how five individual and apparently very different 
research projects all are part of the same efforts to explore new types of 
human interaction with digital technology. In particular, this text has made 
explicit how the five projects in question all in each their way contribute 
to, and at the same time reflects, the same overall attitude towards the role 
of digital computational power as we seek to go beyond the desktop 
computer. As discussed throughout this dissertation, the projects and the 
attitude they reflect represents a move towards the design of digital 
technology that can take on a more subdued and humble role and enter a 
relationship of constructive co-existence with the many other resources 
for human action also present in the everyday world. It is an attitude that 
encourages us to look for ways in which the digital technology we design 
can bring advantage to and take advantage of, rather than substitute or 
compete with, human skills, and the many other resources present in the 
physical and social setting that we are designing for. 
 
Taking inspiration from the original work on Ubiquitous Computing and 
its general critique of techno centricity, the work presented in this 
dissertation emphasizes that going beyond the desktop computer implies 
more than the construction of smaller, faster, more mobile, better 
networked, less power consuming, digital technologies that can be moved 
off the desktop. Being aware that it is dangerous to generalize, it seems to 
me that many of the new non-desktop devices we encounter, invite you to 
engage in a sort of ‘interaction in vacuum’ echoing a techno centric model 
of use that we recognize from the design of applications for the desktop 
computer.  That is, a model of use that imply that we put the rest of the 
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world on hold, and agree to devote our undivided attention to the digital 
technology we want to take advantage of. However, only supernatural 
beings as we know them from comic strips have the powers to freeze all 
other activity in the world while they themselves take action. To the rest 
of us there are no stop or pause buttons available. No button that allow us 
to stop all other traffic while we try to configure or read our in-car 
navigation system, and no button that allow us to put a dinner party 
conversation on hold while we answer our cell phone. The attitude 
brought forward by the work presented in this dissertation recognizes that 
the world is a ‘noisy place’ and that most of our everyday doings require 
that we simultaneously deal with multiple artifacts and other people while 
weaving in and out between different activities. In other words, it is an 
attitude that recognizes and embraces the rather obvious observation that 
human interaction with digital technology takes place in a world full of 
other resources for human action; resources that can be drawn upon or 
needs to be attended to, as part of human activities in the everyday world. 
This in turn, combined with a skeptical stance towards the design of 
‘thinking machines’, guides us towards computational power made 
manifest, not as context-aware or context-sensitive digital technology, but 
as digital technology designed with a high sensitivity towards  the fact, that 
interaction with the technology we bring about will be embedded within 
the particularities of a variety of social and physical settings. Particularities 
that we cannot fully anticipate, define, much less control, but merely aim 
to design for.  
 
Now, aiming for digital technology to take on this more ‘humble’ and 
‘subdued’ role, may at first sound like a defensive and conservative 
strategy towards the integration of digital technology in our everyday 
world. However, the attitude brought forward in this dissertation is by no 
means an attitude promoting the point of view that new technologies 
always have to preserve, or at the most only introduce minor changes to, 
the workings of the world as we know it. As demonstrated by the 
prototype examples, the attitude brought forward by the work presented 
in this dissertation does not exclude us from the design of digital 
technology that can bring forward new functionalities enabling entirely 
new opportunities for human action.  
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The work presented in this dissertation demonstrates a design-oriented 
and explorative approach to human computer interaction research 
emphasizing the importance of prototype construction and ‘hands-on’ 
experiments. Hence, the process of spawning for new enabling 
technologies that can be used to turn ideas into concrete embodiments 
has always played an important role in the work presented. With respect 
to the hardware and software tools available, I believe it is safe to say that 
we are in a much better position today than we were a decade ago. We 
have, in general, a more solid platform and a much wider repertoire of 
components available for our explorations. First, we have a dense multi 
scaled communication infrastructure based on wired as well as wireless 
networks meeting many of the basic needs to explore the ideas of human 
interaction with omnipresent digital technology. Also, we have more 
powerful though less power consuming and much smaller processors, 
accompanied by better prototyping tools making it easier to move from 
individual hardware components to functional prototypes and example 
applications. Furthermore, and of particular interest to the line of work 
presented in this dissertation, we today have access to a wide variety of 
hardware components that can be turned into input/output technologies 
and hence, become part of the new interfaces that in turn allow us to 
experiment with our ideas on human interaction with digital technology. 
Let me mention just a few of these technologies, already here or to be 
expected within short:  we have access to small sensors based on Micro-
electro-mechanical Systems (MEMS), we have access to technology for 
biometrics ,we see a rapid development of new much smaller and more 
power efficient components for tagging and tracking such as the many 
new radio frequency identification technologies (RFID), and we have seen 
the early manifestations of new and very flexible display technologies. I, 
for one, look forward to further embrace the many new opportunities for 
interface and interaction design made possible by these technologies. 
 
I would like to re-emphasize that the attitude brought forward by the five 
projects presented in this text suggests and points out an overall direction 
rather than a set of rules to be followed or a goal to be met. It points out a 
way to think of, and to approach, the design for human interaction with 
digital technology, and may thereby help us reflect on our work as we try 
to figure out where to go as we seek to go beyond the desktop computer. 
It might be trivial but nevertheless worthwhile mentioning that when we 
use phrases like, ‘We need to escape the screen, mouse, and keyboard’ we 
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are not up against fundamental laws of nature. Although for example laws 
of electronic circuit design, ergonomics, and human perception clearly 
come into play and present us with some basic constraints, they leave us 
with a wide range of choices and opportunities for design – a vast space 
for creative thinking and innovation. The attitude brought forward in this 
dissertation has helped me navigate this space of possible routes for 
exploration that we face as we set out to go beyond the desktop 
computer.  
 
Finally, the work presented here is part of an ongoing journey. Hence, this 
text does not mark a destination, but merely serves as an intermediary 
break giving me a chance to make more explicit the general ideas that has 
guided my work so far – a small break before returning to the many 
exciting opportunities and challenges facing us as we look ahead. 
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AROMA: Abstract Representation of 
Presence Supporting Mutual Awareness 
Elin Rønby Pedersen and Tomas Sokoler 

 
ABSTRACT 
The AROMA project is exploring the kind of awareness that people 
effortless are able to maintain about other beings who are located 
physically close. We are designing technology that attempts to mediate 
a similar kind of awareness among people who are geographically 
dispersed but want to stay better in touch. AROMA technology can be 
thought of as a stand-alone communication device or -- more likely -- 
an augmentation of existing technologies such as the telephone or full-
blown media spaces. Our approach differs from other recent designs for 
awareness (a) by choosing pure abstract representations on the display 
site, (b) by possibly remapping the signal across media between capture 
and display, and, finally, (c) by explicitly extending the application 
domain to include more than the working life, to embrace social 
interaction in general.  
 
We are building a series of prototypes to learn if abstract representation 
of activity data does indeed convey a sense of remote presence and 
does so in a sufficiently subdued manner to allow the user to 
concentrate on his or her main activity. We have done some initial 
testing of the technical feasibility of our designs. What still remains is 
an extensive effort of designing a symbolic language of remote 
presence, done in parallel with studies of how people will connect and 
communicate through such a language as they live with the AROMA 
system.  
 
Keywords 
Awareness, sense of presence; ubiquitous computing; CSCW, media 
spaces; non-work application; interaction 
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INTRODUCTION 
After a decade of experience with emerging media space technology we 
are still at odds as to how they benefit their users. Subjective accounts 
point mostly to the enhanced social interaction that seems to be 
afforded though, for a while, this was seen as a kind of by-product to 
the primary affordance of the shared work space. Bly et al [2] observed 
that "Although seemingly the most invisible, the use of the media space 
for peripheral awareness was perhaps its most powerful use". Social 
affordance of media spaces soon became a focal point of its own, 
leading to designs that aimed at seamless integration of work space and 
personal space [3, 5, 6, 13, 20]. 
 
Having shifted the focus away from work, we are also ready to broaden 
our prospective usage domain beyond the work place: enhancement of 
social awareness over geographical distances is certainly a theme of 
interest to people outside the working life. One can easily think of very 
useful situations in relation to care of elder relatives or situations where 
you are travelling and want to be closer in touch with your loved ones 
than current telephone technology allows. By extending the usage 
domains we are faced with hard questions such as balancing privacy 
and availability interests and choosing capture and display techniques 
that fit into and work in settings that are likely to be more 
heterogeneous than the traditional office environment.  
 
PERIPHERAL AWARENESS 
The kind of awareness we are after is our ability to maintain and 
constantly update a sense of our social and physical context. We do so 
in an apparently effortless manner and without being aware that we do 
so, - at least until something happens that is out of order and makes us 
raise our level of consciousness.  
 
The Phenomenon of Peripheral Awareness 
Awareness, like attention, is one of the tricky and dangerous terms in 
psychology, easily leading to circular argumentation. We have tried to 
steer clear of such threats by sticking to a phenomenological reading of 
the word. 
 
The phenomenon we are after may be the "preattentive processes" 
described in the Oxford Companion to The Mind under the entry 
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Vision: early warning: "a preattentive (process) for the almost instanta-
neous detection of textual changes in our environment that indicates the 
occurrence of objects, and an attentive (serial) one that can shift focal 
attention to any of the objects detected by the preattentive process". 
The phenomenon is related to that of subliminal perception and 
intuitive conduct, and further studies of more theoretical nature may 
prove useful in our design. 
 
People have an amazing ability to make sense of even very few and 
scattered snippets of information - just think of the hunter who is 
reading the ground for traces of animals passing by. At the same time, 
the skill of reading is an acquired competence. For most of us who are 
not hunters, the ground would tell us absolutely nothing about the 
passage of a deer some hours ago.  
 
Most people have developed skills in reading the environment; perhaps 
not the set of skills used by the hunter in the forest, but others more 
appropriate for the everyday needs of the individual, as for instance the 
awareness of the neighbors maintained by the urban citizen by the 
lively soundscape of the apartment building and the neighborhood. 
Those of us who work in offices with visual and auditory closeness to 
our colleagues know the efficiency of peripheral awareness: most of the 
time we have a pretty good idea about who is around, who is having a 
meeting with someone from outside, and who is frantically trying to get 
a paper out in half an hour and therefore should not be disturbed.  
 
An Ecology of Awareness 
Our ability and practice of reading our environment has its own 
economy and ecology, making the balance between affordances and 
costs crucial. This has been noticed also by Smith&Hudson [15]: "This 
dual tradeoff is between privacy and awareness, and between awareness 
and disturbance", and by Gutwin&Greenberg [9] "a trade-off between 
being well informed about other's activities but being distracted by the 
information."  
 
For the "reader" there is a balance between learning too much about the 
environment at the expense of whatever is one's primary activity. 
Examples of the affordances for the reader, and their price tags are: 
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+ being prepared when approached (please note that reading most likely takes place 

as a peripheral process) 

+ a sense of when others may be approached 

+ a sense of having company, not being alone 

- risk of interruption if the events feeding the peripheral awareness slide into focus 

One example: it would sometimes be nice to have a better sense of 
what is going on at the callee's site before the telephone call is made, 
e.g., whether the time is appropriate for an idle chat or a serious 
conversation.  
 
For the people being "read" by other users there is a balance between 
making oneself available and preserving one's privacy and personal 
integrity. Examples of the affordances for the one being read, and their 
price tags are: 
 
+ being able to "announce" one's availability  

- risk of accidental revelation of personal/private information if events not meant 
to be public are "overheard" 

- sense of violation of personal integrity when "too much" is available to others to 
hear, see, .. 

One example: it would sometimes be nice if people wouldn't call us 
when we are busy doing something important. Usually our body 
language would be very easy to read, provided it could be communi-
cated to those who might think of calling us. 
 
THE AROMA APPROACH 
In the AROMA project we are exploring what kind of data to capture 
and display to convey a sense of remote presence for the purpose of 
peripheral awareness, i.e., images that put a low demand on attention 
while conveying "enough" (whatever that is) information about changes 
at the remote site. More specifically we are exploring the use of 
abstract representations as presence indicators. We are seeking a better 
understanding of the mental or intellectual cost of abstract represent-
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ation and of their overall usefulness compared with more traditional 
media space approaches. 
 
What is Abstract Representation? A Scenario 
An example of the kind of abstract representation we are thinking of -- 
and the situation in which it may be used -- is the following:  
 
Two people who know each other well and work closely together have 
become geographically separated for a longer period of time. They are 
trying to stay in touch by the usual technology such as telephone and 
email, and in addition they have established a kind of media space to 
share. The media space is organized as a pair of windows on their 
workstations, each displaying abstract visual and auditory effects all 
together reflecting the state of affairs at the remote site.  
 
The visual effect could look like an abstract, dynamic painting in which 
the dynamics reflect the changes in the combined auditory and visual 
state of the remote site (as it would be picked up by, say, a microphone 
and an ultrasound sensor); the auditory effects could be created as the 
sound landscape of a forest: audio events and processes could be 
structurally analyzed and processed or they could just be mapped 
directly into waterfall sounds, bird song, the sound of a chain saw 
against fur trees, etc. 
 
The display of presence data may be characterized by its abstractness 
with respect to the fullness of the original source of the signals. By 
"abstract" we mean the amount of data removed from the original 
signal; the more we throw away, the more abstract our display become. 
 
However, another kind of abstractness is at play too: upon processing 
and transforming the original signal we may need increasingly more 
interpretation to "read" the display properly. The abstractness is here in 
relation to the immediateness of the reading. 
 
Designing for Abstract Representation 
We have developed a prototype architecture that makes up the technical 
framework for further use studies. The prototype encompasses capture 
of auditory and visual data, abstraction of such data into compact 
streams, synthesizing of auditory, visual and haptic imagery from 
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streams of abstract data, and finally display at the receiving end (please 
note that we are using "display" as opposed to "capture", i.e., using it in 
its widest sense, including visual, auditory, and tactile effects). 
 
The display representation can be enriched semantically by more 
extensive processing on the capture site, through recognition of certain 
high level objects in the captured data, as well as through identification 
of patterns in series of events. We see these as different approaches 
which may be used alone or in combination. The object recognition 
approach lend itself to recreation of  the original scenery, whereas the 
other -- which is our current preference -- is more directed towards 
creation of symbolic representations of the scenery.  When combined, 
high level objects would be used to enhance the recognition of patterns 
in the event data. However, the area of such complex capture site 
processing is still uncovered by our initial prototyping. 
 
The prototype also provides facilities for experimenting with 
remapping across media: for example, what was originally captured as 
an auditory input (for instance by a microphone) can be 
processed/abstracted through a number of pipelined media 
manipulation modules resulting in streams of abstract "activity data". 
These abstract data are no longer linked to any specific media and can 
be used to control many different display types. 
 
In a (much too) simplistic form we may think of a simple binding of 
auditory change to color and visual changes to speed of a slowly 
evolving display scene. Slightly more complex is a setup where audio 
is remapped into simple state data which in turn may be used as 
parameters to a visual display mechanism: an audio signal is picked up 
by a microphone and used to determine the number of people in a 
location, but no detailed audio information is transmitted to the remote 
location(s); on the display site the data is used to select the number of 
animated cartoon characters. 
 
We have found it useful to differentiate between the intentional 
awareness of others one may seek for the purpose of deciding if they 
can be approached, versus the unintentional awareness that one may 
maintain about others in the surrounding for no direct purpose at all. A 
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particular system may provide support for intentional awareness while 
being useless with respect to the unintentional variation. An example of 
such a system would be a media space where you would have to keep a 
button pressed to see and hear the remote site; such system could be 
useful for determining whether someone looks like he or she is 
available for an interruption.  
 
Why Abstract Representation? 
So why is it that we want this abstraction in the first place? Why not 
work to get the best, the richest, the most "natural-like" signal sent 
across?  
 
Well, we are exploring an assumption about the benefits of abstract 
representation over direct media transfers: we are proposing (1) that 
abstract representations will provide a kind of "shielding" for privacy of 
the people in the spaces, (2) that abstractions may be preferable to more 
media-rich representations by providing a better peripheral, non-atten-
tion demanding awareness, and (3) it is a painless accommodation to 
our perpetual bandwidth shortage (there will always be more items to 
transport over the net than we have capacity for). Furthermore, we find 
the abstract representations particularly interesting because (4) they 
lend themselves directly to media remapping, allowing each user to 
choose the display medium that is most effective, and in general 
accommodate individual preferences (some people hate visual cues and 
like auditory ones, while other have the opposite preference).  
 
These assumed advantages of abstract representation need to be as-
sessed in the context of long-term use, including the effort it may take 
to get them internalized initially. 
 
INSPIRATION AND RELATED WORK 
AROMA is deeply indebted to a large body of work in areas such as 
ubiquitous computing, active objects, augmented environments, and 
CSCW. We are combining ideas from such areas with experience from 
media space research. 
 
Conceptual Design space 
The ideas explored in this project were inspired from many sources, 
including artists' installations as well as "classical" media space theory, 
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encompassing an abundance of prototype systems and actual products. 
We have tried to chart this design space of scenarios, systems and 
installations in Figure 1.  
 
Active Objects and Remapping 
Inspiration to go beyond the computer and include objects from the 
environment comes from the general discussion of ubiquitous 
computing and computer augmented environments (e.g., the special 
CACM issue [4]). 

 
The Sal scenario from Weiser's paper on Ubiquitous Computing [18] in 
which a window pane is used to display the recent traffic in the 
neighborhood, points to several key aspects of our design: use of non-
computer screens, use of history and abstract representations of 
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Figure 1: Charting our design space according to the relative concreteness/abstractness 
of the representation of captured signals (x-axis), and the location of the display device 
with respect to the traditional computing system(y-axis)                                                   
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people's movements, the social, non-work purpose of the (imagined) 
installation. 
 
Hiroshi Ishii and Natalie Jeremijenko led us to play with the concept of 
free remapping across media, i.e., what was captured as an audio signal 
may be abstracted into a mediaindependent activity measure and later 
synthesized into a different media. In his visionary video from 1994 
[11], Ishii shows us a painter and a flute player performing together 
with music and paint: the music is audible but also mapped into an ac-
tive painting that evolves and intertwines with the painter's more 
traditional paint strokes. Natalie Jeremijenko was an artist in the Xerox 
PARC PAIR program (PARC artist in residence); she created the 
installation: "Dangling string", which is a short piece of ethernet cable 
hanging suspended from the ceiling; the piece of cable will move, wave 
calmly or shake violently, relative to the traffic load on the local 
computer network (see also description in [19]).  
 
Representation of Remote Presence 
During the years we have seen numerous suggestions for representation 
of remote presence. Some are based on the full audio and video 
streams, possibly augmented or slightly tuned to support a wider sense 
of presence. 
 
Direct Representations 
Early designs for awareness have focused on providing contextual 
information along with the information needed in a direct interaction. 
In the Porthole system [5] video is captured and transmitted with very 
low frame rate (typically a frame every other minute); the Porthole idea 
can be found in many instantiations, e.g., the NYNEX Portholes and 
the "When did Keith leave?" sub-system [15]. Slightly more elaborate 
representations provide contextual information as fisheye perspective 
[8, 9], or through layer model [10]. Use of auditory cues to help the 
user make sense of the remote environment has also  
been suggested [7]. 
 
As the design for awareness evolved it became clear that the contextual 
awareness provided by full media representations might lead to 
unwanted revelations, and many experiments have been done on 
controlled muffling or distortion of the signal.  
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Abstract Representation 
We use the term "abstract" representation to denote that something has 
been removed from the original signal, which also imply that more or 
less interpretive efforts are required by the "reader" of the abstraction. 
The removal may be a simple, evenly applied degradation, or it may 
involve more complex processing and possibly feature extraction or 
silhouetting, as we call it.  
 
Simple Degradation 
Common degradation techniques in the visual domain are pixelation 
and thresholding. As it turns out such techniques can be quite powerful. 
Examples of pixelation can be found in the Shadow-Views by 
Smith&Hudson [15]. Thresholding techniques will typically enhance 
the contrasts of an image and as such direct attention to shapes and 
edges. In direct continuation hereof are graphical edge-detection 
techniques. 
 
Feature Extraction, Silhouetting 
Edge-detection is a low-level feature extraction. Higher level features 
might include skin color, body forms and eye or mouth shapes in the 
visual domain, and individual voice patterns in the auditory domain. 
 
An interesting extraction technique for audio was described by 
Smith&Hudson [16] as "Low Disturbance Audio For Awareness and 
Privacy in Media Space Applications". What they do is to process a 
speech signal into non-speech audio resulting in a sound that "(...) 
allows one to determine who is speaking, but not what they are saying, 
and which is not demanding of attention and hence can fall into 
background noise". Something similar to what Smith&Hudson did to 
audio signals can of course be done to video too. We can analyse the 
video signal of a scene and select some characteristic visual features to 
preserve while others are abstracted out. We prefer to call these 
abstraction techniques "silhouetting" because they have certain 
parallels to that old art of portraiture. Having extracted certain high-
level features it is also possible to use this information at the display 
site, for instance to control the behaviors of avatar-like characters [1, 
12]. 
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Radical Abstraction  
Our current approach has many similarities to the silhouetting approach 
of Smith&Hudson insofar we are also concerned about the subtle 
balances between privacy and accessibility, and between peripheral and 
focused attention. We also share the approach of applying signal 
processing to the data, resulting in very abstract representations. But we 
seem to differ significantly in what we are striving to obtain: they are 
trying to preserve significant portions of the original signal, while 
making the signal sufficiently muffled, anonymous or subdued, 
whereas our approach is minimalistic: we try to abstract the original 
information into a few essential bits of information, in order to, during 
the synthesis, add whatever is necessary for people to make sense of the 
bits and pieces. Hence, we talk about our approach as radical 
abstraction. 
 
The two approaches clearly taps into different sides of human 
perception. Silhouetting is relying on the human perceptual faculties to 
"fill out" a few missing elements, where as we are tapping in to our 
symbolic abilities. Our approach is more risky: when symbolic and 
abstract representations really work, they are immensely powerful and 
efficient, but when they fail, we are left with something entirely 
unintelligible. 
 
AROMA PROTOTYPING 
We have built a prototype version of the AROMA system, based on 
sketches of usage scenarios and two main design principles: "radical 
abstraction" as described above, and "non-intentionality", by which we 
mean that no specific actions should be required by the user, neither the 
"reader" of the information, nor the one being "read".  
 
In the first round we mostly aimed at understanding the technical 
feasibility of our ideas. However, we have had some preliminary usage 
experience with the prototype which is installed between an office and 
a home.  
 
In this section we will describe an architecture for a generic "awareness 
system". Finally, we describe the components and main processing of 
our current prototype within this generic architecture. 
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Generic System Architecture 
The AROMA prototype is implemented within a general system 
architecture for capture, abstraction, synthesizing and displaying 
presence data. The purpose of the generic architecture is to provide a 
platform for design and exploration of different capture and display 
functionalities. Below is a description of the components and 
processing parts of the generic system. 
 

 
 
Capture Site 
The capture site is characterised by its repertoire of input devices, and 
its capture and abstractor objects (see lefthand side of Figure 2). Its 
architecture is hierarchical and object oriented, reflecting the idea that 
the system should enable viewing of the same raw data at different 
levels of abstraction. 
 
The input devices can be microphones, video cameras, or more singular 
sensors of various kinds. Sample sensors are pressure sensors, 
ultrasonic sensors and simple binary on/off sensors (switches). 
 
Each input device is tied to a timer controlled object, called a capture 
object; the timer operates at a sampling rate appropriate for the specific 
device. Each capture object interfaces with the rest of the system 
through a circular buffer used to store the most recently captured data. 
  
These buffers of the capture objects are available to so-called abstractor 
objects, doing basic signal processing, accumulations, and comparative 

Figure 2: Current AROMA prototype,
virtual "inner office windows" 
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analyses (such as history processing). An abstractor object is defined by 
a specific process performed on one or more (capture or abstractor) 
objects and possibly the recent history of the abstractor. This recent 
history is represented by a circular buffer of recent processing results. 
The data contained in this buffer can be shipped "as is" to the remote 
sites or used as input to other abstractors.  
 
An abstractor can make use of data from more than one (capture or 
abstractor) object and more abstractors can make use of the same 
(capture or abstractor) object. 
 
Communication between Capture and Display 
The data shipped to the remote sites are collected from the abstractors 
and stored into message objects. The message structure identifies the 
type of presence data: compound activity measure, visual activity 
measure, speaker id, location data, and high-level events (somebody is 
getting up, somebody hasn't moved for x minutes). 
 
The rates at which data are shipped are chosen to fit the characteristic 
time of the abstractors balanced with the available bandwidth. An 
exception to this rule is those abstractors that analyze history to identify 
complex events: they ship their results whenever ready.  
 
Display Site 
The display site is characterised by its repertoire of output devices, 
which are fed by a series of synthesizer objects (see righthand side of 
Figure 2).  
 
Possible output devices are speakers, displays/projectors, and a whole 
range of transducers that produce elements of haptic and kinetic 
response, etc. A  sample transducer could be an electromechanical 
vibrator in the seat or back of a chair or a thermoelectric device to 
control the heat on parts of a work surface. 
 
Incoming messages are dispatched using the message type to a set of 
synthesizer objects. Each synthesizer object is responsible for a 
particular abstract representation, i.e., a mapping from presence data to 
some display method. Typical synthesizer tasks are transformation of 
the incoming data to fit the dynamic range of the specific display 
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device. Each synthesizer can make use of several different types of data 
from the remote site and the same data can be delivered to a number of 
synthesizers.  
 
An important class of synthesizer objects are what we call abstract 
animations. Our initial intuitions, which were confirmed in our 
experimentation, suggest that (a) discrete signals are putting higher 
demands on attention than continuos signals, and (b) that although 
monotonousness may be low on attention demand it may also be too 
low and thereby making the signal too easy to ignore. That made us 
focus on visual display of animated objects, whose dynamic 
characteristics include moving around in certain patterns and changing 
appearance in shape, color and size. By tying some dynamic character-
istics to presence data and others to simple timers, we are able to create 
a not-too-monotonous and not-too-abrupt imagery. We are aware that 
adding dynamics that is unrelated to remote activity may add to the 
difficulty of interpreting the abstract representations, and we need to 
study this issue further. 
 
 
The virtual "inner office window" prototype 
The generic architecture was developed in parallel with actual 
prototyping. A large number of specific prototypes have been built and 
tried out.  
 
The most recent setup is inspired by "inner office windows" which 
allow the office inhabitant to stay aware of activities in the immediate 
surroundings [18]. The mediated surroundings could be the offices of 
close colleagues and/or the living rooms of close friends and family 
members. This is also the prototype we have used most extensively in 
experiments. It demonstrates crucial elements of particular abstract 
representations and media remapping. Figure 2 illustrates the config-
uration of this prototype. 
 
The hardware in this prototype consists of two Power Macintosh 
8100av with built-in speakers and greyscale Connectix Quickcams 
attached, and a National Instruments multifunction interface card with a 
set of a/d and d/a converters; this device controls the temperature of a 
handrest (keeping it within the range of 15-45 C using Peltier 
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elements), and a electromechanical merry-go-round (15cm diameter). 
The code is written in C++, using Apple Quicktime and Apple 
gamesprockets libraries. 
 
The capture site consists of two capture objects, one for each device, 
and three abstractor objects: one calculates the frame differences in 
consecutive video frames, another calculate the difference between 
consecutive samples of sound input level. A third abstractor combines 
the data generated by the other two abstractors and creates a compound 
value, the "bustle" factor.   
 
We use the "bustle" factor as input to four different synthesizer objects 
on the display site: it determines the rotation speed of a merry-go-
round, it sets the current sound level in a sea shore soundscape, it is 
mapped into temperature of a surface used as a handrest, and finally, it 
sets the speed of drifting clouds on a display. The display is also 
controlled by the sound level differences which determines the shades 
of gray used when painting the clouds.  

 
 
Results, initial prototyping 
It seems to work: Our initial and very informal use of the prototype 
looks promising: it was indeed possible to make sense of the remote 
activity even with very primitive activity displays. After initial learning 
one of the users was able to tell from the activity display whether her 
friend was alone or had people over.   
 
Learning curves: Our users encountered problems in learning how to 
decipher the abstract representations, in particular when the user had 
not designed the particular mapping from capture data to display data 
herself. One of our users liked to have a full video representation next 
to the AROMA display, though she suggested it might be only a need 
during the initial training. 
 
History and memory: Since we are trying to support peripheral 
awareness we cannot expect people to constantly monitor the various 
display elements. While using our first prototype, it soon became clear 
that our activity representations were too volatile for occasional gaze: 
representations of events that would be important to know of 
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disappeared and left no trace behind. Some kind of memory was needed 
to sustain the display of activity bursts. We looked around for  ways to 
somehow "stretch time" to facilitate a view into the most recent past, 
rather than just providing a snapshot. We discovered that the active ob-
jects we used for displays offered a natural or inherent inertia: the 
surface temperature changed only slowly, allowing the user to feel the 
recent activity, the motor controlling the merry-go-round did not stop 
immediately when the activity level dropped to zero. In general, we are 
often able to utilize the inherent relaxation time of mechanical, 
hydrodynamic or thermoelectric systems/transducers as the vehicle for 
display of history. We also found that abstract representations in 
general (i.e., not only the active objects, but also the various visual 
representations) seem to lend themselves readily to history 
representations (as exemplified by color fading mechanism and ghostly 
outlines of earlier states).  
 
Art and aesthetics: Finally, we found that a lot needs to be done on the 
aesthetics: We experienced how we (the designers) soon grew tired of 
the abstract displays we had chosen, and rather than "blaming" the very 
idea of using abstract representations we suggest that we could benefit 
immensely from having the appropriate artistic and communicative ex-
pertise involved in our work.  
 
FUTURE WORK 
During the following months we will be evaluating and refining our 
prototypes. In the process we will be using a combination of 
ethnographically-based techniques and automatic loggings within the 
system. One of the purposes will be to look for correlations between 
patterns of events in the capture data and 'behavioral' events that are 
meaningful and important to the users.  
 
We are aware that we are reporting some very early findings, and we 
have to allow for serious problems to be uncovered in the practical use 
of abstract representations. Perhaps even more important, we need to 
incorporate a wide range of skills and knowledge in designing and 
evaluating what may be thought of as an abstract symbolic language of 
presence, proximity, and reticience. 
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The entire research field of social awareness in work and non-work 
settings seems so wide open and rich on fascinating opportunities for 
design and invention. We would like to see collaborations in areas such 
as basic research into human perception and socializing patterns, design 
work on interaction and integration of awareness systems with other 
media space components, and, finally, technical work on signal 
processing, networking, etc. 
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ABSTRACT  
In this paper we present a mobile navigation device ‘displaying’ 
supplementary personalized direction cues by means of a tactile 
representation. Our prototype, the TactGuide, is operated by subtle 
tactile inspection and designed to complement the use of our visual, 
auditory and kinesthetic senses in the process of way finding. 
Preliminary experiments indicate that users readily map low-resolution 
tactile cues to spatial directions and that TactGuide successfully can be 
operated as a supplement to, and without compromising, the use of our 
existing way finding abilities. 
 
1 DESIGNING FOR NAVIGATIONAL ASSISTANCE 
Way finding involves simultaneously reading and piecing together cues 
from a multitude of information resources distributed in the 
environment. These resources typically include architectural design 
patterns, sounds, pictograms, text signs, and the presence of other 
people willing to guide you on request. When designing for 
navigational assistance in complex environments it is therefore crucial 
that interaction with the navigational device leaves the visual, auditory 
and kinesthetic senses available to the process of ‘reading’ the 
environment. Commercially available handheld navigation devices [1] 
take a traditional PDA approach by displaying navigational information 
on a graphical display. Operating these devices involve a highly 
focused mode of interaction that tends to monopolize the user’s 
attention making it difficult to operate the device while at the same 
time paying attention to other cues in the environment.  
 
We have experimented with the design of a tactile display that 
complements rather than substitutes the use of our natural abilities and 

Published as: Sokoler, T., L. Nelson, and E.R. Pedersen. Low-Resolution 
Supplementary Tactile Cues for Navigational Assistance, in proceedings of Mobile HCI 
2002 (Pisa , Italy,2002), Springer-Verlag, Lecture notes in computer science #2411,  
pp. 369-372. 
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earned skills for way finding. In fact our prototype, the TactGuide, is 
designed to leverage from the simultaneous use of other inspection 
mechanisms directed towards the environment. An interesting technical 
implication from this approach is that the TactGuide only needs to 
provide the user with low-resolution directional cues: When knowing 
that the overall direction is ‘straight ahead’ people are fully capable of 
following that direction while adjusting for physical obstacles and fine 
tuning the direction taken using cues otherwise perceived from the 
environment.  
 
Other experimental systems [2][3] have explored the feasibility of 
communicating personalized navigational cues by means other than 
visual representation. TactGuide joins this exploration but differs by 
providing a display mechanism specifically designed to allow for a 
seamless way to engage/disengage in interaction with the navigation 
device during way finding. We envision the TactGuide being useful 
when finding your way to places of personal preference in complex 
indoor environments. Examples of use situations are: finding your way 
back to your car in the airport parking garage, finding that bookstore in 
the shopping mall that your friend told you about and help you locate a 
particular book in that store.  
 
2 THE TACTGUIDE PROTOTYPE 
The TactGuide design strives for a ‘tactful’ interaction scheme suited to 
the task of simultaneously reading and piecing together cues from a 
multitude of information resources. We hypothesized that a direct and 
persistent but at the same time ‘easy to ignore’ quality of the directional 
cues was important for the successful implementation of such a 
scheme. We designed the interaction as ‘Tactile inspection’ where the 
user on his/her demand uses the thumb to inspect a tangible 
representation. 
 
The TactGuide display (fig.1) has a flat smooth ellipsoidal shaped 
surface and four holes positioned around a 1mm high raised dot. The 
shape, smoothness and spatial layout was determined by having users 
comment on the look and feel of a series of device mockups with 
different form factors. The total area bounded by the four holes is 
slightly bigger than that of a thumbprint. Directly underneath each hole 
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is a metal peg attached to a solenoid. A micro controller determines 
which peg to raise by combining device orientation data from an 
electronic compass with data on current location and destination. 
Direction is displayed by raising one of the four pegs through its 
corresponding hole.  
 

When putting your thumb on the TactGuide display there are two 
sensory inputs to your thumb one from the center dot and one from a 
peg. The position of the raised peg relative to the center dot provides a 
vector in one of four directions (Forward, Back, Left, Right). The 
TactGuide display thereby provides an analogous representation [4] in 
the sense that a spatial physical representation (center dot to peg vector) 
is used to communicate a spatial physical relationship (directions in 
physical space relative to your bodily orientation). The TactGuide 
display can be used in combination with any infrastructure capable of 
wireless delivery of position data (Differential GPS or Radio beacons 
for outdoor and indoor use, respectively). 
 
3 PRELIMINARY USER STUDIES 
We used our Tactile Display prototype to see how well users would 
map the tactile cues to spatial directions while traversing and inspecting 
a complex indoor environment. We asked 7 subjects to participate in a 
‘treasure hunt’ using directional cues from the TactGuide prototype to 
track down a number of cardboard boxes (12”x12”x12”) placed in our 
office building. We found that the subjects easily dealt with the tactile 
inspection and mapping of TactGuide directional cues into real world 

Fig.1. TactGuide display with 1 of 4 pegs raised to indicate relative direction. 
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directions. All subjects indicated that the directness of the 
representation made the device easy to operate. One subject basically 
suspended the use of other senses for reading the environment and tried 
to use the TactGuide as the sole source of directional cues. As 
expected, using the device in this way caused frustration. The subject 
never made it to the first doorway en route and stated that the 
TactGuide cues kept ‘making’ her bounce the hallway walls. This 
experience led us to believe that the success of the other subjects 
indicates that they did constructively combine device cues with cues 
from the environment. 
 
4 FUTURE TACTGUIDE PROTOTYPING  
A fully functional system for navigational aid should incorporate ways 
of setting up the destination and preferences in terms of the route to be 
taken. We envision that this functionality could revolve around the 
placing and retrieving of ‘real world bookmarks’. A bookmark is in its 
simplest form a set of geographic coordinates but one could easily think 
of more advanced bookmark objects describing in a more rich way the 
relation between a user and a location. We would like to implement the 
TactGuide initialization and bookmark manipulations with the use of a 
general personal device (PDA or cell phone). Provided that these 
devices are equipped with short-range radio communication capabilities 
such as for example Bluetooth [5] destination data extracted from the 
bookmarks could be downloaded to the TactGuide. Bookmark 
operations that we would like to support are:  
 

• Downloading bookmarks from the immediate environment. 
Example: Download bookmarks from the directories often 
found at the entry points in shopping malls or airports.  

• Placing bookmarks in the immediate environment. Example: 
Placing a bookmark at the location where you leave your car in 
the parking garage.  

• Sharing and communicating bookmarks between a group of 
people. Example: Setting up a face to face meeting between 
friends or trying to guide a potential customer to your store.  

 
Combining the TactGuide with a standard input and storage device 
would allow the user to apply his/her preferred personal device for 
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bookmark manipulations and allow integration of bookmarks with 
already existing personal databases like address books. It would also 
allow us to more easily embed the TactGuide into everyday physical 
objects typically associated with way finding and being ‘on the move’, 
such as for example briefcase handles and handlebars on 
shopping/luggage carts. 
 
5 CONCLUSION  
We believe that our preliminary studies strongly support the idea that a 
tactile representation is well suited as a way to provide supplementary 
low-resolution directional cues. We also believe that more detailed 
studies are needed to explore whether TactGuide ‘easily’ slides 
between fore- and background and truly allows the users to economize 
their attentional resources while traversing a complex environment. 
Finally, we intend to further pursue the more general idea of device 
interaction schemes that accommodate the users’ need to 
simultaneously deal with large amounts of information presented in 
different media. 
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Beyond the Control Room: Mobile Devices 
for Spatially Distributed Interaction on 
Industrial Process Plants 
Jörn Nilsson, Tomas Sokoler, Thomas Binder, Nina Wetcke 

 
ABSTRACT.  
The industrial control room has been a strong shaping image for design 
of information technology at process plants and even for information 
and control systems in other areas. Based on recent studies of the work 
of process operators and on ethnographically inspired fieldwork this 
paper question the relevance of control room type interfaces. The paper 
suggests new types of mobile interfaces, which enables the operators to 
configure and apply individual temporary views of the plant, 
originating in the problem focus of the operator. To explore the 
relevance of such new interfaces a number of design concepts are 
suggested.  The design of a particular device: The Pucketizer (Personal 
Bucket Organizer) has been developed in close collaboration with 
process operators at a wastewater treatment plant. The paper concludes 
that mobile interfaces for spatially distributed interaction such as the 
Pucketizer seem to have generic qualities reaching beyond the 
immediate context at process plants. 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In the growing literature on handheld and ubiquitous computing,  most 
application examples originates in use context with little and rather 
uniform technology such as office environments [6]. There is also a 
dominance of examples which have a clear imprint of the culture and 
artefactual environment of the research community. In a simple and not 
exhaustive search on the web with a combined search on ‘coffee’ and 
‘ubiquitous computing’ quite a number of hits turn up. This is not in 
itself a problem, but perhaps an indication that  we might find new 
inspiration from entering contexts of use which are more foreign to our 
own community. When we started the project on which this paper is 

Published as: Nilsson, J., et al. Beyond the control room: Mobile devices for 
spatially distributed interaction on industrial process plants, in proceedings of HUC2000 
(Bristol, UK,2000), Springer Verlag, pp.30-45. 
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based we were deliberately searching for contexts outside the office 
and also contexts where technologically mediated interactions have a 
long and varied history. We decided on process plants and control 
rooms, because these settings are very obviously constructed of a large 
palette of technological components. We also saw it as an interesting 
domain because it has early been lending guiding images to other areas 
where information technology is applied. We entered the world of 
process plants with a user-centred and action oriented approach  to 
design that form part of the heritage for most of us [5]. We wanted to 
see to what extent such an approach could guide us into an unknown 
setting, and possibly also give us a grounding of our design work in the 
existing practice among process operators. In the project reported here 
we worked closely with a group of process operators and technicians at 
a waste water plant in Malmö. 
 
The use of information technology on waste water plants, and in 
process control in general, has for many years been synonymous with 
the idea of having a centralised control room as the main gateway to 
information about, and control of, the plant. In the centralised control 
room architecture a server collects data from sensors distributed on the 
plant and presents the plant operators with mainly visual 
representations of the data. The operator’s main role is to monitor the 
plant’s state via these representations and the alarms initiated by the 
system. Operator intervention in most cases involves physical 
inspection of the components on the plant. This implies a shift in the 
interaction domain from interaction with digital representations of the 
plant to interaction with the physical components. A strictly centralised 
control room model inherently precludes a smooth transition between 
these two domains of interaction. Further on, observing waste water 
plant operators go through their daily routines it becomes clear that 
physical inspection goes beyond a simple ‘get an alarm, find the error 
and fix it’ scheme. While walking around on the plant the operator uses 
all his senses, his expertise, and his accumulated knowledge of the 
plant to get a feel for the plant’s current state. Interaction with the plant 
during inspection is not only a matter of highly focused data collection 
and hands on adjustment of physical components (vents, pumps etc.), 
but involves a more subtle mode of interaction simply taking in 
impressions from the plant. Peripheral awareness expressed as the 
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ability to make use of informational resources in the environment on 
and near to subconscious level of attention seems to be an invaluable 
part of the daily inspection. We have been looking for systems that 
supports the process of physical inspection and attempts to make the 
transition between physical interaction with the plant and interaction 
with digital representations of the plant smooth. 
 
2 THE WORLD OF PROCESS PLANTS 
In early studies, automation of process control was expected to reduce 
the role of the operator to a ‘machine-minder’ with no need for manual 
skills that only intervened when process information deviated from 
specified norms [1], [4]. Zuboff [16] have later argued that 
computerised process control systems force operators to leave their 
manual skills behind to develop the more intellectual skill of operating 
a process through symbolic representations on a computer display. 
However, in more recent studies it has been argued that knowledge of 
manual operation and machinery and knowledge of computerised 
process control are two inseparable components of operator skill. The 
process operator rely very much on the ability to understand the process 
through various representations, where process information on 
computer displays is just one form of representation. In particular 
operators need the ability to bridge the gap from symbolic 
representations on computer screens to a detailed understanding of the 
machinery on a physical level coupled with tacit knowledge of process 
dynamics [9]. With this in mind we designed the Pucketizer system 
with active participation from operators at a local waste water plant. 
We started out following three operators going through their daily 
routines and video taped two full days of work at the plant. These 
rounds of observation and informal interviews were followed by two 
workshops held at the plant. The workshops included brainstorming, 
enactment of scenarios, and discussions centred around paper mock-ups 
and foam models prepared by the research group illustrating several 
design ideas [3]. Through these workshops researchers and operators 
developed a common understanding of the problem area and the design 
process converged towards a design concept for, what later on was to 
be named, the Pucketizer. 
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2.1  The Importance of Physical Inspection 
A central observation that emerged from our collaboration with the 
process operators was that physical inspection of the plant plays a 
crucial role. The round is not only establishing the individual 
‘mapping’ between system representations and actual state of plant 
components. It is also helping the operators to maintain a shared 
understanding of the process. Every operator is making one or more 
non-alarm driven rounds of inspection everyday, following a more or 
less fixed route through the area of which he has responsibility. During 
this round he uses all his senses, and is equally attentive to the 
operation of components as to the quality of the processed sludge. 
During the round the process operators are also getting an overall 
picture of what is going on at the plant. They occasionally ‘bump in’ to 
one another and exchange information but they learn as much from 
interpreting traces of their colleagues’ activities (could be tools left for 
later use or dismounted components). 

 
Even though the operators typically follow a fixed path the ‘points of 
interest’ on the plant seem to be constantly shifting. A certain part of 
the plant may be out of operation, and this will cause the operator to 
pay particular attention to other parts that may be running ‘heavy duty’. 
It could be that a component during the round has appeared to be ‘ready 
for a breakdown’, so the operator has to have an eye on that particular 
section of the plant. And it could also be that the sludge coming in has 
certain properties that put stress on certain parts of the plant. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. The Operator  takes several daily rounds. A process operator goes through ‘his area’ on 
the computer. He has his own logs to keep track of parameters that he knows are critical. Later 
he will walk through the plant to listen to and sense such things as pump vibrations, valve 
operation and sludge quality. If time permits, he does adjustments and optimizations. 
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2.2  Alarms are not Always Important 
In the plant we worked with alarm messages are immediately sent to 
the operator responsible for the area. He receives the alarm on his pager 
if he is not at a monitoring station, and he has to sign off the alarm 
personally on the monitoring station. Despite this we found that alarm 
handling only plays a minor role in keeping the plant running.  
 

 
 
Very often sections of the plant are under repair or maintenance and 
this frequently causes alarms that do not call for action (see figure 2). 
In other situations the actions of the operators in themselves causes 
alarms e.g. because a level meter gives a false reading. On the other 
hand it is often so that operators try to foresee situations that may cause 
problems before an alarm or even a warning has been sent out. E.g. the 
cluttering of a pipe or a valve is best dealt with if the problem is 
detected by the operator before it is detected by the monitoring system. 
For the operators the focus on alarm handling in the conventional 
design of control and monitoring systems appear to distract attention 
from a more deliberate focus on upcoming problems. 
 
2.3  An Experimental Approach to Problem Solving 
When process operators identify a potential problem in a particular 
area, they often engage in a series of experiments in order to find out 
what relevant measures have to be taken (see figure 3). If e.g. a pump 
vibrates excessively, an operator might choose to examine if a parallel 

Fig. 2. Alarms can often be ignored. Most SCADA systems are designed for 
operators to act on alarms only. Reality is however often quite different. A lot 
of alarms are caused by well-known and unproblematic events. When e.g. a 
process operator flushes a tank to avoid sediments he triggers the level meter 
and gets an alarm. Even though he is on the spot, he can only see the alarm at 
his pager. To cancel the alarm he has to go to one of the SCADA workstations 
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pump will be able to handle the flow on its own. Such experimentation 
will often involve setting up a problem specific configuration of 
monitoring devices at different places in the plant.  

 
Monitoring is here rarely restricted to observing control room 
information. Typically the operator has to set up monitoring devices on 
different components as well as monitoring the resemblance of data 
obtained from different places in the chain from sensors to computer 
monitoring system. Frequently the sensuous perception of the operator 
of e.g. sound or smell on particular spots form an integral part of the 
diagnostic activity. Shifting between different domains of interaction 
introduces a discontinuity in the operators’ workflow, because co-
ordination of observations in the plant and information presented by the 
centralised control room system is poorly supported. 
 
2.4  Confronting the Control Room ‘Panopticon’ 
What emerged in our collaboration with the process operators was the 
increasingly clear picture of a guiding image in SCADA systems 
design that begs to be challenged. Rather than designing control room 
installations with a claim for the perfect centralised information support 
of a ‘panopticon’, we wanted to dissolve the static user interface with 
its fixed views of the process. The aims were to make it possible for the 
operator to create and modify his own points of interaction on the 
locations and at the times of his own choosing. This would make it 

Fig. 3. Experimentation is part of every day work for the process operator. Operators 
never know quite how much can be demanded from the components and to avoid 
larger problems they do experiments. One process operator wants a pump shaft sealing 
to be replaced, but he is not sure if the remaining pump can handle the sludge flow on 
its own. As many other times during the day he happens to meet two colleagues, and 
asks for advice. He and another process operator decide to check how much current 
the pump is using when running alone. The test works out fine, because sludge is not 
that heavy today, so they decide to exchange the sealing. 
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possible to get away from a situation, where the operator has to leave 
his current work context in order to obtain information or gain control. 
Further more we wanted to support a more continuous transition 
between interaction with focal points selected during physical 
inspection and interaction with the corresponding representations in the 
digital domain. 
 
3 INSTRUMENTING PEOPLE AND PLACES 
Framing the design problem as one of transferring control from the 
centralised controlroom out into the production environment raises 
questions about the level of monitoring and control needed in the plant 
and how it should be distributed between the operator and the local 
machinery. At the water treatment plant steps had already been taken in 
the direction of decentralisation before our study. Access points had 
been positioned at a few strategic places in the plant with PC:s running 
the SCADA system. Even if this reduced the distance for the operators 
to the nearest point providing access to the system while being out in 
the plant, it still required the operator to move from his current work 
context to access information and control facilities. Also, the interface 
to the system in the centralised computers was simply duplicated at all 
access points, providing the same  fixed view of the process as before. 
In some contexts this strategy can improve support for control work. 
For example, at a printing press in another of our case studies control 
instrumentation was duplicated at different stages of the printing 
process along the layout of the machine set-up, providing control 
access close to physical inspection points. 
 
However, our goal to dissolve the static user interface, and provide both 
control possibilities across local work contexts and smoother transition 
between physical focal points and digital representations, called for 
more flexible solutions. A move towards small portable units that could 
be temporarily connected to machine components during problem 
solving seemed to be a better way of increasing flexibility. Also, in our 
work observations a problem solving activity typically revolves around 
a few focal points, and only a small subset of process information and 
control facilities is used. Providing possibilities for temporary 
instrumentation of machinery related to a problem context therefore 
evolved as one design goal in increasing control flexibility. 
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In addition to small portable units for temporarily instrumenting 
machinery, facilities for monitoring these temporary focal sets ‘on the 
move’ are needed. Firstly, one important aspect of the process control 
work in this case is the proactive strategy that operators exhibit. Since 
problems are sometimes addressed long before they generate alarms in 
the SCADA systems, the set of focal points in a potential problem 
context is typically maintained over a period of time. The operator 
therefore needs to keep track of one or more temporary focal sets as he 
moves through the plant during a working day. Secondly, the spatial 
extension of a temporary focal set in the work environment creates a 
need for remote monitoring of instrumentation. The issue of 
transferring control from centralised to distributed access is not simply 
a dichotomy between local and central. It is not a matter of either 
central control or local control facilities in the vicinity of physical 
inspection points at a particular place in the plant. In our perspective, a 
temporary focal set evolves out of the problem situation at hand, and 
reflects the particular perspective on the problem constructed by 
operators. It contains a number of focal points constituting a view of 
the production system where certain parts of machinery are temporarily 
connected through a set of casual relationships constructed in a 
problem framing activity by the operators. These focal points may be 
geographically dispersed throughout a large part of the plant. Also, the 
temporary perspective that the focal set represent may change as the 
operators collect more information about the problem, or set up 
experiments to test problem solving strategies, leading to focal points 
being removed or added to the set. Finally, our observations show that 
many problems require operators to co-operate in problem solving, 
since typically a malfunction in one part of the plant results in other 
problems along the production chain. Communicating about problems 
and co-ordinating work activities is an important part of process control 
work. In summary, our analysis of process control work has pointed out 
four required functions in process control as input to the design 
process: 
 
• Facilities for setting up temporary focal points and instrumentation 
of machinery in the plant based on a problem at hand; 
• Facilities for a dynamic representation of temporary focal sets, 
where focal points can be added or removed as needed; 
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• Facilities for monitoring temporal focal sets while being ‘on the 
move’; and 
• Facilities for communicating information about problem situations 
to other operators in the plant. 
 
With these requirements as a starting point we developed four design 
concepts that addressed different aspects of the design problem. 
 
3.1  Smart Messages 
The first concept (figure 4) combines three ideas: an intelligent notepad 
providing a personal log of focal points in the daily inspection round; a 
view organiser for individual configuration of focal points in the 
SCADA system, where the graphical representation changes according 
to activities in the daily inspection round; and possibilities for leaving 
‘post-it notes’ at different points in the plant available for other 
operators. 
 

 
 
3.2  Double-check 
A flexible display locally configured for monitoring and controlling a 
single component (figure 4). By separating the display from the control 
unit, a symbolic representation can be carried as a reminder of the 
problem. 
 
3.3  Multi-check 
As ‘Double check’ but a set of flexible displays that are configured for 
a temporary focal set. 

Fig. 4. Smart Messages (left) and Double-check (right). 
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3.4  Personal Organizer 
A system with a personal assistant and a number of displays configured 
using the assistant for a temporary focal set. A symbolic graphical 
representation of  each set function as a reminder of ongoing activities 
in the plant. 
 
4 THE PUCKETIZER CONCEPT 
The four different design concepts were evaluated together with 
process operators at the water treatment plant. As all of the concepts 
had one way or another their roots in the ethnographic field work they 
were not foreign to the operators. Never the less turning our 
understanding of work into design suggestions highlighted aspects of 
practice which we had not been aware of. The Smart Messages concept 
was our ‘mirroring’ of the careful observation we had seen the 
operators do as they toured the plant. When confronted with this design 
concept the operators were however reluctant to accept the idea of 
‘taking notes’ on what they saw, as they had also been sceptical to the 
introduction of mobile phones, which seemed to threaten their 
established practice of associating certain action and certain 
consideration to certain places. The post-it notes on the other hand were 
well received as an enhancement of the possibilities of leaving clues for 
action. We got positive feedback on the idea of having a large number 
of displays at the operators disposal  as in the double-check and multi-
check concepts. The double-check idea of leaving one display at a 
particular component did not however grasp the composite nature of 
creating a temporary view at the process. As one of the operators said 
this idea would probably result in a lot of forgotten displays around in 
the plant. Our interpretation was that the problem with the double 
check concept was that it maintained a too simple notion of locality. 
The concept presupposes somehow a one-component focus and it 
reproduced a simple dual notion of globality (where the operator is) and 
locality (where the component is), which did not seem to match the 
view of the operators, The Personal Organiser concept captured the 
multiple views of the plant which even the individual operator is 
engaging in simultaneously, but it was conceived by the operators as 
going too far in the direction of equipping the operators with a whole 
array of tools they had to carry along. 
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Based on the reactions we got, we decided to combine elements of the 
four concepts into what we came to call the Pucketizer system. The 
main shift in orientation that guided us was a shift from focusing on 
locality to a slightly different focus on presence. We maintained the 
idea of creating interfaces that enable the operators to organise their 
environment according to their temporary focal set We also kept the 
idea of annotating the plant. But instead of bringing monitoring and 
control information to a particular spot, whatever this may be by the 
components or at the place where the operator is located, we  decided 
to create a system where the operators can establish and keep links to a 
variety of spots and configure in principal any spot as an outpost for 
that particular view of the process. 
 
We increasingly came to see the plant as one large mixed-media 
interface in which the operators should be able not only to annotate but 
also to bookmark and create links between objects, and the devices we 
could see a need for should basically allow for establishing places and 
points of view through extensive configurability. The idea of the 
Pucketizer letting the operator create a number of collections of 
associated objects, seemed in this light promising. 
 
4.1  The Bucket Metaphor  
In the Pucketizer design, the support for creating, maintaining and 
monitoring temporary focal sets, has been created around a Bucket 
metaphor for interaction with the plant. The underlying idea being that 
the operator while walking around on the plant can grab components of 
interest and group these components into one or more Buckets, where 
each bucket corresponds to a temporary focal set. Obviously it is not 
the actual physical components that are grabbed and kept in the 
Buckets but a representation establishing a link to the components. The 
grouping of components within a Bucket is left entirely open to the 
operator thereby enabling him to create his own problem specific view 
of a possible interdependency between components. The Buckets are 
carried along and represents the operators’ personal collection of work 
activity focal points. The Buckets contains a minimal visual 
representation (icons) of the components collected and whenever the 
operator needs to take a closer look at a specific component the content 
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of a Bucket can be ‘poured’ onto one of many displays distributed 
throughout the plant. 
 

 
The Pucketizer system consists of: 
 
• A handheld unit containing the Buckets. The Pucketizer serves as 
the operators interface to the plant and is used by the operator for the 
grab and pour operation on components. More operations available to 
the operator are discussed later; 
• The physical components already present on the plant including 
pumps, motors, vents, and numerous sensors; and 
• A number of displays in different shapes and sizes distributed 
throughout the plant. Some of these displays are mobile and constantly 
travels the plant following the focal points of work activities. The 
displays serve several purposes as discussed later. 
 
Grabbing components into a Bucket and pouring components onto a 
display are seen as the two basic functions provided by the Pucketizer. 
Any interaction with components via the Pucketizer starts with the 
grabbing of a component. Figure 6 shows Per, an operator at the waste 
water plant, using an early foam model of the Pucketizer to illustrate 
how he would grab a component. It is important to note that the 
selection of the component to grab is done simply by pointing at the 
physical component without entering any symbolic reference to the 
components ID. This frees the operator from the cumbersome task of 
mapping physical components to their symbolic names before grabbing 

Fig. 5. The Pucketizer System. 
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them. Standing in front of a component the operator already knows that 
this is the component he wants and going through any further 
component identification seems like a waste of effort. The notion of a 
collapsed name space [2] facilitating information management through 
links attached to physical objects has an immediate use in the 
Pucketizer system. The physical objects are already present on the plant 
and the existing central server contains the digital information, hence, 
only a tagging mechanism sensitive to the Pucketizer pointing needs to 
be added. Displays are seen as a subset of the component domain and 
pouring a Bucket’s content onto a display is done by selecting the 
Bucket on the Pucketizer and pointing at the display. The components 
pointed at thereby determine whether the Pucketizer grabs or pours. 
 
 

 
4.2  The Pucketizer as Memoriser and Annotator 
The process operator is not only using the Pucketizer to grab 
components for later use. It can be seen as a memory aid in the sense 
that it bookmarks and keeps a reminder of particular points of interest. 
In the prototype we have implemented we have also included the 
opportunity to monitor a core value of the memorised components. As 
the components memorised in the Pucketizer have no need for further 
indexing is has been easy to include the opportunity for the operator to 
annotate the grabbed components. After grabbing a component the 
operator can attach an audio post-it note to it. The audio can be 
accessed as long as the component is present in one of the Buckets 
carried by the operator. Audio notes serve two purposes: making 
comments for the operator’s own later use; and telling other operators 
about activities relating to the component. Each component has a ‘voice 

Fig. 6. Grabbing a component to a Bucket. 
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mail box’ attached and operators automatically gain access to the 
mailbox when grabbing the component. In this way the Pucketizer 
enables the operators to extend the practice of leaving traces of their 
activities ‘on location’. 
 
In principle the Pucketizer system opens up for a more active 
configuration of process monitoring including temporary re-
instrumentation. In one of the scenarios we developed together with the 
group of process operators, the Pucketizer was used together with a 
mobile display and a wireless fieldbus connection to set up local 
monitoring of electrical current and flow. Thus, the Pucketizer concept 
can take advantage of a communication infrastructure that is already in 
place. However, existing points for communication is not a 
prerequisite. In cases where the sensors and actuators needed for a 
particular temporary focal set are not installed, the operator can bring 
equipment for temporary instrumentation of the machinery. This also 
opens up for a more flexible approach to process control system design. 
Recurring problems involving the same focal set may lead to a 
permanent instrumentation of the machinery, letting the process control 
system expand continuously as needed. 
 
5 PROTOTYPING THE PUCKETIZER 
As a research group encompassing competencies both in embodiment 
design, interaction design,  computer science and engineering one of 
our initial aims was to test what we could gain from working with a 
participatory approach while engaging in an iterative and concurrent 
design process simultaneously developing shape, interaction and 
system functionality. We wanted to keep our design work anchored in 
the collaboration with the process plant by continuing and expanding 
work on possible use scenarios. We wanted to evaluate our ideas in 
concrete form by actually designing a prototypical device which we 
could test in simulated use situations. And we wanted to dwell more 
deeply into questions of system design and compatibility with existing 
informational plant infrastructure, by actually building a functional 
prototype system. Part of the reason for engaging with such a rather 
ambitious prototyping strategy was to stress our own multi-disciplinary 
research and design team to tease out the essentials of the design when 
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confronted with the design problems involved in producing  viable 
demonstrators. 
 
5.1  Envisioning the PUCKETIZER in Use 
Already when we did our initial ethnographically inspired field work 
we had worked with video as a kind of design material in which we 
could capture prototypical work situation that prompted our design 
work [3]. When we moved into more detailed design of Pucketizer 
prototypes, we expanded this approach by inviting process operators to 
script possible use scenarios. The scripting was typically made out in 
the plant and in front of a video camera, in order to explore and 
maintain possible ways of using the new device.  A number of basic 
scripts were made focusing on i.e. how to monitor a pump with 
declining performance. The scripts were ‘attached’ to  particular parts 
of the plant which had recently shown that kind of behaviour and after 
a number of ‘walkthroughs’ where various associated components were 
identified, a  full ‘stage’ for  future use scenarios were established. 

Process operators from other similar plants were invited  for a full-day 
workshop, where they were confronted with these basic scripts. In 
mixed groups of in-house and visiting operators they were asked to 
detail and act out how they would use the Pucketizer in the setting. 
They produced a number of on the spot improvised video scenarios 
which were later presented and discussed in the full group. 
 
 

Fig. 7. Rolf creates a ‘story’ on the Pucketizer in use. In one of the scenarios, 
Rolf, a process operator wants to inspect a motor valve which he believes is not 
operating properly. He goes to the valve and pick it up with the PUCKETIZER. 
He has brought a mobile display, and he now ‘pours’ the valve to the display in 
order to be able to manually close it and monitor how it ‘shows up’ on the 
screen. He realises that more has to be done so he dictates an audio note which 
he leaves ‘on the valve’. 
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Some of the scenarios were later picked out and further elaborated to 
examine if the design could withstand such ‘simulated’ real life 
situations. A final scenario documenting how we envision the 
Pucketizer in use was carefully staged and video-recorded with a group 
of process operators at the plant (see figure 7). 
 
5.2  Interaction Design 
We decided early on in the design process to build a customised 
Pucketizer unit as opposed to implementing the Pucketizer 
functionality on one of the commercially parts of the design (see 
figures 8 and 9). This decision also gave us the freedom to specifically 
support the Bucket metaphor without having to force our ideas on top 
of a pre-existing general purpose interaction scheme. We also decided 
to build a prototype under the constraints of using standard off-the-
shelf components. This meant that the possibilities for designing the 
visual information content shown in the 122 x 32 pixel display was 
strongly limited. We chose to strive for a ‘flat’ and simple design trying 
to avoid software buttons and menu hierarchies.  

The Pucketizer is operated by the use of 6 buttons and a rectangular 
display shows the current state of Buckets and components in these 
Buckets. The 6 buttons have the following functions: 
 

Fig. 8. Some proposed forms (left) and final form (right) for the Pucketizer. 
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• Bucket selection. By pressing this button the Pucketizer advances to 
the next of the 4 Buckets available. Whenever a Bucket is selected its 
components are shown in the Bucket display area. 
• Selection of components already held in the current Bucket. By 
pressing this button the Pucketizer advances to the next component in 
the current Bucket. 
• Grabbing a component. Pressing this button activates the 
Pucketizer’s laser pointer. Holding the button down and pointing the 
Pucketizer at a physical component in the environment makes an icon 
of that component appear in the Bucket display area. Still holding the 
button down while moving the Pucketizer as you would move a search 
light scanning the environment the Bucket display area continuously 
show the icon of the last physical component pointed at. When the 
button  is released an icon of the last component pointed at is grabbed 
and kept in the current Bucket. 

• Removing a grabbed component. Pressing this button removes the 
currently selected component from the current Bucket. 
• Leaving an audio note. Pressing this button initialises the recording 
of an audio note to be left at the component currently selected. 
Recording ends when the button is released. 
• Listening to an audio note. Pressing this button initialise the 
playback of an audio note found at the component currently selected. 
Playback ends when the button is released. 

Fig. 9. The Pucketizer interface. 
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5.3  Prototyping Functionality 
A functional laboratory prototype of the Pucketizer system was 
implemented with a custom built handheld Pucketizer unit controlled 
by an 8-bit micro controller, a standard PC running a JAVA application 
under Windows95, and hardware for wireless radio communication and 
identification of components. The current implementation does not 
include small displays distributed in the environment but uses a 
standard PC monitor for the time being. 
 
6 RELATED WORK 
The work reported has been inspired by research in ubiquitous 
computing [13], augmented reality [14] and tangible bits [6]. There are 
currently numerous approaches to augmenting physical objects. The 
Informative Things approach is proposed by Barrett & Maglio as a new 
approach to information management [2]. Links are created between 
physical objects and digitally stored information giving the impression 
that the information is stored on the object and eliminating the need for 
creating and managing symbolic references to the information. In the 
described implementation floppy disks are used as objects with the ID 
stored on the disk, requiring no extra hardware to read it. 
 
The Insight Lab is an immersive environment supporting teams in 
creating design requirements documents [7]. The connection of 
physical design documents to digital information is one element of the 
concept. Whiteboard printouts and paper documents are linked to 
associated multimedia data stored in a computer using barcodes as 
identification. 
 
Barcodes are also used for tagging in WebStickers which is a low-cost 
method for associating web pages with physical objects [8]. A sticker 
with pre-printed barcode is attached to the object, which is then linked 
to one or more URLs. The links are stored in a networked server and 
the URL can later be retrieved by scanning the barcode. 
Want et al [12] argue that, while the low cost of using for instance 
barcodes for tagging allows larger numbers of augmented objects and 
support multi-location use, the visual obtrusiveness of the tags and the 
awkwardness of the readers limits their use. Instead they propose RF 
ID tags for augmenting objects already naturally occurring in the 
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environment, providing a more seamless interaction by being 
unobtrusive, and still using inexpensive infrastructure.  
 
In the context of process control the Pucketizer provides inherently 
unobtrusive tagging since the infrastructure for linking already is in 
place. Also, as mentioned above, the physical objects referred to are 
already in focus in the work activities of the process operator, 
providing a more seamless interaction with the environment. The 
Bucket metaphor also introduces the possibility for organising the 
established links with the same device as used for tagging and 
annotation. 
 
Another related approach is Pick-and-Drop [10] which is a direct 
manipulation technique allowing a user to exchange information in 
multi-computer environments. By recognising Id’s of pointing devices 
an object can be picked up from one computer screen and dropped on 
another, much like physical objects are moved without the need for 
symbolic references to locations. The notion of Pick-and-Drop relates 
to the Pucketizer concept on a more abstract level. The Pucketizer 
allows the user to ‘pick up’ physical objects in the work environment 
and then ‘drop’ them onto different displays (or rather symbolic 
references to them). The idea of having various displays available in 
the work environment that are not regarded as distinct computers also 
corresponds to the notion referred to by Rekimoto [10] as ‘Anonymous 
Displays’. 
 
Finally, the audio annotations of objects provided by the Pucketizer 
correspond to the notion of augmentable reality introduced by 
Rekimoto et al [11] where augmenting information can be created 
dynamically and attached to the user’s surrounding physical 
environment. The information is then shared by users with wearable 
computers and networking facilities. However, the ‘situated 
information’ can also be accessed with other technology, e.g. from a 
desktop computing environment using a digital representation of the 
physical environment. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have described the Pucketizer system that was designed to smooth 
the transition between interacting with physical objects in process 
control and digital representations of the same objects. Main functions 
include establishing links to physical objects that are grouped in 
Buckets, remote monitoring of readings from linked objects, and the 
annotation of each link with audio post-it notes. The work has been 
carried out as a participatory design process involving process 
operators in a waste water treatment plant. In the process control 
context, the Pucketizer system opens up for a more dynamic and 
flexible configuration of process monitoring than provided in a 
traditional centralised control room context. 
 
We have also come to the conclusion that the Pucketizer has generic 
qualities that could be further explored. The concept of using a 
handheld device for ‘collecting’ and grouping links to physical objects 
in order to later manipulate their digital representations in other 
contexts seems transferable to other application areas. The concept can 
also be extended to include linking to digital objects. In an interactive 
workspace, as described by Winograd & Guimbretiere [15], with 
shared digital objects visible on a wall-mounted display for group 
interaction, the Pucketizer could allow each participant to collect digital 
objects in their personal buckets for later use. 
 
Future work involves implementing the display side of the Pucketizer 
system and evaluating the prototype system in process control contexts. 
We will also further explore the generic qualities of the Pucketizer 
concept in other use contexts. 
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Quiet Calls: Talking Silently on Mobile 
Phones  
Les Nelson, Sara Bly, Tomas Sokoler 

 
ABSTRACT 
Quiet Calls is a technology allowing mobile telephone users to respond 
to telephone conversations without talking aloud.  QC-Hold, a Quiet 
Calls prototype, combines three buttons for responding to calls with a 
PDA/mobile phone unit to silently send pre-recorded audio directly into 
the phone.  This permits a mixed-mode communication where callers in 
public settings use a quiet means of communication, and other callers 
experience a voice telephone call.  An evaluation of QC-Hold shows 
that it is easily used and suggests ways in which Quiet Calls offers a 
new form of communication, extending the choices offered by 
synchronous phone calling and asynchronous voicemail. 
 
Keywords 
Interaction design; telecommunication; hand-held devices; computer 
mediated communication; mobile computing. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Mobile telephones are affecting our daily lives with calls that can be 
made to almost anyone from almost anywhere.  Mobile phones allow 
immediate responsiveness, but concerns of privacy and disruptiveness 
of overheard calls are being described as adverse consequences in the 
popular media (e.g., [1, 12]). We can silence the rings [2], but the talk 
is still noisy. 
 
We have seen several ways that people attempt to deal with the 
situation of having private conversations while in a public place:  
• Be noisy. This approach requires judgment about when privacy and disruption of 

an ongoing situation are not primary concerns.   

Published as: Nelson, L., S. Bly, and T. Sokoler. Quiet Calls: Talking Silently on 
Mobile Phones, in proceedings of CHI'01 (Seattle, Wa.,USA,2001), ACM Press,pp.174-
181. 
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• Talk quietly. Callers can often be seen in a corner of the room attempting to 
shield a conversation. This is inconvenient and again requires judgment to 
determine when this approach is working adequately. 

• Move the conversation elsewhere. People often leave a room after receiving a 
call. However, the movement itself can be distracting and is often accompanied 
by fragments of conversation. 

• Don't take the call. Voicemail is a common way of dealing with calls when 
engaged in another activity. However, some calls need immediate attention. 
Further, dependency on voicemail and pagers can draw out a conversation 
through many one-way exchanges. 

• Use an inaudible technology. Switching the conversation to a different modality, 
such as two-way text pagers is quiet. However, all parties to the conversation 
must switch to that new modality. 

Examples of mismatches between the mobile phone’s audible attributes 
and public situations that we have documented include incidents of 
callers talking while exiting a room (e.g., meetings, movies, even a 
funeral), voice conversations interfering with a caller’s ability to listen 
to other important activities (e.g., announcements in a waiting room), 
confusing and distracting behavior of people seemingly talking to 
themselves, and issues of private information being divulged (e.g., 
names, numbers). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. A Quiet Calls phone interface allows callers to select what to say 
silently and have that voiced only over the phone lines. 
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The technology described here, Quiet Calls (Figure 1), is an example of 
what we call mixed-mode synchronous communication. Quiet Calls 
separate the medium of the caller from that of the callee, shifting the 
call participant in the public situation to a quiet mode of 
communication (e.g., keyboard, buttons, touchscreen). Other callers 
experience the call over the normal telecommunications infrastructure. 
Quiet Calls provide the callee with a representation of things to say 
(e.g., greetings, status). Prerecorded or synthesized voice is then fed 
directly into the phone and the user’s earpiece corresponding to the 
conversational elements selected non-vocally. 
 
A scenario for a Quiet Call interaction 
Ed is participating in an off-site review of his company's ongoing 
projects. At the same time, Ed's own project is at an important decision 
point. Sue, his technical lead, is 'working the numbers' with the other 
project members.  When Sue calls, Ed recognizes her Caller ID and 
answers with a button press on his cell phone that sends the pre-
recorded response "Hi, I'm on my cell phone.  I can listen but not talk 
aloud right now.  Please go ahead."  Sue talks as usual, giving him 
their new information.  Ed signals his understanding with a button press 
that sends the response "Good, I'm still listening" and then hangs up 
with a message "Thanks and bye."  The Quiet Call system allows Ed to 
have the most current technical information available when he makes 
his own presentation. 
 
Later Sue calls, needing a go/no-go decision from Ed. When she 
reaches Ed, he again answers that he is unable to talk aloud.  However, 
when he hears what she needs, he presses a button on his cell phone 
that sends the pre-recorded response "Hold on, I'll be with you in just a 
moment."  As he does this, Ed quietly steps out of the meeting to talk 
on his cell phone as normal. The Quiet Call system allows Ed to switch 
conversation modes as needed while keeping the conversation flow 
going. 
 
Related Work 
Other forms of quiet, synchronous communication include tactile 
systems [3] and two-way pagers [11]. These systems require 
communicating parties to switch communication modes and 
infrastructures entirely.  
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Other mixed-mode communications include text-to-speech (TtS) 
conversion, speech recognition, and gesture recognition. TtS systems, 
and notably those designed for the speech disabled [8], vocalize typed 
text with a synthetically generated voice. TtS applications require 
typing in responses and then only speak in quite synthetic sounding 
voices. Hence, TtS does not provide speed of response needed for 
quick, frequent mobile phone conversations. Speech recognition [10] 
changes a message’s mode from voice to text. However, voice input 
will not help with the problem of quieting phone talk. Gesture 
recognition [e.g., 14] allows a user's multimodal act (e.g., pointing) to 
generate appropriate multimodal responses (e.g., sentence completion), 
and is not in itself a complete means of communication. 
 
The current form of Quiet Calls described here resulted from an 
iterative process that involved user observation and prototyping to 
inform the design. As described above, we had a general vision of 
being able to make noisy phone calls quiet by supporting non-vocal 
communication over the phone. The remaining sections of the paper 
describe our early field observations, the implementation of a Quiet 
Calls prototype called QC-Hold, and a user study to evaluate this 
system.  We conclude with a discussion of issues for mixed-mode 
communication interfaces raised by the design and use of Quiet Calls. 
 
OBSERVATIONS OF MOBILE PHONE USE  
Early observations were conducted to validate our belief that public 
calls were not only occurring but are a necessary part of life today. The 
collected user data, in the form of field observations, interviews, and 
collected anecdotal evidence, was intended to also inform the design of 
Quiet Calls.   
 
Methods of Observations 
We first directly viewed the externally visible behaviors of mobile 
phone users: 
 
• What were people doing when calling or called? 
• How did they respond to a call? 
• How did others respond to these actions?  
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We undertook two observational procedures in places where public 
conversation was likely: restaurants, 'in line' situations such as store 
checkout, lobby/waiting area such as airport terminals, public business 
areas such as a conference/trade show floor and store aisles, and social 
areas such as lounges. The first observations we called Detailed Area 
Observations, in which one or two observers would stay in a public 
area and note all phone related activity for 30 minutes to an hour. The 
other kind of observation we called the Ten-Minute Slice. One or two 
observers would visit an area for exactly 10 minutes, note all phone 
use, and then move on.  All observations occurred during February 
2000.   
 
In a follow-up second phase of our investigation, we interviewed 16 
frequent mobile phone users. Our purpose was to use the interviews to 
get ideas about their attitudes and use of mobile phones. Twenty-seven 
questions covered a person’s experience with making and receiving 
phone calls and experiences with other’s phone calls while in public 
settings. We also asked about pager use based on our observation of 
their role in mobile contact.  
 
We talked to people whose activities required them to be available by 
phone, including consultants, contractors, employment recruiters, 
managers, police, realtors, students and salespeople. Our participants 
included four men and 12 women. Age ranges were under 25 years old 
(2 interviewees), 25 to 39 years (5 interviewees) and 40 and older (9 
interviewees). 
 
Finally, throughout this activity, we collected eyewitness accounts from 
co-workers, acquaintances, and people we met in public places.  This 
activity netted more illustrative examples of mobile phone situations 
than we could observe directly or were covered in the interviews. 
 
Results and Implications for Design 
Our findings indicate the following assessment of the problem of noisy 
phone calls in public and the design implications for Quiet Calls.  
 
Mobile phone activity is easily detectable in many public settings. One 
hundred calls were documented in almost seven hours of field 
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observation. An average of 15 calls per hour was seen in a range of 
areas, from quiet (e.g., reading lounge) to noisy (e.g., convention floor). 
We noted that calls are frequently received, as well as sent, in public.  
By hearing or seeing the ring and answer, we know that a minimum of 
one fourth of all calls observed were calls received. Five incidents were 
recorded where the observer could not help but overhear personal 
information (e.g., names, numbers, places, times, etc.). Accounts of 
privacy and disruption were related to us in many settings (e.g., church, 
meetings, theaters). 
 
A quiet means for communicating voice over a telephone connection 
could be an attractive new capability for people who must be 
responsive to other people while engaged in public activities.  
Interviewees reported that being ‘on call’ was the primary reason they 
needed to leave their phone on and take calls. The stated reasons for 
this were people’s livelihoods depending on being responsive to others 
and also the health and safety of others depending on their accessibility. 
We refer to this group of mobile phone users as providers-on-call. 
Variations for being on call were reported, including being on call 
through a pager, being on call when not engaged in anything else, being 
reachable during critical situations such as the scene of an accident, and 
being always reachable for work and personal reasons.   
 
The content of calls often deals with identifying a call’s purpose and 
responding accordingly. Currently, people either talk into the phone 
while exiting a public situation; choose not to answer the phone based 
on caller ID; or leave the phone off and check voicemail as soon as 
they get to it. This behavior can lead to increased disruption, missed 
important calls, or ‘phone tag’ (multiple exchanges in voicemail and 
pagers in order to interact). Anecdotes were also collected concerning 
the insufficiency of Caller ID to convey urgency (e.g., a call from a 
child may involve their whereabouts or only be a routine question). 
 
The observed need to deal with other activities concurrently with 
calling also suggests that an easy means for deferring talk is needed. 
For example, we observed announcements (fog delays at the airport or 
roll call in a jury room) being made that stopped all conversation 
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including phone calls. Many stories of dealing with talk and traffic 
were reported. 
 
Finally, technology introduced for mobile telecommunications use 
must be designed to accommodate a caller’s private uses of public 
space. This use seems influenced by a number of factors including 
body orientation and motion, local landscape, direction of attention, 
and orientation towards belongings. People react quickly to physically 
move or re-orient themselves and maintain a separation as the 
environment changes. Over half of the callers observed in the field had 
and were occupied with more than just the phone in their belongings. 
Items included bags, briefcases, napkins, notebooks, laptops, pagers, 
papers, pens, a towel, and a shopping cart. We observed people 
watching their briefcases and other belongings while they talked. 
People would use counters or flat areas to place items for use and 
oversight while talking. 
 
QUIET CALLS PROTOTYPING 
As a first step toward implementing Quiet Calls, we investigated the 
feasibility of mixed-mode synchronous voice communication.  Quiet 
Calls are made possible by integrating mobile phones with other 
commonly available computing platforms.  Configurations we built 
included graphical user interfaces (GUI) on a personal computer, 
personal digital assistant with a small pen interface and audio playback 
card, and several phone accessories built from record/playback chips 
that provide a few buttons to trigger pre-recorded talk.  In each case, 
the sound equipment was electrically connected to the voice input of 
the phone (e.g., hands-free jack) and an earpiece allowed the Quiet 
Calls user to hear both the other caller and any generated audio from 
the Quiet Calls support hardware. 
 
In general we found that more capable platforms support more 
expressive representations. A GUI can organize a set of conversational 
structures (e.g., as a hyper-linked document). However, decreased 
complexity requires less attention of a user, as with a one button 
accessory that conveys limited talk (e.g., “I’ll be with you in a 
moment”). 
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Design  
Our current design, QC-Hold, is a prototype system suitable for user 
testing of one selected Quiet Calls capability, namely interactive call 
hold. This capability supports a person who is in a situation of 
attending to an activity (e.g. a meeting) while time-critical calls may be 
received. The purpose of the incoming call is identified by answering 
and listening. Further, the recipient of the call then is able to hold the 
caller’s attention interactively even when unable to speak aloud. 

 
In QC-Hold, a mobile phone user may quietly receive a call and choose 
to interact with pre-recorded responses organized in three ways    
(Figure 2): 
 

ENGAGE ( ):  Hold the caller while moving to an area suitable  
for talk.  

 
LISTEN ( ): Listen to the caller without vocalizing.   
 
DISENGAGE ( ): Politely defer a call to a later time. 
 

Expressiveness allowed by a few buttons is not sufficient to produce 
unconstrained conversation [as in 5]. However, we wanted to preserve 
elements of a conversational style in an attempt to better match the 
expectations of the other caller who wants to talk. In particular, 

 
Figure 2.  A three-button design allows users to respond with button presses 
 rather than by speaking aloud. 
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sufficient utterances should be available so that no party becomes 
stranded in the interaction without knowing what to do next. Further, 
making one choice of utterance should not predetermine the future 
course of the conversation or even the next utterance [13]. For example, 
saying “I’d better go now” or “Goodbye” does not necessarily mean 
that conversation will immediately stop (e.g., the response might be 
“Just one more thing...”). Lastly, some variability of expression was 
desired to make the system seem less mechanical. 
 
Implementation 
The combination of a limited number of buttons and the possibility of 
changing conversation direction suggest that the Quiet Calls interface 
follow a state transition process, namely, overloading the buttons with 
multiple meanings over the course of the call. However, care must be 
taken to make it easy to understand and work within the system states 
[9].  Thus, the states are designed to take advantage of a usual calling 
sequence, namely, give greetings before other talk. Further, each button 
press should produce a specific kind of utterance that conveys a 
consistent intent, even if the actual words differ somewhat (e.g., a 
LISTEN press should say something about the activity of listening).  
 
We employed what we call a 'Talk As Motion' metaphor to organize the 
utterances. Communication is supported in three 'directions': move in to 
the call by engaging the caller verbally (involving a corresponding 
physical motion to an area appropriate for speech); move out of the call 
by disengaging; and in between these opposites stay in place by 
listening to the caller. This approach organized seven unique utterances 
bound to the three buttons (Table 1). 

 

Event Say for   Say for   Say for   
Incoming Call Not used Hello, N is 

listening  
Hello, N will 
be right 
there 

Pushed any 
button before 

N has to 
hang up 

N is still 
listening 

N will be 
right there 

Same button 
push repeated 

Good bye N is still 
here 

N will be 
right there 

Table 1. Three buttons trigger up to 9 phrases. 
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We chose an integrated PDA/mobile phone unit (Figure 3) with a 
programmable display and a telephony software interface (i.e., 
Qualcomm pdQ Smartphone 1900 [6]) as a development platform. The 
pdQ display has been reprogrammed for the three buttons and also 
shows caller ID. A wireless serial connection communicates button 
selections to a sound source, in this case a PC running a Visual Basic 
sound playing application. The player waits for button pushes and plays 
the pre-recorded utterances in a third person voice (two sets for male 
and female voices stored as WAV files). The sound is fed back into the 
phone circuitry through a modified hands-free phone accessory. The 
acessory’s microphone was replaced by an impedance matching circuit 
and connection to the PC’s headphone jack. In addition to private 
audible feedback to the user, the last button pushed is indicated on the 
display. 

 
This configuration produces an efficient and simple system. Button 
selection produces a voiced response without noticeable delay. A user 
is permitted fairly unconstrained motion, having only one thin wire 
physically connecting the sound source and phone. Switching from 
quiet to talking mode only involves unplugging the hands-free jack, and 
then using the phone as normal. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. QC-Hold study configuration of ‘one wire’ from PC sound card to 
Smartphone and radio serial data link for communicating user button selections. 

Sound to 
User 

Wireless 
Data from 
Phone 

Phone with 
QC-Hold 
buttons 

Wireless 
Data to PC 

Audio 
to 
phone 

PC with Sound Card 
and QC-Hold Visual 
Basic Application 
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USER EVALUATION OF QUIET CALLS  
An in-house lab study evaluated QC-Hold with participants engaged in 
a variety of tasks and discussions about the use of the system. Overall, 
the participants were enthusiastic about the possibilities of the 
technology with appropriate suggestions about its use.  All participants 
quickly understood the QC-Hold features and successfully used its 
buttons to receive several calls.  They also were able to conduct 
conversations when they initiated calls to people who responded with 
QC-Hold, occasionally even using the technology in new ways for their 
own purposes. 
 
Method 
Nine participants from outside the research lab (see Table 2) evaluated 
QC-Hold in individual one-hour sessions. The intent was to gain 
feedback from observing each participant using the system in realistic 
situations and from open-ended questions and discussion. 

The evaluation consisted of four phases: a training session, a meeting 
situation with incoming calls, calls to people in meeting situations, and 
a summary discussion.   
 
Training:  Participants were given a brief introduction to QC-Hold and 
then received three calls.  The first could be completed with QC-Hold 
buttons alone.  The second required speaking aloud, and participants 
were instructed how to leave the room to continue a conversation.  For 
the third call, they were free to respond as they wished.  Participants 

 M/F 

Incoming Calls? 
Job 

P1 M ~ every 2 days Principle, Venture Lab 
P2 F ~ every 2 days Director, Business Development
P3 M > 2-3 times daily Senior Video Specialist 
P4 M > 2-3 times daily Manager 
P5 M 2-3 times daily Senior Acct Manager 
P6 F Never Operations Analyst 
P7 F 2-3 times daily Executive Administrator 
P8 F 2-3 times daily Intern 
P9 M > 2-3 times daily Systems Engineer 

 
Table 2:  Participant Demographics 
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were allowed to adjust the earpiece as they wished, either leaving it in 
their ear or by the phone. 
 
Meeting with incoming calls: Participants were asked to pretend they 
were in a meeting with their colleagues.  A video provided a 
presentation and a point of focus for session.  Participants were told 
they would be responsible for answering questions about the 
presentation.   
 
The participants were told that they might receive calls but that the 
meeting room should remain quiet. They were free to choose how to 
answer the calls, leaving the room if they desired. Participants were not 
given any information about the calls other than the list of possible 
callers who would be familiar with Quiet Calls: Sam, a very important 
client; Jim, a colleague; and Steve, a visiting student from Denmark. 

 
Each participant received six calls in random order as shown in Table 3 
using the same six call scripts for all participants. Study facilitators 
played the roles of Sam, Jim, and Steve. Figure 4 shows the script for 
the call B1 from Jim regarding a meeting time. The calls were arranged 
in three groups with different expected call behaviors based on the type 
of call. After the conclusion of each call, the presentation was halted 
and the participant was asked open-ended questions about the call.  
Afterward the presentation continued. 
 

ID Caller Calling about… Expectation 
A1 Jim a laptop Not important 
A2 Steve dinner plans Not important 
B1 Jim a meeting time Timely but no  

response needed 
B2 Sam finding information Timely but no 

response needed 
C1 Sam sending an order Response required 
C2 Steve driving directions Response required 

 
Table 3:  Calls to participant during the meeting. 
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Calls to others: The participant was asked to make two calls to 
colleagues.  These colleagues were in meetings themselves and used 
QC-Hold to handle the calls.  The first call was to Jim to give him a 
brief overview of the presentation.  The second was to Sam to schedule 
a meeting time for the following morning, making sure there was an 
agreed-upon time before ending the call. 
 
Summary discussion: Participants were asked a series of open-ended 
questions to elicit their perceptions and feedback on QC-Hold.   
 

Jim dials Participant (Px); Px answers:    
Px: Hello, [Px] is on a cell phone. S/he is listening but is not 

able to talk aloud right now. So please go ahead. 
Jim: Hi, this is Jim again.  I know you’re busy but I wanted to let you 

know that I have to change the meeting we set up for later today.  The 
boss called with a new client and I can’t put off meeting him.   

Jim pauses about 1 second. 
a) If no response from Px 

Jim: I’ll assume it will be okay with you if we set up a new time to meet 
about the contract.  Thanks. Bye.  [Hang up] 

b) If Px responds  
Px: S/he is still listening (i.e. LISTENING) or  
Px: S/he has to hang up now. (i.e. DISENGAGE) 
Jim: Leave me a message on my voicemail about a time that would be good 

for you.  I’m free all afternoon tomorrow.  Bye.  [Hang up] 
c) If Px responds 

Px: S/he will be with you in just a moment. (i.e. ENGAGE) 
Jim: Hope this isn’t a problem for you.  Is sometime tomorrow afternoon a 

good time to meet?  
Jim continues as appropriate, then hangs up. 
 

Figure 4: Call B1 is from Jim to Participant. 
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Data 
Data consists of videotapes, logs of all of the QC-Hold actions and call 
timing, and written summaries of the discussions and feedback for each 
study session.  Overall, the button hits worked as expected. Only 6 of 
the 54 meeting calls were made twice due to technical difficulties.  
There were no problems with the outgoing calls.  Only once in all 54 
calls did a participant hit the wrong button (P3 in the C1 call).  It was 
the first call P3 received in the meeting and he said he was trying to 
focus on two things (the presentation and the incoming calls).  He 
subsequently pressed the intended button and continued the call. 
 
Participant Responses to Calls 
Table 4 summarizes the participant responses to each of the six calls.  
The response sequences show the QC-Hold interactions used by the 
call recipient (i.e. the study participant) for each call:  D, Disengage 
button press; L, Listen button press; E, Engage button press; and O, 
participant goes out of the room and speaks to the caller.  

In the ‘unimportant’ calls A1 and A2, the participants handled the calls 
without leaving the room to speak aloud, using only QC-Hold buttons 
for interaction.  Calls were relatively brief (average call time was 26 
seconds).  In most instances (11 of the 18), calls were answered with a 
Listen-Disengage button sequence.  That is, the recipient answered the 
call with the “S/he’s listening” response, heard the caller’s comments, 

  A1  A2  B1  B2 C1 C2 
P1 LDD LD L LEO LEO LEO 

P2 LD ED LEO EEO LEO D 

P3 LDD LLDDD LLD LDDD LDEO LEO 

P4 LDD LDD LEDD LLDD LEO LLLELO 

P5 LD LLDD LEO LDD LEO LEO 

P6 LD LDD LDD LEO LEO LEO 

P7 L LL LL LL LO LEO 

P8 LDL LLD LLEO LLD LLEO LEO 

P9 LDD LDD LDD LEEO LEO LLEO 

 
  Table 4: Responses to Incoming Calls. 
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and then moved to disengage with the “S/he has to hang up now” (and 
often “Good-bye”) response. 
 
In the ‘timely’ calls B1 and B2, the participants handled the calls 
without speaking aloud, using only the buttons for interaction in 12 
instances.  These calls were again relatively brief though somewhat 
longer (average call time was 33 seconds).  Seven of these 12 were the 
Listen-Disengage sequence.  Other responses included repeating the 
Listen button, i.e. “I’m still listening”, or some other form of continued 
interaction.  Of the seven calls for which the recipient chose to engage 
in spoken communication, four were calls from Sam.  As one 
participant explained, “it’s a very important client” and that alone was 
sufficient reason to take the call personally. 
 
In the ‘response required’ calls C1 and C2, the participants did exit the 
room and engage in spoken conversations with the callers in all but one 
case.  In the exception, P2 identified the caller as Steve (the student) 
and immediately disengaged without listening.  P2 said that in this case, 
she wanted the call to go directly to voicemail.  She did not choose to 
let the student interrupt the meeting.  Thirteen of the 18 calls were 
handled with a Listen-Engage sequence.  Only in one call (P4 on call 
C2), did the participant use several responses before deciding to leave 
the meeting and speak to the caller.  Calls were again longer in time, 
but all less than a minute. 
 
Calls Initiated by Participant 
Each participant initiated two calls, one to Jim and one to Sam who 
were both using QC-Hold technology.  In the calls to Jim, seven of the 
participants gave a short summary of the presentation and then ended 
the call.  Two (P1 and P3) tried to engage Jim in conversations.  In the 
calls to Sam (to determine a meeting time), all but one of the 
participants (P7) engaged verbally. 
 
Four of participants appeared to take advantage of their knowledge of 
QC-Hold to direct the conversation in the call so that Sam did not have 
to move and speak aloud.  P1, P3, P4, and P7 suggested a particular 
time for the meeting so that a “yes” or “no” would have sufficed.  P3 
suggested that Sam hit “keep listening” button twice if the suggested 
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time was okay.  P7 hung up after suggesting a time, saying that Sam 
could call her voicemail if the time didn’t work.  
 
Findings 
The study suggests that the QC-Hold design meets its objective of 
being easily understood and used.  Participants were able to choose 
among the QC-Hold buttons quickly and appropriately; they had no 
problems with different modes on the buttons.  Participants were also 
able to call and converse with others using QC-Hold. Participants 
generally liked using QC-Hold and had many suggestions for 
customizing and extending the possible responses using QC-Hold.   
Overall, participants liked QC-Hold with 6 of the 9 participants being 
very positive about the use of QC-Hold and no one disliking it.  The 
findings are discussed in more detail for each goal of the study.   
 
1. Participants grasped QC-Hold usage quickly. 
After only three training calls, participants were readily receiving calls 
using the QC-Hold buttons. They generally navigated the interface and 
reacted to the calls as expected. Participants frequently used only 1-3 
buttons to interact and complete a call in a short period of time.  When 
asked about the calls, participants regularly said the buttons worked as 
they expected.  As P5 said, “No glitches”. 
 
2. Participants had few problems with different modes. 
No one indicated confusion with the fact that a button press could 
produce different responses at different times in the interaction.  P3 
commented that the “still listening/still here” responses seemed “more 
conversational” and P7 said that using the “still listening” repeatedly 
gave the caller the impression that the recipient was indeed busy. 
 
3. Participants liked QC-Hold and had helpful suggestions. 
Participants generally liked QC-Hold. For example, P9 said  
 

It’s pretty handy.  I’m expected to take calls…It’s important to 
answer and let them know that you’ll be with them quickly or give 
them some solution over the phone.  Putting them off creates more 
anxiety with the user...some acknowledgement of their problems 
will be better than no reply. 

Four of the nine participants specifically raised concerns about being 
intrusive in meeting and other public situations. Some feel that the 
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current practice of checking Caller ID and leaving the room if the call 
is important is sufficient to minimize interruption. As P2 said,  
 

I would either decide to take the call or not because I don’t want 
to have them deal with a recorded message... In general I would 
just decide whether to take the call or not.”   
 

Participants had several suggestions for expanding the use of QC-Hold.  
Several specifically wanted a way to get from QC-Hold to voicemail.  
They noted that QC-Hold would give them a chance 1) to determine the 
importance of the message before it went to voicemail, 2) to let them 
know that there was an important message that would be waiting on 
voicemail, 3) to let the caller know that they were aware of the call, and 
4) to let them use voicemail as a record of the call.  P8 noted that this 
gives her the option to categorize.  P3 said:  
 

I want to know who it is and to have some initial contact before 
sending it off to voicemail.  It gives the caller feedback that it’s 
not going to empty voicemail.  This system would give some personal 
interaction, that personal touch … It lets the caller know you know 
the message is there.   
 

4. Participants have many ideas for additional messages. 
All nine participants agreed that it was important to be able to record 
the QC-Hold responses in their own voices and to be able to modify the 
wording of the responses if desired. As P3 said, he would prefer that it 
be first person if it’s really supposed to be him listening.  However, 
several also said that some canned responses would be helpful.  Seven 
of the participants specifically mentioned that they found the Disengage 
response, “S/he has to hang up now”, insulting and would not want it 
on their phones.   
 
Participants had many ideas for adding to the responses.  Only P7 said 
that the three buttons were sufficient.  The remaining eight participants 
suggested a variety of possible responses to be presented as options, 
possibly in combination with buttons and possibly as a drop-down list. 
Suggested messages include additional simple responses (e.g. “yes”, 
“no”), suggestions for future contact (e.g. “I’ll call you later.”), and 
ways to redirect the call (e.g. “Send me an email”, “Call my admin”).  
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Four of the participants suggested that it would be nice to have 
customized responses for specific calls they were expecting.   
 
5. Participants easily called others.   
Participants had no trouble making calls to people who responded with 
QC-Hold, and no one seemed frustrated by the interaction that 
followed.  However, several noted that they did feel strange hearing a 
recorded message but knowing someone was actually listening.  P2 said 
 

I think that was a very positive experience …I think it was fine for 
me to adjust to his system.  So I’d say that was positive. 
 

The fact that four of participants actively tried to direct the use of QC-
Hold is interesting.  Appropriating technology is a good indication that 
people are familiar enough with its use to try adjusting it to their own 
purposes.  
 
DISCUSSION  
QC-Hold offers one option to help users in the balancing act where one 
feels obligated to attend to an incoming call while feeling obligated to 
respect the social context of the local situation.  In addition to the next 
iteration of development suggested by our user studies, the work-to-
date also raises a number of issues for Quiet Calls more generally. We 
pose three such issues here. Can Quiet Calls help in real situations 
where people must respond to phone calls in public situations? Can 
mixed-mode conversation offer satisfactory long-term 
interaction? Lastly, does Quiet Calls provide a new use of telephones as 
a bridge between synchronous conversation and asynchronous 
voicemail?  
 
Can Quiet Calls help alleviate cell phone intrusions?  
The fact that study participants used QC-Hold easily,  wanted to 
customize QC-Hold messages in their own voices, and had many ideas 
for extending QC-Hold suggests that the capabilities of QC-Hold could 
be a good fit with people's existing telephone practices. It is a first step 
in offering people options for telephone use that are appropriate to the 
situation.  
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A new prototype using the touch-tone buttons on any mobile phone 
model has been implemented in preparation for extended user testing. 
Furthermore, we are implementing increased interaction between Quiet 
Calls and voicemail (e.g., redirecting calls in progress). Recording 
features will be added so people may create and update recordings in 
their own voice (through a dial-up interface). We are considering ways 
to allow users to reconfigure the interface, for example, letting users set 
up custom configurations to handle specific situations. Based on our 
feedback to date, we believe these changes can foster emergent uses of 
the technology for new communication possibilities.  
 
What is mixed-mode synchronous communication?  
 We see that mixed-mode, synchronous communication allows 
interaction with people who are unable to talk aloud. However, long-
term use will be necessary to understand how expressive this 
technology can be. We employed a simple metaphor to successfully 
organize seven utterances to be bound to the three buttons. 
The expressiveness of these utterances extends the repertoire 
of synchronous actions available to phone callers from two (answer, 
don’t answer) to five (answer, don’t answer, listen to information, defer 
the caller for a moment, acknowledge but defer the caller for another 
time).  
 
The link between speech and available actions suggest a possible 
relationship with message support based on Speech Act Theory (SAT) 
[6, 4]. Expressiveness of such language subsets is apparently large, but 
not fully characterized. The SAT technique of language 
restriction might well be used to define support for other types 
of specific phone calling tasks suitable for Quiet Calls (e.g., request and 
response, question and answer, approval).  
 
Do Quiet Calls signal a new genre of telephone use?  
Today when receiving an incoming call, telephone users know their 
current situation and who is calling.   Quiet Calls adds the ability to 
consider the subject matter, as well as the person calling and the local 
situation, when deciding whether to engage in a synchronous 
conversation, listen quietly, or disengage (possibly moving the caller 
to voicemail). Thus, Quiet Calls becomes a bridge 
between synchronous talk and asynchronous voicemail.  
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While Quiet Calls is not in itself a ‘context-aware’ technology, it is a 
technology capable of accommodating users in different contexts and in 
transitions between these contexts. Other technologies, for example Q-
Zone [2], attempt to infer context from location and 
automatically define certain places as "quiet zones" that are not 
appropriate for taking phone calls. Quiet Calls takes a different 
approach by relying on people’s skills in making context-sensitive 
decisions when presented with the appropriate information. Quiet Calls 
thereby supplements people’s ability to make context-sensitive 
decisions rather than automate and take over the decision making 
process.  
 
CONCLUSION  
Many people are dealing with the situation of being available for phone 
conversations with remote parties while having to attend to activities in 
their immediate physical environment at the same time. Whenever a 
phone call arrives, a decision of whether to attend to local activities or 
to drop out of those activities and take the call has to be made.  Quiet 
Calls technology is an attempt to increase the information available for 
making a decision about taking a call or not, and to offer that 
information in a quiet and minimally intrusive way.  
 
The QC-Hold prototype specifically addresses the problem of receiving 
phone calls in public places where talking aloud is intrusive or 
inappropriate.  Voicemail currently gives the immediate situation 
priority without allowing discrimination among incoming phone calls.  
Caller ID now enables balancing priorities between the immediate 
situation and obligations toward the person calling. However, Caller ID 
does not discriminate among phone calls made by any one person. QC-
Hold goes beyond Caller ID and voicemail, allowing the call recipient 
to make decisions based not only on the person calling and the 
situation, but also the subject matter of the call.  The mixed-
mode synchronous communication of Quiet Calls allows each person in 
a telephone call to respond appropriately for his or her own situation 
while maintaining a synchronous interaction.  
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Physically Embodied Video Snippets 
Supporting Collaborative Exploration of 
Video Material During Design Sessions 
Tomas Sokoler & Håkan Edeholt 

 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper we explore the idea of using physically embodied video 
snippets as an alternative to today’s means for control of video 
playback during collaborative design oriented meetings. We aim to 
make video snippets a more integral part of the shared resources and 
opportunities for action already present at brainstorm like meetings. We 
present our VideoTable and VideoCards. The VideoTable is an 
augmented meeting table. The VideoCards are paper card 
representations of video snippets embedding means for control of video 
playback. Our implementation is based on modified passive Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) tags. Preliminary observations of use 
indicate that our VideoTable and VideoCards enable the seamless mix 
of video snippets with other physical design artifacts we are aiming for. 
 
Keywords  
Augmented reality, Tangible user interfaces, paper interfaces, RFID tag 
technology, multimedia interfaces 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Watching video is nowadays a fairly common part of the activities 
taking place during design-oriented workgroup meetings. The videos 
shown are rarely full-blown professionally edited presentations but 
most often rather raw and relatively short video snippets. The video 
snippets are introduced as a way to inspire and stimulate discussion 
amongst members of the workgroup. This suggests an interactive mode 
of video viewing where basic control of video playback should be as 
easy and as accessible to all meeting participants as any other shared 
resource present to support the group discussion. But looking at today’s 
means for video playback they are predominantly designed towards a 

Published as: Sokoler, T. and H. Edeholt. Physically Embodied Video Snippets 
Supporting Collaborative Exploration of Video Material During Design Sessions, in 
proceedings of NordiChi. (Århus, Denmark, 2002), ACM Press, pp.139-148.
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presentation style more similar to what you would expect to find in a 
home movie theater setting. In a typical meeting room setting (Figure 
1) the work group participants are seated around a table and playback 
of video is controlled either by means of a remote control or through 
point and click operations in a graphical user interface (GUI) on the 
meeting room computer. 

Whether a remote control or a GUI is used they both enforce a mode of 
interaction that makes it difficult to integrate playback of video with 
other collaborative activities part of the meeting. In particular they both 
require a shift of attention from subject matter to device operation. 
Further, in this set up engagement with video snippets is only made 
possible as a foreground activity. That is, when a video is playing it 
becomes the focus of attention while, when not playing, it seems to 
disappear completely. The process of watching video thereby tends to 
monopolize the situation and introduce an abruptness disturbing the 
overall flow of meeting activities. Hence, watching the playback of 
video is often experienced as an isolated activity that takes place in its 
own space for interaction; a space separated from interaction with other 
shared resources present. Finally, today’s means for control of video 
playback are designed as single-user interfaces not easily allowing a 
group of people to share the control. 
 
In this paper we address the question of how to make the interaction 
with digital video snippets a more integral part of the overall 
collaborative activities during design-oriented workgroup meetings. We 
aim to bring digital video snippets out of isolation and make them part 

Figure 1. Traditional setup and means for control of video playback. 
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of the pool of shared resources and opportunities for action present at 
design-oriented meetings. We will in particular look at the design and 
implementation of a prototype that seeks to enable a more smooth 
transition between collaborative engagement and dis-engagement with 
video snippets. This implies making possible a background as well as 
foreground mode of engaging with the video material and a mechanism 
allowing the participants to move between the two. Pursuing this kind 
of smooth transition we suggest that a physical embodiment of video 
snippets embedding means for control of video playback can help 
alleviate the problems encountered with today’s means for video 
control. In particular we propose that the use of paper cards with 
permanently attached pushbutton controls for the playback of video 
snippets can enable a seamless and more constructive integration of 
digital video material with other shared resources present during 
design-oriented meetings. Our VideoTable allows a group of 4-5 
people to gather around an augmented meeting table and manipulate 
and organize VideoCards together with other physical artifacts present 
on the tabletop. A VideoCard provides the participants with a tangible 
representation of a video snippet and very important, it enables 
immediate access to playback of the associated video snippet. Playback 
of video is initiated by pressing the pushbutton located on each 
VideoCard. The VideoTable detects and identifies the VideoCards 
through the use of modified passive Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) tags.  
 
The next section takes a closer look at our design rationale and some of 
the characteristics describing the type of use situation we are designing 
for. We then present a scenario illustrating use of our VideoTable 
system followed by a section on related work. A section then presents 
the implementation of our VideoCards and VideoTable prototype. 
Preliminary observations of use are presented, followed by a section 
describing ongoing work and ideas for future prototyping. Finally, we 
summarize and conclude. 
 
This paper gives a much more elaborate report on our work with the 
VideoTable than the CHI2002 interactive poster presentation of our 
VideoTable prototype (Sokoler, Edeholt et al. 2002). 
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DESIGNING FOR COLLABORATIVE EXPLORATION OF VIDEO 
SNIPPETS DURING DESIGN SESSIONS 
While we believe that the ideas we present are applicable to many types 
of meetings we will in this paper focus on one particular type of use 
situation. A type of use situation that brings forward a particularly 
strong demand on the seamless integration of video playback with the 
interaction between group members and the group members interaction 
with other artifacts present. The type of use situation in question is 
inspired by work of colleagues in our research laboratory.  We take as 
point of departure for our design the general idea that digital video 
material can be used as inspirational and expressive material during 
design sessions. This perspective on the use of video material has been 
explored in several design workshops over the last couple of years and 
described in the papers by Buur et al. (Buur and Soenderborg 
2000),(Buur, Binder et al. 2000). It is beyond the scope of this paper to 
discuss the general design methodological implications and the overall 
appropriateness of this approach to the use of video as design material. 
We will take our colleagues approach for granted and focus on the 
implementation of a particular system seeking to make possible a fluid 
and collaborative engagement with video material during design 
sessions.  
 
In the kind of use situations we are designing for video material is only 
one component to be used alongside a diverse set of other design 
artifacts. These other design artifacts are either produced at, or prepared 
in advance and brought to, the design session. Typical design artifacts 
include printed documents, PostIt notes, cardboard mockups, early 
semi-functional prototypes, etc. The design artifacts are placed on a 
meeting table and the participants thereby establish a shared physical 
space for their design activity. In this setting all participants have direct 
and easy access to the artifacts on the meeting table. The shared 
physical design space offers immediate opportunities for action with 
each artifact serving as a point of possible interaction. Besides personal 
belongings such as for example personal notes all other artifacts present 
on the table are considered as belonging to the pool of shared resources 
supporting the overall group activities. The qualities of persistence and 
tangibility inherent to physical artifacts seem to be crucial when shared 
by participants during design sessions. Physical artifacts can easily be 
passed around, manipulated and organized in physical space by the 
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participants. They serve as temporary focal points for the group 
discussion and permanent reminders of earlier stages in the discussion. 
Further, the physical presence of these artifacts helps the participants 
hold on to important decision points; points of disagreement or points 
of consensus, evolving as the session moves forward. Through their 
persistent presence the artifacts not only makes possible a focused 
mode of engagement but even a more subtle background mode of ‘just 
being available’. In this way the artifacts allow the participants to take 
in at a glance the available shared resources. The artifacts thereby lend 
themselves towards opportunistic use and the transition between 
noticing that an artifact is available and actually starting to engage with 
that artifact. A moment-to-moment transition emerging in the meeting 
between participants and the continually present artifacts.  
 
When trying to introduce video snippets in this environment, with 
today’s means for video control, it becomes evident that the ephemeral 
and intangible nature of video playback stands in sharp contrast to the 
persistent and tangible qualities inherent to the physical design 
artifacts.  The video snippets do not offer a mode of background 
engagement and mechanisms for subtle approach before engaging in 
watching the video. You are either engaged in a focused process of 
watching the video snippet or not interacting with the snippet at all.  As 
a consequence the engagement with video snippets becomes separated 
from the collaborative activities involving manipulation and spatial 
organization of the artifacts present on the meeting table. Watching the 
playback of a video is therefore often experienced, as an isolated 
activity of its own not easily integrated with other design session 
activities.  
 
Pursuing a higher degree of integration between video snippets and 
other shared resources present we specifically identify three problems 
with today’s interfaces for, access to, and control of video snippets: 

• The ephemeral and intangible nature of video snippet 
representation making it difficult to hold on, and refer, to a 
video snippet not currently playing 

• The separation between means for control and the individual 
video snippets preventing direct and easy access to a particular 
video snippet during an evolving group discussion.   
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• The single-user interface enforcing a centralized ‘bus driver’ 
mode of operation with one person in charge while the other 
participants are left without means for access to, and control of, 
video snippet playback 

 
Guided by the general idea of physical embodiment we try to alleviate 
these problems and meet the challenge of turning video snippets into a 
more accessible shared resource. More specifically we provide each 
video snippet with a physical body in terms of a paper card 
(VideoCard). In this way the video snippets gains properties resembling 
the properties held by other design artifacts present in the shared 
physical design space. In particular the video snippets now have a 
persistent presence enabling them to be an integral part of the spatial 
organization of design artifacts on the tabletop. We further try to 
strengthen the notion of embodiment by deliberately aiming for a 
design where no external tools such a for example bar code readers are 
required to control the playback of video when having a VideoCard at 
hand. The VideoCards themselves embed means for control of video 
snippet playback. In this way physical manipulation of a VideoCard 
enables direct control over playback of the digital video snippet. By 
placing the means for control in context we aim to enable a more 
smooth transition of discovery, engagement and dis-engagement with 
the video snippets. In general we try to emphasize that the VideoCards 
should work as more than yet another input device for control of video 
play back. Throughout our design we aim for a use experience where 
the VideoCards are looked upon as meaningful physical artifacts in 
their own right with the extra capability of providing easy control of 
video play back when called for.  
 
As described above the brainstorm like use situations we are designing 
for are characterized by, and thrives on, an extreme openness relying on 
the amazing human capability to take in at a glance and make 
associations between resources on a moment-to-moment basis. We 
deliberately aim to introduce our VideoCards in a way that allows this 
kind of openness. In particular, we choose a strategy that avoids the 
implementation of system features that tries to foresee, infer on the 
basis of rules, or ‘know’ what the right way of using a VideoCard is. 
Rather, we deliberately leave this up to the people engaging with the 
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VideoCards in a firm believe that humans are far superior experts in 
exercising these judgment calls and will do pretty well if allowed to do 
so. 
 
In this way the overall design rationale behind our VideoCards is to 
complement and enable rather than substitute and take over the role of 
other resources present. Resources in this context not only including 
tangible objects but even our amazing human skills for sense making, 
communication, and collaboration. 
 
A VIDEOTABLE USE SCENARIO 
The following scenario describes an envisioned use of a VideoTable 
and VideoCards at a R&D lab design meeting. The meeting is the 
second in a row of meetings where opportunities for the design of 
personal communication devices are to be explored. In this particular 
meeting the group has decided to take a closer look on possible ways to 
better integrate functionalities already known from existing personal 
communication devices.  
 
In preparing for the meeting Tom has been conducting a brief field 
study. He has been visiting Anne who is in charge of coordinating the 
work of field service engineers at a major company specializing in 
systems for indoor climate control. During a one-day visit Tom video 
taped Anne as she vent about doing her daily routines. Tom has about 5 
hours of video recordings. The day before the design meeting Tom 
goes through the video recordings. In accordance with the agenda for 
tomorrows design meeting he in particular looks for places where Anne 
makes use of devices for communication. He finds 11 characteristic 
situations that he believes are of interest and save these as individual 1-
2 minute long video snippets. Tom then, for each of these snippets, 
prints a paper card with a descriptive key frame, a title and some 
keywords. He prints the cards using the VideoCard print template. Tom 
attaches a VideoCard pushbutton to each VideoCard. One at a time he 
then places the VideoCards with pushbuttons on his enhanced mouse 
pad. When pushing a VideoCard pushbutton a drag and drop enabled 
window shows up on his computer monitor. For each VideoCard Tom 
now drags the file containing the video snippet into the window and 
thereby associates a video snippet with a VideoCard. Would have been 
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easier to use the special VideoCard printer that prints, attaches buttons, 
and associates video snippets with the VideoCards in one operation, but 
unfortunately for Tom his manager, Susan, thinks the VideoCard 
printer still is to expensive. After having made the 11 VideoCards Tom 
copies the files containing the video snippets into a public folder on his 
desktop computer thereby making them accessible to the meeting room 
computer through the company intranet. Besides the VideoCards of 
Anne, Tom also decides to bring along 6 VideoCards from a study he 
conducted last year. In last summer’s study Tom looked at how the 
members of his son’s soccer club coordinated the planning of a local 
tournament. After all, tomorrows’ meeting is not about designing for 
Anne in particular but rather about getting an overall first grip on the 
broader notion of people, communication, coordination and technology. 
 
At the day of the meeting Tom, Susan the group manager, Ken the guy 
in charge of new technologies and Rose a sales representative visiting 
from the company‘s headquarters gathers in the lab’s brainstorm room. 
When Tom enters the room Ken is already there scrambling trough a 
box full of cell phones, PDAs, and brochures describing the many 
different kinds of communication devices available today. Ken places 
his gadgets and glossy pamphlets on the meeting table also serving as 
the VideoTable. Tom pulls out his stack of VideoCards and puts them 
on the table in front of him. A few minutes later Susan and Rose shows 
up and the meeting begins. 
 
After a short introduction of Rose, Ken starts showing some of the 
existing communication devices and passes the gadgets around as he 
talks about their features and limitations. Tom is next. He briefly 
introduces the indoor climate company, Anne and his son’s soccer 
team. He starts by telling the story about how Anne uses a variety of 
means for communication like cell phone, fax, PostIt notes, e-mail, 
SMS etc, in her daily communication with the field engineers. While 
telling his story Tom activates play back of the appropriate video 
snippets showing Anne in her work context performing the tasks he is 
talking about. Whenever Tom pushes a button on a VideoCard present 
on the tabletop the video snippet is shown on the projection screen at 
the end of the table. On the fly Tom decides which video snippets 
associated with the VideoCards that deserves to be played in full. The 
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video snippets not viewed are briefly introduced by holding up the 
VideoCards and reading out loud the printed title and keywords. Tom 
leaves the VideoCards already talked about on the table as he goes 
along. While Tom is talking Rose’s pager goes off. ‘How appropriately 
inappropriate’, she says with an embarrassed smile while she unclips 
the pager from her belt. She then reaches over and places the pager on 
top of the VideoCard titled: ‘Notification Mechanisms and 
Disturbances’.  
 
Tom talks for about 20 minutes. Susan now suggests that they start to 
look at possible connections between the video snippets and Ken’s 
material by grouping gadgets, brochures and VideoCards on the 
tabletop. During this organization of material the VideoCards are 
moved around and the associated video snippets played as a way to 
support the particular groupings. The discussion becomes lively, as all 
four of them starts using the VideoCards along with the other materials 
on the table as building blocks in the construction of new scenarios 
describing the use of possible future personal communication devices. 
After two hours of intense discussions Rose thinks it time to present 
some sales data that she believes is relevant for the discussion. As it 
will take a while for Rose to boot her laptop and connect it to the 
meeting room projector Susan suggests that they take a 10 minute 
break.  
 
Leaving the room Tom can not help but smile when he sees that a 
VideoCard of his 10 year old son forgetting his soccer shoes for a game 
last summer ends up next to a cell phone, a coffee cup, Rose’s pager 
and a VideoCard of Anne showing how she forgot to bring her 
electronic day planner to the informal Friday afternoon gathering with 
the field engineers.  
 
RELATED WORK 
The papers by Buur and Soendergaard (Buur and Soenderborg 2000) 
and by Svendsen and Soendergaard (Svendsen and Soendergaard 2000) 
introduces a ‘Video Card Game’ and the use of paper cards as physical 
representations of video snippets. A still picture from the video snippet 
and a title is printed on each card. We have borrowed the notion of 
VideoCards from their work. But our work takes the idea of using 
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paper card representations of video snippets one step further by 
demonstrating how the playback of video can be made an integral part 
of physically manipulating the cards while distributed on the tabletop. 
In our design we particularly emphasize the physical embodiment of 
video snippets and that the means for control of playback are placed on 
the VideoCards themselves. Hence, in our design we deliberately seek 
to avoid the need for extra devices such as for example barcode readers 
when identifying the link between VideoCards and video snippets. 
 
In their paper Lange et al. (Lange, Jones et al. 1998) present the Insight 
lab system for collaboration and organization of documentary material 
across the media boundaries between paper and video. In their system, 
much more developed than ours, a barcode reader is used to identify the 
link between paper notes and video material. Again while the overall 
strive for a more seamless interaction across different types of media 
during design-oriented meetings is similar to ours we deliberately try to 
emphasize the notion of physical embodiment by having the 
VideoCards themselves embed means for control. 
 
The Mosaic system (Mackay and Pagani 1994) demonstrates how paper 
cards can be used as an interface for storyboard editing and how the 
physical cards makes possible a spatially arrangement, and direct 
access to manipulation, of storyboard content. Our work explores these 
same qualities offered by physical embodiment but emphasizes the 
integration of physically embodied computational resources with a 
collaborative setting encompassing other design artifacts.  
 
There are many examples of tangible human-computer interfaces 
demonstrating how manipulation of physical objects can be used to 
initiate computational processes. Related to our work on providing 
tangible handles to video material is the MediaBlocks system (Ullmer, 
Ishii et al. 1998) where wooden blocks are used as generic physical 
placeholders for video material. Rather than using generic placeholders 
we have deliberately aimed for a design where each of our VideoCards 
explicitly represents and is permanently associated with a specific 
video snippet. Our VideoCards are intended to be more than interface 
components for playback of video. The VideoCards are intended to be 
physical artifacts that can enter the design discussion along with other 
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physical artifacts and be manipulated and organized as meaningful 
objects without necessarily activating the playback of video. 
 
The work on paper interfaces and in particular the Palette (Nelson, 
Ichimura et al. 1999) showing how paper cards are used to control 
multimedia presentations and PaperButtons (Pedersen, Sokoler et al. 
2000) exploring how the controls for multimedia presentations can be 
embedded in paper have served as direct sources of inspiration for our 
VideoCards. In particular, the notion of providing persistent mappings 
between pushbuttons located on paper cards and multimedia control 
functions are very much in thread with (Pedersen, Sokoler et al. 2000). 
But also the notion of tacit interaction and the goal of turning access to 
computational resources into a much less obtrusive task is strongly 
related to our work. The main difference between these papers and the 
work presented here is that we are designing for a collaborative setting 
and hence, introduce an augmented meeting table, with multi-user 
access to the multimedia content, as the arena for interaction. 
 
Many examples have demonstrated how passive RFID tags can be used 
to link physical objects with computational processes as part of novel 
user interfaces. In systems such as for example (Want, Fishkin et al. 
1999),(Rekimoto, Oba et al. 2001),(Back and Cohen 2000) passive 
RFID tags are embedded in physical objects and by moving these 
objects near a tag interrogator their digital identities are revealed and 
used to implicitly initiate computational processes. Our use of passive 
RFDI tags is somewhat different. We have modified the standard RFID 
tag technology and added a more explicit temporal control making it 
possible to bring and manipulate a tagged VideoCard near a tag 
interrogator without immediately activating the associated 
computational process.   
Finally, our work is in general inspired by work on augmented reality 
as it is presented in for example (MacKay, Velay et al. 1993), (Wellner, 
MacKay et al. 1993). That is, augmented reality as it was presented in 
the early 90’s before the term augmented reality, in our opinion 
wrongfully, was narrowed down and made synonymous with 
applications that overlays computer generated graphics on physical 
objects. 
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VIDEOCARDS AND VIDEOTABLE PROTOTYPE 
This section describes our current prototype implementation of the 
VideoTable and VideoCards. The implementation of our prototype 
consists of two major sub-systems: The VideoCards and the 
VideoTable. In terms of technology our implementation revolves 
around a 125kHz RFID system using passive Philips Hitag1 
transponder chips (RFID tags) (Philips Hitag1, 2002) and four Micro 
RWD H1C tag interrogators from IB Technology (IBTechnology, 
2002). Being passive in this context means that the RFID tags operate 
without the need for individual power supplies/batteries.  

 
The only power needed to run the system is supplied through the tag 
interrogators in the VideoTable. Standard passive RFID tags are 
normally detected and identified as soon as they are moved into a tag 
interrogator’s electromagnetic field.  We have modified the passive 
RFID tags by inserting a pushbutton in the tag circuit (see right hand 
side of figure 2). As a result of this modification the RFID tags can be 
present in the electromagnetic field produced by the tag interrogators 
without triggering an identification process until pressing the 

 
Figure 2. The VideoTable and VideoCard prototype 
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pushbutton closes the tag circuit. In terms of use this means that the 
VideoCards can be present on the VideoTable top without setting of 
playback of a video snippet until a design session participant explicitly 
chooses to initiate playback by pressing the VideoCard pushbutton.  
 
The VideoTable is a 75x75 cm acrylic surface on top of four antenna 
coils connected to each their tag interrogator. We chose the transparent 
acrylic surface in order to make it easier to explain the inner workings 
of this early prototype. The left hand side of figure 2 shows a picture of 
the overall system with 9 VideoCards distributed on the VideoTable 
surface. The only limit to the number of VideoCards that can be present 
on the VideoTable is the physical area of the tabletop. The cards can be 
moved around freely on the VideoTable without initiating the playback 
until activated by a design session participant. A VideoCard can be 
identified and video playback initiated as long as the VideoCard is 
within 5 cm of the VideoTable surface when the pushbutton is pressed. 
Other physical artifacts can be present on the VideoTable thereby 
allowing the participants to easily refer to and mix in VideoCards with 
the overall spatial organization of design material. One limitation 
though in terms of other materials present is that large metallic bodies 
can disturb the electromagnetic field produced by the tag interrogators 
and thereby make the identification of a VideoCard difficult. 
 
Our VideoCards (see top right corner of figure 2) are 8x10 cm paper 
cards and holds the picture of a video key frame from the associated 
video snippet. In our current prototype the preparation/production of 
VideoCards is done all by hand. First a key frame is selected from each 
video snippet and printed onto a VideoCard. The name of the file 
containing the digital video snippet is then associated with a 32-bit 
number encoded in the pushbutton activated RFID tag. Finally the 
pushbutton activated RFID tag is permanently attached/glued to the 
card. When a VideoCard pushbutton is pressed the 32-bit tag ID is read 
by one of the four tag interrogators beneath the VideoTable surface and 
passed on to a PC via the serialport. Each tag interrogator can only 
detect tags within a limited area and with the current size of our 
VideoTable four tag interrogators are needed to cover the whole 
surface. Scanning of the four tag interrogators is controlled by a 
BasicStamp microcontroller. A VisualBasic application running on the 
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PC receives the ID and uses a simple lookup table to map the ID to the 
video file associated with the VideoCard and playback of the video 
snippet begins using the WindowsMediaPlayer.  The video playing is 
projected onto the screen at the end of the VideoTable. Typical 
response time from pressing a pushbutton to the start of video playback 
is about 500 msec. 
 
Using RFID tags inside our pushbuttons as the linkage mechanism 
between VideoCards and digital video snippets immediately gives the 
system some appealing properties in terms of scalability. Each of our 
tags is capable of storing 2 Kbit of data in its read/write memory 
thereby providing a huge address space for unique tag and hence, 
unique VideoCard identities. This combined with the fact that the RFID 
tags operate without the need for batteries immediately supports the 
notion of VideoCard repositories. That is, VideoCards once used can be 
kept around and reused when appropriate over a basically indefinite 
period of time. This of course presuming that a likewise 
repository/storage mechanism is in place for the digital video snippets. 
Finally, RFID tags are fairly inexpensive and it is projected by many 
(see for example (AlienTechnology, 2002)) that ongoing improvements 
in RFID tag production technology will make the price drop even 
further in the near future. 
 
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS OF USE 
In this section we report on actual use of our VideoTable prototype as 
we observed it at two workshops held by colleagues in our research 
laboratory. The observations presented here are not based on a user 
study planned in detail. The observations should therefore be regarded, 
not as a thorough evaluation, but rather as a first peek at whether our 
overall concept would gain any acceptance by the participants during 
design-oriented meetings. We introduced our VideoTable as a facility 
to one of the groups present during two one-day design workshops. We 
barely gave any instructions on how to use the system but simply made 
it available on the meeting table and let the groups start using it. In 
preparation for the workshops we had prepared 9 respectively 10 
VideoCards. The VideoCards where prepared in collaboration with 
colleagues responsible for the workshop and represented video material 
of their choice. Also, our colleagues would introduce the general idea 
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of using video snippets and present the content of the individual video 
snippets (see figure 3) as way to initiate the collaboration around the 
design task at hand.  
 

Besides using the VideoTable to activate play back of video snippets 
this presentation was similar to the presentations given to the other 
workshop groups not having access to a VideoTable. In these other 
groups the participants would also use paper cards as representations of 
video snippets but in order to view the video snippets they had to 
manually map the numbers printed on the cards with the appropriate 
video snippet files using a graphical user interface. Other design 
artifacts to be used during the group session were introduced in the 
same manner. After introducing the video snippets the VideoCards 
were left on the tabletop alongside other design artifacts.  The 
VideoCards were available throughout the evolving group discussions.  
 
The participants immediately acknowledged how easy it was to activate 
the play back of video and made comments on how the use of the 
VideoCards and VideoTable made navigation through GUI folders and 
file systems obsolete. In general the VideoCards were used as 
references to the stories told by the video snippets (see figure 4). As the 

Figure 3. Introducing the video snippets at the beginning of the group session. 
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group discussions evolved the references were often made without 
activating playback.  
 
This way of using the VideoCards may at first seem discouraging from 
a technology-centered view. But in fact this kind of use supports our 
general notion that the VideoCards should be more than just input 
devices for video play back. What we observed was that the 
VideoCards were used as meaningful physical artifacts in their own 
right with the extra capability of providing easy control of video play 
back when called for. 
 

 
 
In one of the workshops the initial group discussion revolved around 
the making of an abstract map describing the relationship between 
typical office tasks. The video snippets served as small stories about 
office tasks and the VideoCards were spatially arranged on top of the 
map (see figure 5).  

Figure 4. Participant referring to a particular video snippet during the 
group discussion by holding up the VideoCard. 
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While the VideoTable supports play back of a video snippet by 
pressing the button on a VideoCard wherever the VideoCard is placed 
on the tabletop we noticed that the participants would move the 
VideoCards to the center of the table when initiating play back. We 
looked at this as going somewhat against our idea that video snippet 
play back should be initiated ‘in-place’ and attributed this way of 
inventing a restricted spatial zone for play back to the lack of a separate 
introduction of the VideoTable capabilities. We still can not rule out 
that this lack of introduction was the cause.  But looking closer at the 
particular use situation the center of the abstract map in fact had a 
particular role when mapping office tasks. All video snippets where 
originally  introduced by placing them in the center of the table before 
they as a result of the group discussion would be moved outwards on 

Figure 5. Arranging the VideoCards on the VideoTable surface and initiating ‘in-place’ 
playback of video. 
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the abstract map. We therefore speculate that the center of the map and 
hence, the center of the VideoTable implicitly became the ‘in-place’ for 
showing video snippets when discussing the placing of a VideoCard.  
In the other workshop, without an explicitly imposed spatial layout on 
top of the VideoTable, the participants made use of the whole 

VideoTable surface for ‘in-place’ play back of video. In this workshop 
it took less than 10 minutes before the VideoTable was inhabited (see 
figure 6) not only by VideoCards but numerous other physical artifacts  
including: cardboard mockups, coffee cups, Lego figures and pieces of 
paper produced at the table. These other artifacts were placed next to 
and sometimes even on top of the VideoCards to indicate specific 
relationships. During the presentation of the design concept developed 
by the group they asked the other workshop participants to gather 
around the VideoTable. They then started presenting their concept by 
manipulating the artifacts on the table and activating the playback of 
video ‘in-place’ when needed.  
 
In general, we feel encouraged by our preliminary observations of use 
but obviously need to conduct more thorough studies. A general 
question that we would like to address is whether the overhead 
involved when preparing the VideoCards is experienced as being 

Figure 6.  Mixing the VideoCards with other physical artifacts present when 
exploring design ideas. 
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worthwhile and sufficiently rewarded by the ease of use experienced 
during the design meeting. This requires a more long-term study that 
goes beyond the immediate fascination of new technology. Further, a 
long term study would  require a VideoTable system with a far more 
transparent process of VideoCard preparation. 
 
ONGOING AND FUTURE PROTOTYPING 
We are currently in the process of improving the robustness of the 
system and the look and feel of our VideoCards. We are aiming for a 
smaller and slimmer design of the pushbutton activated RFID tags 
providing a smoother surface and making it easier to stack the 
VideoCards. We are also experimenting with the size of the 
VideoTable and alternative geometric arrangements of the interrogator 
coils beneath the table surface to even further improve the reliability of 
the pushbutton tag identification process.  
 
In general we are trying to reduce the overhead currently required to 
produce the VideoCards.  Linking physical objects with computational 
resources in general poses an inherent problem in terms of how to 
ensure that the association process links the right computational 
resource with the right physical object. This problem becomes even 
more evident in systems like ours’ where the linkage mechanism relies 
on the use of non-printable components. The process of associating 
VideoCards with video snippets is done all by hand in our current 
prototype and basically requires an expert knowing the inner workings 
of the prototype in order to keep track of pushbutton tag identities and 
video snippet file names. The ultimate goal, as mentioned in the use 
scenario, is to have a VideoCard editor interfaced with the video 
editing system and a VideoCard printer capable of attaching the 
pushbuttons to the VideoCards and in that same process link the 
pushbutton tag identities with the video snippet file names.  It is beyond 
our resources to design and construct a VideoCard printer; though we 
believe it is possible and other more skilled in fact could do so. But we 
aim to have a VideoCard editor with a drag&drop interface similar to 
the one described in the scenario up and running within long. This 
would not preclude errors in terms of linking, by accident, a video 
snippet file with the ‘wrong’ VideoCard but would at least make it 
possible for non-expert users to construct their own VideoCards; a 
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fundamental requirement when aiming for more long-term studies of 
use.  
 
Looking to the future, we would like to expand the system with one 
particular feature relevant for collaborative exploration of video 
material. We would like to see if our pushbutton activated tags could be 
used as a way to enhance the use of PostIt notes. We would like to 
expand our system to include what we for now call VideoNotes. 
VideoNotes are essentially blank VideoCards used to link handwritten 
notes to video passages during a collaborative viewing of raw video 
material. While our current VideoCards are prepared and brought to a 
meeting the VideoNotes would be constructed on the fly during the 
meeting. The VideoNote link between the handwritten notes and the 
video would be established by pressing the pushbutton at the time of 
note taking. On detecting a pushbutton being pressed the system would 
create a simple timestamp thereby making it possible to easily navigate 
to the point in the video relevant for the annotations. A system like this 
would in some ways be similar to the Audio Notebook system 
presented in (Stifelman, Arons et al. 2001) but with video and our 
particular emphasize on physical embodiment of individual notes 
intended to be shared between participants during a subsequent 
discussion. In this group discussion, similar to the familiar 
collaborative construction of mind maps, the participants would place 
their VideoNotes on an augmented whiteboard. The VideoNotes could 
be moved around and spatially arranged, possibly accompanied by 
VideoCards, according to groupings agreed upon by the participants. 
Whenever needed in order to support the discussion the video linked 
with a VideoNote could be played while leaving the VideoNote ‘in-
place’ on the whiteboard. Though we have not yet started working on 
this kind of system, we believe that the technology used in our current 
prototype could be adapted without any major modifications. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Though watching video is a common part of design-oriented meetings 
it is often experienced, as an activity of its own not easily integrated 
with the collaborative nature of these meetings. We identified 3 
common problems with today’s interfaces for video control standing in 
the way of this integration. Through our prototype design and 
implementation we have explored ways to alleviate these problems. In 
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general we have aimed for a design that tries to bring the interaction 
with video snippets out of isolation and make them part of the pool of 
shared resources and opportunities for action already present at design-
oriented meetings. We have with our VideoTable and VideoCards 
prototype in particular explored the notion of physically embodied 
video snippets embedding means for control of video playback as a 
way to meet this challenge of integration. As a contrast to today’s 
interfaces for control of video playback our system can in brief be 
characterized by the following properties: 
 

• The persistence of the physical embodied video snippet 
(VideoCard) makes it easier to refer, and hold on, to a video 
snippet not currently playing. 

• Access to, and physical manipulation of, a VideoCard gives 
immediate access to playback of a video snippet without the 
need for complex operation of a separate device.  

• The VideoCards and VideoTable provide multiple spatially 
distributed points for interaction and thereby prevents the ‘bus 
driver’ model of operation while supporting a collaborative 
sharing of control of video playback 

 
In pursuing these goals we have deliberately chosen a technology that 
allows for direct identification of the link between physical objects and 
digital video snippets without the need for extra tools such as for 
example barcode readers. We have developed our pushbutton tags by 
modifying standard RFID technology. 
 
On a more general note, we have throughout our design chosen a 
strategy that supports the kind of openness that characterizes the 
brainstorm like use situations we are designing for. We have aimed for 
a design that enables and complements rather than takes over the 
amazing human capability to take in at a glance, make associations 
between resources, and take advantage of opportunities for action on a 
moment-to-moment basis.  As part of this strategy we have tried to 
design our VideoCards to be more than just input devices. We have 
aimed for a use experience where the VideoCards are looked upon as 
meaningful physical artifacts in their own right with the extra capability 
of providing easy control of video play back when needed. In this way 
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we have tried to enable a more smooth transition of discovery, 
engagement and dis-engagement with the video snippets. 
 
We have presented our preliminary observations of use and even 
though they do not qualify as formal user studies we believe they make 
our design efforts look promising. One of the more important questions 
that still needs to be addressed is whether the extra work of preparing 
VideoCards is experienced as being sufficiently rewarded by the ease 
of use experienced during the design meeting. A question that we 
believe requires a long term study where a robust and more complete 
version of a VideoTable and VideoCard system is made available as a 
permanent facility in a design oriented environment. The 
implementation of such a system is part of our agenda for the near 
future.  
 
In conclusion, we believe that the actual use of our prototype during 
two workshops supports our initial notion that physical embodiment of 
video snippets embedding means for control enables the kind of 
collaborative exploration of video we were aiming for. We believe that 
the use at the workshops indicate that we in fact are on the right track in 
our attempt to make video snippets become a more integral part of the 
overall shared space of resources and opportunities for actions present 
during design oriented meetings. We intend to further explore the 
notion of physical embodiment of digital media and the coupling 
between physical manipulation and control of computational resources 
in collaborative settings.  
 
Finally, we will, in our future design of digital technology, develop the 
approach of complementing and enabling rather than substituting and 
taking over the role of other resources present in the use context. An 
approach that we believe is closely related to augmented reality as it 
was presented originally.   
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